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 ABSTRACT 
 
Background 
Strategy forms an inevitable part of a company’s existence, whether explicitly 
formulated or implicitly acted on. Today, there are many ways to find information 
about companies and their strategic directions, for example in the non-financial 
sections of annual reports. However, the future actions and strategic choices tend 
not to be spoken of explicitly or in terms of strategy concepts or typologies. Thus, 
the presentation of strategies in annual reports may differ in terminology from the 
conceptions and notions as presented in strategy concepts. This implies a 
challenging base for analysis and will inevitably create an interesting situation if one 
wants to map out a company’s strategic direction with these reports as basis. Annual 
reports could also possibly constitute a cross-over between the theoretical realm and 
the business world, which might allow the drawing of parallels between theoretical 
concepts and espoused strategic actions. 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to provide an overall image of strategy in the heavy 
electrical engineering industry in the time period of 1987 to 2002, using the non-
financial information in annual reports as the single source for identifying and 
classifying companies in terms of strategy.  
 
Mode of procedure 
Annual reports from four large companies in the heavy electrical engineering 
industry have been studied with a grounded approach of textual analysis. The case 
study was conducted with an inductive starting point, and covered a vast amount of 
empirical material. Key features of strategic directions, on the corporate and 
business level, were derived from the empirical material as well as from strategy 
literature, and these features then served as base for further analysis and conclusions.    
 
Results 
All four studied companies displayed different strategic phases on the two levels. 
However, inconsistency and a multitude of comments sometimes obstructed the 
identification of distinct phases. On an inter-company level, the European 
companies tended to have more features in common than the American ones. 
Furthermore, specific characteristics have been identified for each company. Finally, 
each of the four case companies was classified in terms of generic strategies. The 
classification of the companies showed that a multitude of strategic typologies was 
applicable during the studied time period, some recurrently and others in unique 
periods.  
 
Keywords 
Annual reports, heavy electrical engineering industry, corporate strategy, business 
strategy, textual analysis, taxonomy, typology, classification.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In this introductory chapter we introduce the foundation of the thesis; the underlying interest, a 

problem discussion, the objective of the study, delimitations and also the thesis’ disposition. 

 

1.1. Background 
In line with its ancient Athenian origin, strategy was a task for leaders, depending on 

function. Stemming from the words stratos, which means ‘army’, and agein, ‘to lead’, 

the concept of strategy signifies the efforts of coordination and synergy among units 

performed by commanders and head of tribes, so called strategoi. Comparing these 

military ideas to contemporary business competition, strategy emerges as the means 

of the company’s fight for survival against its competitors (Cummings, 1993). But 

what is strategy? Hax (1990) provides six strategy dimensions to be included in a 

definition of strategy, dimensions that include factors from a pattern of decisions via 

long term objectives, competitive domain, the achievement of competitive 

advantage and managerial tasks to the contribution of the firm to its stakeholders.  

We find that strategy forms an inevitable part of a company’s existence, whether the 

strategy is explicitly formulated or implicitly acted on. We also believe that 

knowledge about company strategies is an important tool for the competition as 

well as for outsiders when assessing a company. Today, there are many ways to find 

information about companies and their strategic directions; for example on web 

sites, in newspapers and in company-produced material such as financial statements 

and annual reports.  

According to us, annual reports serve several purposes and consist of a wide variety 

of information. Furthermore, we find that they are communicative and constitute 

examples of a textual medium of communication with a clear function; to provide 
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the public with information about the company. This information comes in two 

forms, financial and non-financial. The content of the financial sections of annual 

reports is fairly formalised through eg accounting standards and customs, but we 

believe that the non-financial sections of these reports are characterised by 

somewhat arbitrary statements, differing from one firm to another. This non-

financial information is rather voluntary for a company, and the company can 

choose to tell as much or as little as it desires. The non-financial section may contain 

information about the passed year, the managing director’s commentary, an outline 

of the company’s products or business activities and so on (Sveriges aktiesparares 

riksförbund, 1997).  

We argue that the financial section has a clear purpose: To provide the foundation 

for an economic valuation and evaluation of the company’s financial condition. 

However, we find that there is no obvious or common field of application for the 

information in the non-financial section.   

We believe that while the financial sections are based on past performance, the non-

financial sections contain indications of future actions. These future actions can, in 

our opinion, be seen from a strategic point of view. However, the future actions and 

strategic choices tend not to be spoken of explicitly or in terms of strategy concepts 

or typologies. Thus, the presentation of strategies in annual reports may differ in 

terminology from the conceptions and notions as presented in strategy concepts, 

something that must be taken into consideration when reading these reports. The 

language and nuances of the strategic comments in annual reports may not 

correspond to the common pattern seen in strategy literature, but display themselves 

in totally different manners.   

http://hip.bibl.liu.se/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=113A4U969Y859.5079&profile=hb--1&uri=search=AL~!Sveriges%20aktiesparares%20riksf%C3%B6rbund&menu=search&submenu=subtab13&source=~!horizon
http://hip.bibl.liu.se/ipac20/ipac.jsp?session=113A4U969Y859.5079&profile=hb--1&uri=search=AL~!Sveriges%20aktiesparares%20riksf%C3%B6rbund&menu=search&submenu=subtab13&source=~!horizon
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1.2. Problem discussion 
We believe that the previously mentioned arbitrary characteristics of the non-

financial sections of annual reports imply a challenging base for analysis. If future 

actions and strategic choices are not spoken of explicitly, or in terms of generic 

strategy concepts1, this will inevitably create an interesting situation if one wants to 

map out a company’s strategic direction with these reports as basis. We ask 

ourselves, it is even possible to extract strategic directions from annual reports? Or, 

does the premise that companies not tend to use common strategy labels hinder a 

classification according to generic strategy concepts? Another interesting notion is 

that annual reports could possibly constitute a cross-over between the theoretical 

realm and the business world, which might allow the drawing of parallels between 

theoretical concepts and espoused strategic actions.  

According to Porter (1985), competition is at the very core of the triumph or 

breakdown of every company, and competitive strategy is therefore fundamental. 

To find a favourable position in an industry, one that is profitable and sustainable, 

that provides some protection against the competitive forces is vital for any 

company. Furthermore, Porter (1985) argues that it is the industrial context that 

determines the strategy for the companies in that very industry. Therefore we find it 

interesting to study the annual reports of a set of companies within the same 

industry in order to see how future actions are mentioned in the non-financial 

sections. Choosing companies in only one industry to study is appealing to us since 

they are each others rivals and must take the competitors’ actions into account when 

considering their own strategic moves. When analysing different companies within a 

single industry, both similarities and differences are bound to appear, but what do 

they look like? Do the companies imitate each other or do they choose completely 

 

1 Generic strategies characterise strategic positions at the simplest and broadest level (Stanford 
University, 2005). 
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different strategic approaches in order to capture different market shares, address 

different customers or simply to complement each other?  

One company that we find interesting to study with regards to strategy is Asea 

Brown Boveri, ABB. The reason for this is that ABB is today a very large, global 

company with a long and interesting history, partly originated in Sweden in the 

1880’s (ABB, 2005). ABB operates today in the heavy electrical engineering 

industry2 (Tell, 2000), and therefore we have chosen to study this particular industry. 

Furthermore, we wanted to include other companies to be able to make 

comparisons between them. The choice fell on General Electric, Siemens and 

Westinghouse, since these companies also fit the characteristics of being global, 

large and having a long history within the industry in question. Furthermore, we 

believe that the companies’ size implies that their actions have an impact on the 

industry as a whole, and that they also affect each other’s actions to a great extent.  

1.3. Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to provide an overall image of strategy in the heavy 

electrical engineering industry in the time period of 1987 to 2002, using the non-

financial information in annual reports as the single source for identifying and 

classifying companies in terms of strategy.  

1.3.1.  Research questions 

In order to fulfil the purpose of the thesis, we have formulated research questions 

which we aim to answer: 

 

2 Electrical engineering is an engineering discipline that deals with the study and application of 
electricity and electromagnetism. Subfields include those that deal with power, control systems, 
electronics and telecommunication. (The Free Dictionary by Farlex, 2005) 
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• Are there different strategic phases within each company, from one year to 

another or in different periods of time, and if so, which are they? 

• What major differences and/or similarities in overall strategy exist between 

the companies? 

• How can the chosen companies be classified in terms of generic strategies? 

1.4. Delimitations 
The reason for choosing the time period of 1987 to 2002 is that the great majority 

of annual reports from the companies during this period were available at Linköping 

university. Furthermore, we found that this number of years would provide us with 

a time span which gave us an opportunity to see possible strategic change. This 

particular time period does not have a specific meaning to us, and we consider that 

any other given time period could have been sufficient for our purpose; therefore 

availability constituted the main reason for the choice of this time period. Some 

reports from this period have however been excluded: ABB’s report from 1987 

since the company was not founded until 1988, and Westinghouse’s reports from 

1998 to 2002 since it exited the industry of interest in 1997. Furthermore, we were 

unfortunately unable to get the annual reports of Westinghouse from 1987 and 1988. 

However, we believe that this only marginally influences the outcome of the study 

since the reports available are in chronological order and constitute the majority. 

Since the purpose of this thesis is to study strategy in annual reports, we will not 

consider any other form of information regarding strategy in the chosen companies. 

Moreover, we will not take into account the actual events or the surrounding world 

of the companies, nor will we investigate if what the companies state in the annual 

reports is true. This since we are only interested in what they say about strategy, not 

what they actually do.  
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Regarding strategy, we have chosen to focus on generic corporate, business and 

technology strategies; see section 3.1. Introduction to the concept of strategy for a more 

detailed description and discussion concerning the theoretical framework.  

When analysing the companies, we have in addition to studying strategy on the 

corporate level also focused on one of the companies’ respective business segments 

in order to deeper study business and technology strategy. The choice of segment 

fell on Power Generation3, or its equivalent, due to the fact of it being of interest in 

other research projects at Linköping university. This segment is also found in all of 

the companies, making it possible to study in the annual reports and also to 

compare the companies’ segments with each other. We have not studied any other 

business segment. 

Further information about our methodological delimitations is found in section 2.5. 

Methodological delimitations. 

1.5. Scientific contribution 
It is our hope that this thesis will provide both a descriptive and a methodological 

scientific contribution. We aim to give an account of the espoused strategies in the 

chosen companies during the chosen time period, and put them in comparison with 

generic strategy typologies. In addition, we have chosen a research design and 

methodological approach which is, to our knowledge, unusual in a business context 

since we have not come across another thesis with a similar approach. Therefore we 

hope that this thesis will make a contribution in this area as well. 

 

3 A segment including eg power plants, solar and wind energy, engines, turbines and generators.  
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1.6. Thesis outline 
After this introductory chapter, the thesis is composed by eight other chapters: 

Chapter two concerns the research method and the methodological and procedural 

aspects; chapter three presents the thesis’ theoretical framework; chapter four 

consists of company presentations and an accounting for the company taxonomies; 

chapter five consists of the comparative analysis; chapter six presents our findings 

and reflections; and chapter seven our conclusions. Furthermore, the list of 

references is presented in chapter eight and the appendices are listed in the 

concluding ninth chapter. 

Nota bene: We have chosen to place the theoretical framework before the company 

taxonomies in the thesis despite the fact that we have conducted our study in 

accordance with a grounded approach; i.e. we have departed from the empirical 

material and analysed it before compiling the theoretical framework. The reason for 

choosing this outline is to facilitate for the reader by following a more traditional 

thesis structure. 
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2. RESEARCH METHOD 
 

This chapter deals with issues regarding scientific approach, methodology and research design. It 

aims to clarify the conditions under which this thesis has been accomplished and explain the 

employed methods and choices thereof. 

 

2.1. Thoughts concerning scientific approach 
As persons and researchers we are everyday faced with questions regarding our view 

of the world, whether it concerns a questioning of the validity of theories or an 

observation of contemporary society. We believe that a person’s view on knowledge 

affects the choices she makes and the way she interprets and acknowledges theories 

and hypotheses.  

We assert that the fact that we are business students influences our view of the 

world as well as our perspective on what science is and how research is conducted. 

Our perceptions of everyday life are biased due to the fact that we have been 

presented with theories and information about eg economical concepts within the 

sphere of business studies we presently move in. This business background surely 

affects how we have conducted the entire thesis process, and it is our firm belief 

that a researcher coming from another background, eg literary or language studies, 

would have tackled the subject differently. She would have drawn other conclusions, 

since she would not make the same assumptions about annual reports as we 

unconsciously do. 

Views on knowledge and how it can and should be assimilated differ greatly, and we 

believe that these different conceptions imply certain consequences regarding 

research methodology and execution. Jacobsen (2002) denotes that there are two 

epistemological extremities, positivism and hermeneutics. These epistemologies 
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have their bases in two very different conceptions regarding the assimilation of 

knowledge; the positivist thought claims that sources of knowledge are sensation 

and logical reasoning (Eriksson and Wiedersheim-Paul, 1999), whereas 

hermeneutists base their gathering of knowledge on a semantic interpretation and 

thus a search for significance and meaning (Jacobsen, 2002). Alvesson and 

Sköldberg (1994) criticise the positivist approach by arguing that the observed reality 

not always reveals the entity but that there is a possibility to penetrate the surface 

and analyse what lies beyond, which could provide an explanation of the observed.  

Hermeneutics is textual analysis, i.e. the art of interpreting texts through methodical 

perusal (Hellspong and Ledin, 2004). Hermeneutics is about interpreting and a 

search of meaning; a process which is conducted through the so called hermeneutic 

spiral. This spiral illustrates how the analytical process goes from studying the entity 

to the fractions, and vice versa, in an in-/finite quest of truth (Alvesson and 

Sköldberg, 1994). Our analysis is a textual analysis and we have interpreted the texts 

of annual reports and searched for underlying structures concerning the expression 

of strategy concepts. In line with the principles of hermeneutics we have oscillated 

between looking at the entity of the texts and at fractions of it in order to establish 

what the espoused strategies consist of.  

2.1.1. Pre-conceptions and the notion of researcher neutrality 

Lindholm (2005) describes the importance of awareness within research: He 

denotes that striving towards awareness of the present paradigm is essential, and 

that an attentiveness concerning subcultures and the reasons for choices made is 

crucial. Further, Holme and Solvang (1997) argue that a researcher hardly can be 

objective and value neutral towards the phenomenon under study. They point out 

that the researcher’s education and experience affects her pre-conceptions and 

influence the way in which she views and treats the subject. According to Holme 

and Solvang, pre-conceptions and prejudices coincide and may impinge on 

interpretations, and the researcher must be aware of the problems implied by this.  
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We agree with Holme and Solvang (1997) that a researcher, to a certain extent, 

always has a coloured view on the subject and it is our belief that our background as 

business students highly has affected how we have tackled the objective of this 

thesis. It was eg not the first time we came in contact with annual reports, and our 

pre-conceptions regarding these and their utility surely affected the way in which we 

have approached the subject problem. These thoughts concur with Vikström’s 

(2005) reasoning that it is naïve and irresponsible to believe that the results of the 

interpretation are independent of the researcher’s angle of approach. Living in the 

world, we are part of the reality we attempt to understand. Nevertheless, we believe 

that the fact that neither of us has focused on strategy studies in our business 

studies has weighed in positively considering our chosen approach. Since we do not 

have profound pre-conceptions of what strategy is or a deeper knowledge of 

strategy terminology we have been able to keep an open mind towards the texts in 

the annual reports. Not being ‘locked’ in terms of what may or may not be an 

espoused strategy, we are convinced that we have had an open approach. We will 

return to this line of argument in section 2.3.2. Grounded theory.  

2.2. Methodological approach 
Research is carried out by persons with different backgrounds, different pre-

conceptions and for different purposes. In this section we will present our thoughts 

regarding the chosen research approach. 

2.2.1. A qualitative approach 

When spoken about, research is often divided into two categories; qualitative and 

quantitative studies. How to define these categories can be tricky and theorists have 

different standing points in this question: Lekwall and Wahlbin (2001) assert that 

the separation is made according to how data are expressed and analysed, whilst 

Jacobsen’s (2002) definition reads that quantitative studies seek to describe 

phenomena whereas qualitative studies aim to interpret and understand. Our 

objective with this study was exactly to interpret and understand how strategies are 
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described in annual reports, which implies that the study is of a qualitative nature in 

line with Jacobsen’s reasoning. We have not used statistical-mathematical methods 

in our analysis, and therefore we believe that the quantitative denomination is not 

applicable. A description is provided through the taxonomies, but since they are a 

product of extensive analysis and interpretation, we firmly believe that the study is 

of a qualitative nature.  

2.2.2. Striving for validity and reliability  

When working with a qualitative approach, Ödman (2004) denotes that the 

researcher’s capability to handle texts, i.e. producing, processing, understanding 

contexts and interpreting, influences the validity of the study. Ödman also 

emphasises the significance of argumentation, criticism of sources and the abundant 

account of data. We have tried to provide a satisfactory account of our research 

methodology and empirical data, eg describe how the analysis has been carried out 

and give examples of text fractions. This has been done in order to increase the 

reader’s understanding of our approach and work process, and facilitate the forming 

of an opinion about our thesis. Ödman (2004) concludes by emphasising the 

importance of criteria for interpretation; fractions and entity must coincide and they 

must not contradict the handled material. We have strived to attain valid 

interpretations through a systematic mode of procedure, with several steps of 

feedback, connecting the extracts to the original material.  

Jacobsen (2002) denotes that the research method in use may influence the 

reliability of a study. We have, through our systematics, made efforts to ensure that 

any negligence has been kept at minimum levels and that we have not been 

influenced by outer factors. 
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2.2.3. Drawing conclusions 

There are several strategies concerning how to achieve a grasp of reality and the 

question is which one is the most eligible. Induction, i.e. to depart from empirical 

data from which patterns are searched for and models and theories constructed 

(Björklund and Paulsson, 2003), implies, according to Jacobsen (2002), that the 

researcher approaches reality without pre-conceptions. Nothing should limit the 

amount or characteristics of the information collected by the researcher. However, 

this could lead to that the researcher only looks for information which she finds 

relevant and which tends to support her expectations.  

Another strategy concerning inference is to originate from theories. The theories lay 

the foundation for predictions which the researcher then tries to verify through 

collected facts (Björklund and Paulsson, 1997). Alvesson and Sköldberg (1994) 

points out that this strategy, deduction, is not free from weakness; a deductive 

approach tends to presuppose that the generic rule always applies.  

According to Alvesson and Sköldberg (1994), the hermeneutic process is similar to 

the abductive approach of drawing conclusions since they both emphasise 

interpretation and the alteration between a holistic view or a pattern and singular 

constituents or observations. Abductive reasoning emphasizes the search for 

suitable theories to an empirical observation, which Dubois and Gadde (2002) call 

‘theory matching’, or ‘systematic combining’. In this process, data is collected 

simultaneously to theory building, which implies a learning loop (Taylor et al., 2002), 

or at least a ‘back and forth’ direction between theory and empirical study (Dubois 

and Gadde, 2002).  

In our view, our process of analysis has had its origin in an inductive approach. The 

problem evolves from an empirical background, and we have had a grounded 

research-approach. Nevertheless, we consider ourselves as having gone back and 

forth between empirical data and theory as the study proceeded, which gives the 

study characteristics of an abductive approach. This view, in combination with our 
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view of the work process as following a hermeneutical spiral, coincides well with 

Alvesson and Sköldbergs (1994) idea. However, we hesitate to label our study as 

abductive due to the implied scope of such an approach, and merely establish that it 

originates in an inductive approach. We have, as mentioned earlier, worked with a 

grounded approach affecting the drawing of conclusions. More about grounded 

theory and its implications in section 2.3.2. Grounded theory. 

As we interpret the lack of pre-conceptions connected to an inductive approach, the 

essence of this implication is that the researcher should not be influenced by prior 

knowledge about the area in such a way that she is locked in cognitive structures. 

However, as mentioned in section 2.1.1.Pre-conceptions and the notion of researcher 

neutrality, we have not studied strategy before on a more profound level. Therefore, 

we consider ourselves not having been significantly influenced by pre-conceptions. 

2.2.4. Thoughts concerning interpretation and the notion of truth 

We have come across a quotation that we believe well illustrates the idea, the 

problem and the process of this thesis: 

“If we are to use language there is a factor of interpretation.”4

Source: Andersson (2005) 

Everything about this quotation is an interpretation; Andersson had one view as he 

uttered it, we as the audience made our own individual interpretations, and as we 

made the translation, yet another interpretational element was added. Inevitably, all 

texts demand interpretation, and hence there is a large aspect of subjectivity. 

Lindholm (2005) argues that when interpreting one makes ontological and 

epistemological assumptions, and he declares that an interpretation is an allocation 

of meaning. Säljö (1999) brings up the problems of not being aware of the starting-

 

4 The authors’ translation of the Swedish original quotation “Ska vi använda språk så har vi ett 
moment av tolkning”. 
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points for a classification, which might lead to not understanding the description 

provided of the world. He gives an example of this; the classification used not so 

long ago in mental institutions where designations as ‘idiot’, ‘half-idiot’, ‘quarter-

idiot’, ‘cretin’, ‘fool’ 5 , and so on, were scientifically used. We consider these 

designations not easily understood today, seen from other perspectives and with 

other starting-points. This coincides well with what Vikström (2005) denotes as a 

contextually influenced interpretation, which he claims is fundamental in the 

hermeneutic schools. In line with this reasoning, the strategy labels used today may 

not match the ones used yesterday or tomorrow. This implies that the taxonomies 

we have created may not be the same if made by another researcher in another 

context. Nevertheless, we believe that our labelling is viable and valid in our context, 

representing persons originating from a business background but with no deeper 

insights in the academic strategy field. We believe that such a background is highly 

representative for persons assessing companies on a daily basis, whether the 

assessment is based on annual reports or on other material. 

When interpreting, we search for a deeper meaning or truth, but what is truth? Or 

rather, what is truth in our context? According to Alvesson and Sköldberg (1994), 

the notion of truth has a different meaning to different people, and they imply that 

the only thing eligible for evaluation is the arguments for a certain result since the 

hermeneutic process always may proceed. This leads us to the interpretation that a 

final conclusion is unattainable, and that it is always possible to present developed 

or diverting ideas affecting the result. Thus, the conclusions presented in this thesis 

are merely suggestions, founded on arguments we have developed in our analysis.  

 

5 The authors’ translation of the Swedish original terms ‘idiot’, ‘halvidiot’, ‘kvartsidiot’, ‘kretin’ and 
‘fåne’. 
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2.3. Research design 
In this section we introduce and discuss the foundations of our research design and 

the concepts of case study, grounded theory and textual analysis. 

2.3.1. Case study 

In this thesis, we have a case study approach in which we have analysed the annual 

reports from four different companies operating within the same industry. The case 

study approach can, according to Eisenhardt (1989), be said to be a research strategy 

which concentrates on comprehending the dynamics that exists within single 

settings. A case study can consist of one or several cases as well as different levels of 

analysis. Case studies can also have an embedded design, which is when multiple 

levels of analysis are employed within a single study, eg industry and corporate level 

or changes within a single firm. We chose to look at strategy both on the corporate 

and business level; therefore we have conducted a multiple case study with two 

levels of analysis in the view of Eisenhardt. Jacobsen (2002) means that case studies 

are not clearly defined in literature but that one can signify a case as an entity, a 

research object separated in time and space. Furthermore, he separates case studies 

from small-numbers studies, arguing that in small-numbers studies a specific 

phenomenon is often studied in a broader perspective, using multiple cases, whilst 

in a case study a place or specific situation. Following Jacobsen’s line of argument, 

we find that our study resembles a small-numbers study with focus on the 

phenomenon espoused strategies. Nevertheless, he indicates that case and small-

numbers studies often are hard to separate since the border between them is fluid.  

Eisenhardt (1989) means that in case studies data collection methods are often 

combined, and the gathered evidence may be qualitative, quantitative or a 

combination of both. Useful for different purposes, a case study can provide 

descriptions as well as test or generate theory. Our gathered data originates in the 

annual reports of the companies and is of a qualitative nature. The purpose with this 

thesis is comparative and descriptive and therefore we found the case study 
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approach to suit the aim of this thesis. Furthermore, Eisenhardt (1989) says that 

when beginning a case study, it is important to have an initial definition of the 

research questions. The reason for this is that it is not hard to become overwhelmed 

by the volume of data if not having a research focus. As we have proceeded with 

our study, we have repeatedly gone back to our research questions, evaluating them 

and making sure that our focus has been correct when performing the analysis.  

When conducting a case study, Eisenhardt (1989) also maintains that the selection 

of cases is an important step. The concept of the population is crucial since it 

defines the set of entities from which the research sample is to be drawn, and 

furthermore, the choice of an appropriate population handles unwanted variation 

and helps to describe the limits for generalising the results. It is common for 

researchers to choose the number of cases in advance, due to the availability of 

resources and time constraints. According to Eisenhardt, between four to ten cases 

usually works when there is no ideal number of cases. Fewer than four do not give 

enough empirical data and more than ten makes it difficult to manage the 

complexity and amount of the data. In this thesis, the population consisted of the 

companies within the heavy electrical engineering industry, and a case is constituted 

by a company; i.e., we worked with four cases.  

There are several ways to analyse the data and one important method is within-case 

analysis, due to the often massive amount of empirical data. All of these methods 

often include some kind of write-up for each case, often simply pure descriptions 

providing the researcher with help to deal with the amount of data early in the 

process. There is no standard format for this kind of analysis; it can be designed to 

fit the purpose of the study. The main idea however is to become familiar with each 

case individually, allowing the unique patterns of each case to appear before trying 

to generalise across cases (Eisenhardt, 1989). We have worked with a grounded 

research approach and have used both analysis methods described above when 

analysing our empirical data. First we looked at each company individually to see 

strategic patterns within each company and through the years, then we did a cross-
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case analysis to see similarities and differences between the companies. More about 

our work process is found in 2.4.2. Development of typologies, taxonomies and classifications.  

Eisenhardt (1989) also brings up the cross-search method, in which the overall 

founding idea is to compel investigators to go beyond initial impressions and to 

counteract negative tendencies; eg to leap to conclusions based on limited data. One 

way to carry out a cross-case comparison is to select categories or dimensions and 

then look for within-group similarities or differences; categories that can be 

proposed by the research problem, by existing literature or simply be chosen by the 

researcher. In line with the purpose and research questions of this thesis, we have 

conducted cross-case studies in order to compare the companies’ strategic directions. 

2.3.2. Grounded theory 

Grounded theory is both a theory and a research approach. As a research approach 

it is qualitative in nature and can be said to be a combination of induction and 

deduction (Glaser, 1978). This method consists of making a selection, gathering data 

and analysing the data interactively, where the collection of data and the analysis 

mutually affect each other. The most important distinction between grounded 

theory and the inductive and deductive methods is that one does not start from 

existing theory, rather one tries to generate new theory (Hartman, 2001).  

“A grounded theory […] is discovered, developed, and provisionally 
verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data.[…] 
One does not begin with a theory, then prove it. Rather, one begins 
with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to 
emerge.” 

Source: Strauss and Corbin (1990, p. 23) 

The research process according to grounded theory is an interactive process that is 

strictly regulated by method rules (Hartman, 2001). The process, in short, consists 

of specific coding, theoretical coding, sorting, writing the report and publishing the 

study. Each of these activities in their turn contains other activities (Gustavsson, 

1998). Gustavsson (2003) clarifies that the grounded-theory research-method tends 
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to be applied in various ways depending on the area of research and the available 

resources in terms of time, money and experience. He denotes that the method is 

highly adaptable as long as there is an understanding of its purpose along with an 

awareness of the possible weaknesses of its results.  

We have not developed a new theory, but we regard our study as a variant of a 

grounded theory approach: We departed from empirical data in order to analyse 

structures, and from the classifications made we compared our findings with generic, 

accepted strategy theories. The grounded approach served as base for the practical 

mode of procedure presented in section 2.4.2. Development of typologies, taxonomies and 

classifications. The combination of induction and deduction in grounded theory, as 

described by Glaser (1978), also correspond to our work process in this thesis. The 

reasons for choosing a grounded-theory influenced approach originate in a desire to 

retain an open approach to the text in the annual reports. Through not starting off 

with studying strategy literature, in combination with the fact that we are not further 

educated within the strategy field, we believe that we were able to hinder ourselves 

from tunnel vision to a certain extent; we believe ourselves to have avoided strong 

preconceptions of what an espoused strategy is or should look like. Some might also 

signify this as a weakness with the chosen approach; not having studied strategy and 

having a better insight into its terminology. Nevertheless, we consider that the 

openness of the grounded approach benefited the purpose of the study. We believe 

that we have been able to retain this disposition practically, and the fact that we in 

our taxonomies have included information that was not of a character mentioned in 

the generic typologies strengthens our view on this subject.  

2.3.3. Textual analysis 

The foundation of this thesis lies within the field of textual analysis: It is through 

analysis of the non-financial sections of annual reports that we have built our thesis 

and its findings and conclusions. We have in the first introductory chapter of the 

thesis concluded that annual reports are communicative and a textual medium, but 
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what is a text? In line with Hellspong and Ledin’s (2004) reasoning, a text can be 

seen as consisting of different characteristics and functions. The text is 

communicative; intentional, i.e. serves a purpose; verbal, i.e. brings about a message; 

and creative. The written text is also stable, in opposition to the fickle speech; 

coherent; and conventional, i.e. follows certain accepted norms and regulations. 

Hellspong and Ledin mean that we everyday face different types of texts which 

provide information about the surrounding world; whether it is financial reports, the 

morning news-paper, the DVD-player manual, billboards, in private or in public; 

texts with an everyday, practical application which all contribute to how we see the 

world and act in it. We see annual reports as obviously composed by texts, and in 

our opinion their purpose is clear: To communicate information about the company. 

There are numerous definitions of what a text is, on different levels, and we have 

chosen to present one that we find suitable for the objective of this thesis: 

“In book IX of l’Institution Oratoire, Quintilien associates the text – 
textus and textum – with the composite, ie with the inventio (choice of 
arguments), the elocutio (the put in words) and the dispositio (the put 
in place or outline of the text) united.”6

Source: Adam (2004, p.5) 

This definition allows us to identify the textual level on which the analysis has its 

focus. As we have discussed earlier, we will not take into consideration eg the 

context in which the strategies have been formulated, and seen from this 

perspective the objective of this thesis concern the elocutio of strategies. This level 

corresponds to the content dimension of strategy, as defined by de Wit and Meyer 

(1998). More about the delimitations in section 2.5. Methodological delimitations.  

 

6 The authors’ translation of the French original quotation “Au livre IX de l’Institution oratoire, 
Quintilien associe le texte – textus et textum – à la compositio, c’est-à-dire à l’inventio (choix des 
arguments), l’elocutio (mise en mots) et la disposition (mise en ordre ou plan de texte) reunites.” 
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When analysing several texts, Hellspong (2001) says that it is possible to talk about a 

corpus7 analysis. According to Hellspong, this kind of analysis is merely a study of a 

group of texts, which can be useful in studies aiming to depart from a text’s 

function in order to analyse how this function is expressed. This corresponds to our 

aim of identifying strategy in annual reports. Hellspong further defines this as a 

typological analysis within qualitative research which may give ground for generic 

conclusions regarding possible structures of a certain function. This concurs with 

what Vikström (2005) calls a comparative method; to seek for liaisons and 

similarities between texts through matching them up to each other. Hellspong’s 

(2001) and Vikstöm’s (2005) reasoning strengthens us in our view of our study as 

qualitative and our choice of an approach influenced by grounded theory, as we 

have compared texts from different annual reports, looking for similarities and 

differences. In order to being able to make comparisons, we have also chosen to 

study annual reports written in English. This to enable a common starting point for 

the analysis and also since generic strategies often are described in English terms. 

English not being our native language may have influenced our interpretations of 

the texts, but we consider ourselves having knowledge of the language satisfactory 

to achieving valid analyses. 

2.3.4. The aspect of change 

In this study, there is a time aspect to consider since we have chosen to study annual 

reports from 1987 to 2002. A lot of things can and do happen in a time span of 16 

years. We find it interesting to include the time perspective in our thesis, since the 

concept of strategy is dynamic and a strategy should be adapted to fit changed 

conditions. This gives the study characteristics of being a processual analysis, a 

description of how strategy changes over time. According to Pettigrew (1997), 

process analysis aims at catching reality and actions, which demands a thorough 

 

7 Corpus stems from the Latin word for ”a body” (Hellspong, 2001). 
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understanding of embeddedness and context. He emphasises that future actions and 

events always are shaped by the past, and clarifies that processes can not be 

discussed without also including human agency. Considering these statements, we 

conclude that processual analysis, in Pettigrew’s terminology, resembles discourse 

analysis as they both deal with broad contextual analysis. In this thesis, we will study 

the process of how strategy evolves over time, but we will not take contextual 

aspects in consideration. 

2.3.5. A comparative approach 

 The reason for analysing four different companies over a period of time is that this 

provides a foundation for comparison. We find that it is not very interesting to just 

look at one company, one year and state what strategy it had. In this thesis, the 

following comparisons are of interest: Comparison within a company between 

different years; comparison between companies; and comparison between the 

companies’ espoused strategies and existing strategy literature. 

This thesis also has a comparative approach in the sense that we have firstly 

developed taxonomies based on the non-financial information in the annual reports, 

and then compared them with strategic typologies taken from the literature in the 

strategy field. This has been done in order to classify the companies in proper 

strategic typologies developed by well-known, acknowledged writers.  

2.4. Mode of procedure 
Our process of analysis resembled the hermeneutic spiral in the sense that when 

analysing the texts, we have oscillated between looking at individual words and 

concepts to the entity of the text section in order to avoid disagreements between 

individual words and the text as a whole. This process was very useful when reading 

the annual reports; from time to time it was necessary to reread text sections to 

clarify their sense and implications.  
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This section contains an account for the practical course of action, which connects 

to section 2.3.2. Grounded theory. Firstly, a description of the assimilation of data; and 

secondly, a detailed description of the work process. As the kind of systematic 

textual analysis we have performed to our knowledge is unusual within a business 

context, we have made efforts to provide an ample account of our proceedings. 

2.4.1. Assimilation of data 

Different forms of data are accessible and ideally the researcher collects various 

types in order to provide complements and support, or simply to put different 

information against one another (Jacobsen, 2002). The so called primary data 

consists of material gathered directly from persons or groups of persons; i.e. the 

information stems unswervingly from the source. Albeit more common methods of 

collecting primary data are through interviews or questionnaires, we consider the 

annual reports used in this study as being this type of data. This since they do stem 

directly from the source, i.e. the companies, and provide first-hand descriptions of 

the companies’ managements’ thoughts and wishes. Jacobsen’s (2002) definition of 

the opposite of primary data, i.e. secondary data, clarifies that this second kind of 

information is assimilated by another person than the researcher, and with another 

objective. This strengthens our view of annual reports as primary data, since they 

are not collected and thus treated by another person before our tackling them.  

When selecting sources of data a critical attitude is imperative; consideration must 

be taken of the sources’ credibility and of which faults they might be associated with 

(Jacobsen, 2002). The selection of companies and annual reports has had its 

foundation in availability. We do not consider that fact as having a negative impact 

on the reliability of the empirical data. What may cause problems is the risk of 

biased views presented in the reports. Since the reports are in fact put together by 

the companies themselves, the appearance of the non-financial sections is in our 

view highly influenced by the companies’ biased opinions. Nevertheless, the aim of 

this thesis is eg not to judge the credibility of the choices made by the companies, 
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but to examine the way strategies are spoken of. Hence, whether the data is biased 

or not is not of essence; in accordance with the purpose of this study we have only 

considered the actual expressions, the elocutio, and we have only taken into 

consideration what the companies say, not why or how. Thus, according to us, any 

bias that may exist in the text is negligible and not significant. 

The annual reports studied in this thesis have been either provided to us by our 

supervisor at Linköping university, or downloaded from the company’s web site and 

then printed out. Furthermore, a couple of the Westinghouse reports were so called 

10-K forms; the 10-K form is a developed annual report which American 

companies must hand in to the Securities Exchange Commission. 

2.4.2. Development of typologies, taxonomies and classifications  

Before embarking on a description of our work process, we find it necessary to 

define what we mean by the terms typology, taxonomy and classification. In this 

thesis, all three concepts will be used in reference to different aspects, and therefore 

we will present our labels of the terms: 

• Typologies are created from generic strategies. They describe characteristics in 

generic strategy models and theories. 

• Taxonomies are construed from the empirical material, i.e. the taxonomies 

have their origin in the typological textual analysis mentioned in section 2.3.3. 

Textual analysis. 

• Classifications are made by a comparative analysis of typologies and 

taxonomies, and thus put espoused and generic strategies against each other. 

Our work process is illustrated in Figure 1: Mode of procedure (own model). The 

taxonomies we have compiled have been developed through a multi-stage process 

in accordance with the concept of grounded theory.  
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annual reports such as ‘Letter to our stakeholders’ and ‘The president’s comments’ 

have most often been classified as espoused corporate strategies, if a business 

segment was not explicitly mentioned. Meanwhile, comments made in parts of the 

annual reports that specifically concerned the business segment have been 

assimilated as business strategies, and so accounted for in the taxonomy matrices. 

These mark-outs, which constitute the espoused strategies, have in the next stage of 

the process been categorised in wider taxonomies. This stage connected mark-outs 

concerning the same area with each other, creating categories of related topics. An 

example of the taxonomy creation can be found in Appendix 2: Creation of taxonomies.  

In order to give satisfactory descriptions of the espoused strategies, we have chosen 

to include a number of ‘sub-categories’ in the matrices for each company. Examples 

of this is the taxonomy ‘technology’, which in itself only tells us that the company 

regards technology as being of strategic importance. Adding the sub-categories ‘new 

technology’ or ‘leading technology’ enhances the picture and provides a fuller, more 

meaningful description in line with the purpose of this thesis. Matrices have been 

compiled for each company and year, and are accounted for in the appendices 

section. In Chapter 4: Company taxonomies, there are summaries of these taxonomy 

matrices made in order to simplify the understanding of the espoused strategies. In 

addition to these summaries we have also extracted keywords for each summary of a 

taxonomy matrix. This has been done in order to enhance the key features of the 

periods and to facilitate the comparative analysis with the generic typologies. 

In the taxonomy matrices, the categories neither appear in the same order in all 

matrices, nor are they the same for each company. This is because of the fact that 

the taxonomies have been developed originating in the individual company. When 

assimilating the categories in the matrices, we started with eg ABB corporate, then 

continued on with Siemens corporate, built on the same structure as the matrices 

for ABB. Categories which were not used were eliminated, and new categories, and 

sub-categories, were added according to the taxonomies created for the company in 
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question. The business matrices have been constructed separately, and therefore the 

categories appear in another order, depending on the raw material. These matrices 

have then been developed in a similar fashion as the corporate matrices. This mode 

of procedure has eg led to that the category ‘markets’, which appears in all matrices, 

sometimes has several sub-categories and other times just one. In the matrices there 

are also examples of comments about the category in question; eg ‘regional growth 

strategy’ when speaking about ‘markets’ in general, and ‘open new markets’ when 

speaking about ‘new markets’ in particular. 

After having constructed the taxonomy matrices, we proceeded with the 

compilation of typologies. These spring from generic strategy models and theories, 

and form the theoretical framework used for further analysis in the thesis. 

Keywords for each generic strategy typology have also been extracted in order to 

facilitate the comparative analysis. 

In the comparative analysis, we have created taxonomy oversights for each company, 

on both corporate and business level. When creating these oversights, which are 

built on the same categories for all of the companies, we have been forced to further 

interpret the material in order to be able to make comparisons. This since the 

companies do not use the same terminology when speaking about their strategies. 

These oversights have served as foundation for our analysis of the differences or 

similarities in the companies’ strategies, regarding the individual company as well as 

one company opposed to another. The final taxonomies have also been compared 

with the strategy typologies in order to provide classifications of the espoused 

strategies in generic terms. When comparing the strategy typologies with the 

espoused strategic directions derived from the annual reports, we departed from the 

keywords extracted from the typologies and the taxonomy summaries. These 

keywords have been compared in order to make a classification. However, we have 

also labelled the typologies as ‘corporate’, ‘business’ or ‘technology’, in order to 

facilitate the comparison. The labelling was made on the basis of how the authors 

themselves have labelled their strategy types, on how they have been described or 
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on what company level the strategies can be referred to. The ‘corporate’ typologies 

have been compared with the corporate taxonomy summaries, and the ‘business’ 

and ‘technology’ typologies with the business taxonomy summaries. 

2.5. Methodological delimitations 
Strategy is a wide field to study and we have chosen to delimit ourselves from such 

factors as contextual influences. According to de Wit and Meyer (1998), there are 

three dimensions of strategy: Strategy process, strategy content and strategy context. 

The process dimension is about the genesis of strategies, the when, how and who 

questions; the content dimension concerns what the strategy consists of; and the 

context dimension deals with where, in which firm and environment, the strategy 

exists. de Wit and Meyer mean that studying a single dimension will provide a flat 

image of strategy, but also that to facilitate a focused discussion it is necessary to 

study only one dimension at a time, in order to avoid unnecessary complexity. In 

this thesis, as we have chosen not to consider eg contextual factors, we will focus on 

the content dimension of strategy in accordance with de Wit and Meyer’s reasoning. 

This choice has been made to increase the focus of the study in line with the thesis’ 

purpose, which do not concern process or context factors of strategy. 

The field of textual analysis is also wide and theorists propose numerous methods 

of analysis. As mentioned earlier, we have focused on the elocutio of the texts, but 

otherwise, for example, the annual reports could have been analysed through a so 

called fallacy analysis, i.e. a search for faulty developments of thoughts, or through 

an argumentation analysis which seeks to clarify the foundations for expressed 

arguments (Hellspong, 2001). Nevertheless, we have chosen to delimit ourselves 

from these types of discussion and not to take into consideration the ‘soundness’ of 

the espoused strategies or their presentation. Nor do we consider ourselves as 

having performed a discourse analysis according to generic definitions of what a 

discourse is. Such definitions denote that ‘a discourse’ consists of multiple elements 

such as speech, text, presentation, language, social structures, et cetera (eg 
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Bergström and Boréus, 2005; Neumann, 2003; Philips and Jørgensen, 2002). We 

have concentrated on identifying espoused strategies and have delimited whether or 

not these correspond to actual activities. Furthermore, we have excluded factors 

such as company and homeland culture, the state of the market and contemporary 

events such as economic crises and booms.  

2.6. Criticism of chosen approach 
Whilst an increased understanding of the phenomenon is obtained and its 

individuality taken into consideration, the choice of a qualitative approach may 

imply that our results not are valid for other situations (Holme and Solvang, 1997). 

Nevertheless, as we have mentioned earlier, Hellspong (2001) denotes that a 

typological analysis within qualitative research may give ground for generic 

conclusions regarding possible structures of a certain function. However, since 

strategies are changeable we believe that drawing generic conclusions about them is 

not of interest in this case. In our view, only the appropriateness of the chosen 

methodology in this type of analysis could really be generically estimated, and such 

an evaluation is not included in the thesis’ descriptive objective.  

We have chosen to perform a grounded textual analysis, i.e. we have departed from 

the empirical data without first studying generic strategy theories and models. Whilst 

this method allows the empirical data to be treated more openly, there is a risk that 

we have failed to recognise strategy notions when analysing the texts. If the process 

had begun with reading in on theory, a deeper pre-understanding of generic strategy 

notions had been obtained. However, that might have led us to having a biased 

approach to the texts under study and to searching for specific concepts in the text. 

When performing the textual analysis, we have also chosen not to consider factors 

such as culture or the contemporary conditions in the surrounding world. This 

might have led to us missing out on certain aspects and prerequisites of the 

strategies, but that has been a conscious choice of ours. The implications of missing 
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out on information is ambiguous: Even though not required for our purpose, not 

considering the contextual factors of a strategy will provide a flatter image of the 

situation, as indicated by de Wit and Meyer (1998). Thus, a full comprehension of 

the companies’ espoused strategies during the chosen time period will not be 

obtained by reading our thesis; it merely contributes to the entity. Also, not 

considering contextual factors can influence the comparison with the generic 

typologies; this since these may comprise such factors. If missing out on contextual 

information in the annual reports the classification may be affected. Nonetheless, 

we believe that this thesis provides satisfactory contributions within its purpose.  

We chose to extract keywords from the material to facilitate the comparison 

between taxonomies and typologies. However, it turned out that there were 

taxonomy keywords without equivalence in the generic typologies, and the other 

way around. This could imply that certain strategic directions of the companies were 

not captured in the classification process. However, we decided to use keywords in 

order to illustrate the most important features of each period, and we believe that 

the overall strategic directions of the companies were captured. 

The choice of studying smaller time periods might also have affected the outcome; 

if classifications had been made for each year the result would have been more in 

detail. Nonetheless, we believe that the limited time span did not comply with such 

an approach and that the outcome would have been even more straggled. 

2.6.1. Criticism of sources 

Torstendahl (1978) defines a source as: 

“A writing which is referred to for a certain statement and which itself 
constitutes the foundation of this statement’s authority.”8

Source: Torstendahl (1978, p. 71) 

 

8 The authors’ translation of the Swedish original quotation ”skrift som åberopas för viss uppgift 
och själv utgör grunden för denna uppgifts auktoritet”. 
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Holme and Solvang (1997) argue that this view implies an importance of having a 

critical attitude towards the information and thus to stand guard towards any 

indication of distortion. They mean that a selection process governed by 

coincidence may inflict a skewed material which implies an importance of analysing 

the sources in search of tendencies. As we have discussed earlier, our view on the 

empirical data in this study is that it is of secondary importance whether the 

empirical data, i.e. the annual reports, are biased in their character or not. 

Jacobsen (2002) suggests that personal sources shall be separated from institutional 

sources. i.e. sources stemming from a group of persons or an organisation. He 

denotes that in institutional sources the origin of an opinion is not clear, but he also 

says that on the other hand a study on a collective level demands institutional 

sources. The annual reports used in this study are institutional sources, representing 

the collective of the company. As with any other source, the reasoning of Holme 

and Solvang (1997) that the authenticity and usefulness of the source must be 

evaluated, applies also to the annual reports. We believe that the authenticity, i.e. 

whether the source is real and what it claims to be, of the annual reports is clear; 

annual reports are a public source of information, and thus they are easily verifiable. 

Concerning usefulness, Holme and Solvang point out that one measure of this is the 

source’s credibility: An exterior analysis of credibility is to compare the source with 

other sources, and an inner analysis consists of judging inner conformity, the 

author’s subjective perspective, the general certainty of the material and the 

possibility of depicting and understanding the events described by the source. As we 

have discussed at several times before, we believe that the non-financial information 

of annual reports are subjectively constructed texts. In accordance with the 

objective of this thesis, we find that inner conformity is not essential, nor is the 

general certainty of the material. The fact that the reports constitute an institutional 

source, with somewhat unclear origin, does not affect how we value the information 

in this thesis.  
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3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

The theoretical framework of the thesis consists of generic corporate, business and technology strategy 

models and theories, presented in alphabetical order. The chapter begins with a brief introduction to 

the concept of strategy and is concluded with a brief theoretical reflection along with summarising 

tables of the strategy keywords.  

 

3.1. Introduction to the concept of strategy 
The word strategy is defined according to the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia as: 

“…a long term plan of action designed to achieve a particular goal…” 
Source: Wikipedia (2005) 

This broad term can be and is used in a wide variety of subject fields ranging from 

the business and economical world to military and sports. Mintzberg (1978) argues 

that the term strategy has been defined in a large number of ways, and that there is a 

similarity between these different definitions, namely that they include a planned set 

of guidelines that determines future decisions. Furthermore, he argues that strategy 

in common terminology is simply a plan, but that this definition is incomplete and 

not useful for an organisation or a researcher. Therefore, he proposes a definition of 

strategy as:  

“Strategy […] will be defined as a pattern in a stream of decisions.” 
Source: Mintzberg (1978, p. 935) 

By defining strategy this way Mintzberg addresses two sides of the strategy concept: 

Strategies as deliberate, beforehand stated guidelines as well as progressed, 

subsequent conformity in organisational activities (Mintzberg 1978).   
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Another, more detailed, definition of strategy is offered by Cooper and Schendel 

(1971): 

“Strategy is defined as the basic goals and objectives of the business, 
product-market matches chosen on which to compete, the major 
patterns of resource allocation, and the major operating policies used 
to relate the firm to its environment.” 

Source:  
Cooper and Schendel (1971) in Schendel and Patton (1978, p. 1612)  

The two definitions of strategy above are both useful in this thesis. Our aim is to 

depart from the text in the annual reports and try to see if we can identify how the 

companies talk about strategies and how they can be classified in terms of strategy. 

In this process we will try to distinguish patterns in the texts that in the end can be 

associated with a strategy. Furthermore, we intend to look at the different areas 

mentioned in the quote by Cooper and Schendel; eg the company’s goals and 

objectives, what products they have and plan on having, what markets to compete 

on and how they allocate their resources along with the operating policies. 

Vancil and Lorange (1975) distinguish three levels of strategy: 1) the corporate level 

strategy which regards the product and market choices, 2) the business level strategy 

concerning how to compete within a given product or market area and 3) the 

functional area level, regarding eg marketing, manufacturing and research and 

development. Hofer (1975) on the other hand has a slightly different definition of 

corporate and business level strategy: The corporate level is the top level of an 

organisation regardless of how many areas or industries it competes in. The business 

level refers to the level which has the responsibility of the formulation of a 

multifunctional strategy for a single industry or product-market arena; this 

corresponds to the divisional level of a multi-industry company.  

With the definitions above, by Vancil and Lorange (1975) and Hofer (1975), we 

want to illustrate our view on the different strategy levels. We regard strategy on the 

corporate level as having a more overall character, concerning the broad direction of 

the company coming from the top level. Business strategies concern a more specific 
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level, eg certain business segments, products or markets. Functional level strategies 

regard the lowest and most operational level of the company. In this thesis, we will 

also address technology strategies since the technology that the companies in our 

chosen industry possess and will possess is crucial for their competitiveness and 

survival. A technology strategy, according to Rieck and Dickson (1993) describes 

how firms use technology to gain competitive advantage. In our view, technology 

strategies can regard either the business level or the functional level.  

The reason for studying these particular levels of strategy is that we see the 

information in the annual reports as presented on both corporate and business level. 

3.1.1. Generic typologies 

In this chapter we will present generic strategy models and concepts, as found in 

strategy literature. The models and concepts included in this thesis are either well-

known and written by acknowledged authors, eg Porter, or less-known models that 

suit our purpose and the empirical material well. The strategy typologies brought up 

in this chapter are of an overall nature, and they will be used in the comparative 

analysis as a basis for the classification of the taxonomies. As a measure to aid the 

analysis, keywords have been taken out from each typology. These are presented 

after each typology and also in the end of the chapter in a summarising table. 

3.2. de Wit and Meyer’s strategic perspectives 
A company involved in several businesses at once can receive positive synergies, but 

the coordination between the business units often requires an extra layer of 

management and meddling by the corporate centre can blunt a company’s 

responsiveness. There are many views on how companies should handle the 

paradox of synergies and responsiveness. One opposing concept stands in each end 

of this spectrum: the portfolio perspective and the core competence perspective (de 

Wit and Meyer, 1998). 
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3.2.1. The portfolio perspective 

In this perspective, responsiveness is forcefully emphasised over synergy. This view 

regards each business as requiring its own specific strategy since it has unique 

characteristics and demands, and a strategic business unit is assigned with the 

responsibility for that business strategy. Consequently, each business unit has the 

opportunity to be highly responsive to the competitive dynamics within its business. 

This however requires a certain freedom from corporate centre interference, i.e. a 

high level of business autonomy. The main reason for having a number of different, 

autonomous businesses is that it leverages the financial resources. The word 

portfolio in this sense thus refers to an investor’s gathering of shareholdings in 

various companies, acquired to diversify the investment risk. In terms of corporate 

strategy, the portfolio perspective views the company as an investor with financial 

stakes in several independent business units. The role of the company becomes 

selecting a promising portfolio of businesses and allocating resources from 

underperforming businesses to more promising ones. Diversification through 

acquisition is well suited for a company with the portfolio approach (de Wit and 

Meyer, 1998). 

Keywords: Autonomous business unit, decentralisation, portfolio, diversification, 

acquisition. 

3.2.2. The core competence perspective 

According to the core competence view a company should have a joint resource-

base that is applied to different businesses; a set of shared competencies that is 

perceived as the best central core for the multi-business company. These 

competences should be amplified by using them in all of the firm’s business units. 

This leads to a limitation of the units’ autonomy, and the business units are required 

to work as teams in order to create and maintain the core competencies. The 

corporate centre builds up the core competencies and makes sure that the firm’s 

vital resources and competence carrier can, without effort, be redeployed across the 
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business units. This emphasis on coordination makes the responsiveness to the 

characteristics of each business suffer, but this loss is compensated by the benefits 

of resource leveraging. In this view, it is not the business units that are the nexus of 

competitive strategy; instead it is the corporate centre (de Wit and Meyer, 1998).  

Keywords: Core, teamwork, centralisation. 

3.3. Lazonick and West’s five corporate strategies 
Lazonick and West (1998) present five corporate strategies in their study of 

responses to competitive challenges. These strategies are characterised by different 

investment strategies utilised by a company when competitively challenged, and take 

regard to whether the company acts innovatively or adaptively, prompt or delayed. 

The first two strategies are connected to acting innovatively, the third to acting first 

adaptively and then innovatively, and the final two are characterised as adaptive. 

Below, we present the five corporate strategies by Lazonick and West: 

A first mover is the first to implement an innovative strategy, which forces other 

players, i.e. later movers, to respond to this competitive challenge. 

Keywords: First, innovative, leading. 

A fast mover initiates an innovative strategy as soon as it feels an innovative challenge 

from a competitor.  

Keywords: Fast, responsive. 

A slow mover reacts to the innovative challenge by at first trying to preserve and reuse 

its existing structures, but later recognises the need for change and shifts to an 

innovative investment strategy.  

Keywords: Preserve, late change. 
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A no mover will not change its capabilities, but can or will not implement an 

innovative strategy. 

Keywords: No change. 

A remover will, when faced with an innovative challenge, pursue a divestment strategy 

in the concerned industry. This strategy is connected to a short-term profitability 

approach. 

Keywords: Divestment. 

3.4. Maidique and Patch’s technology strategy 
Technology is in today’s competitive environment a vital force, especially for 

companies in technology intensive industries. Despite its importance, it is not often 

an explicit component of corporate strategy. Many managers fail to recognise that 

when technological choices are made in a corporate context, they are also business 

decisions that could have a long-lasting competitive impact (Maidique and Patch, 

1978). Therefore have the authors developed a framework to help a company 

develop a clear, consistent position toward technology and to ease and support 

decision-making by integrating technology with business planning. When 

formulating a technological policy, the company must consider at least six areas 

where choices are made, eg sources of technology, level of competence and R&D 

investment level. The authors have then, in order to highlight these choices, defined 

four broad strategies generally found in high-technology industries. These strategy 

definitions do not completely determine the base on which major decisions should 

be made, rather they are meant to illustrate the concept of strategy that is applicable 

to a technology-intensive environment (Maidique and Patch, 1978). The strategies 

are described below. 
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3.4.1. First-to-market strategy 

The first-to-market or leader strategy consists of getting the product to the market 

before the competitors, providing a sort of temporary monopoly advantage in 

exploiting a new technology during the time it takes for the competition to adopt it. 

This strategy usually requires a solid commitment to research and development in 

order to achieve technological leadership. The benefits of a first-to-market strategy 

can be exploited in two ways: 1) skimming the market by pricing high to attain an 

instant profit, or 2) through a penetration approach by pricing low to acquire a large 

market share and higher long-term profitability (Maidique and Patch, 1978).  

Keywords: Leader, new technology, commitment to R&D, technology leadership, 

large market share. 

3.4.2. Second-to-market strategy 

The second-to-market or fast follower strategy is a strategy where the company enters 

early in the growth stage of the life cycle and quickly imitates the pioneering 

company’s innovation. This strategy often involves limited attention to applied or 

basic research but a potent and agile development and engineering capability. The 

second-to-market company tries to win away new customers from the innovator 

company rather than focusing on the primary demand segment. Adopting this 

strategy also means to learn from the innovator’s mistakes and thereby avoiding the 

product innovations and features that failed and going straight for an improved and 

more reliable product (Maidique and Patch, 1978).  

Keywords: Imitate innovation, strong development and engineering, win new 

customers. 

3.4.3. Late-to-market strategy  

The late-to-market or cost-minimisation strategy aims at receiving a low-cost position, 

by achieving cost advantages over competitors through economies of scale and/or 
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jointness across product lines, or through overhead minimisation and operating cost 

control. This strategy requires product and process engineering skills. When 

pursuing this strategy, entry on the market often takes place late in order to achieve 

volume that leads to economies of scale and to avoid investments before the 

product design has been standardised (Maidique and Patch, 1978).  

Keywords: Cost minimisation, low-cost position, economies of scale, cost control, 

product standardisation.  

3.4.4. Market-segmentation strategy  

The final market-segmentation or specialist strategy intends to focus on supplying a 

small section of demand with special applications of the basic technology. A strong 

capability in applied engineering is required, as well as certain flexibility in 

manufacturing. Large size or mass production is not necessary with this strategy; it 

might even be harmful since the scheduling and control requirements for a 

substantial amount of special applications could be overwhelmingly complex. Entry 

on the market can be made early as well as late in the stage when the market is 

further segmented (Maidique and Patch, 1978).  

Keywords: Small segment, special technology applications, flexibility in 

manufacturing. 

3.5. Miles and Snow’s organisational archetypes 
According to Miles and Snow (1978), a company enacts its own environment and 

chooses a strategy in how to approach the market and develop its products and 

services, decisions that are supported by the firm’s technology, structure and 

processes. Since there are countless organisational features to choose from, one 

might suppose that there would be numerous strategy-structure relationships. 

Nevertheless, there is evidence of companies within a single industry to present 

patterns of behaviour that emerge into a limited number of organisational 
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archetypes. The authors have identified four organisational types, each with its own 

strategy to respond to the environment and an accompanying arrangement of 

technology, structure and process; suitable for the chosen strategy. Miles and Snow 

(1978) have named the organisation types to defender, prospector, analyser and reactor, 

each described below. 

3.5.1. Defender 

A defender organisation’s market domain is usually well-defined, stable and narrow; 

its products are aimed at a limited segment within the total potential market, often 

the most lucrative one. The company offers the customers a full range of products, 

and does not try to enter new markets or to diversify into unrelated products. 

Primary focus is instead on trying to improve the efficiency of its operations and 

reducing costs associated with production, distribution and marketing. The defender 

competes on a basis of quality or price, and growth is usually achieved by deeper 

penetration of the current markets; cautiously and incrementally. Expansion of 

production capacity is more commonly achieved through internal growth rather 

than acquisitions. The organisation structure at a defender is often functional, with 

separate units of specialists with similar skills. Control is centralised in a defender 

organisation and information flows through vertical channels: Directions travel 

down the hierarchy while progress reports go up (Miles and Snow 1978). 

Keywords: Stable, narrow market, full range, reduce costs, quality or price, 

penetration of markets, internal growth, centralisation, hierarchy.    

3.5.2. Prospector 

A prospector organisation responds to the environment in a manner almost 

opposite to the previously described defender organisation. Prospectors compete on 

a broad market that constantly changes, and this change is typically driven by the 

prospector. The aim is to find new products and exploit every opportunity before 

the competitors. To be regarded as an innovator and developing a constant stream 
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of new products is important to keep the rivals off balance. The prospector must 

have the ability to monitor a wide range of environmental conditions, trends and 

events. Growth is achieved by locating new markets and developing new products; 

expanding horizontally into related products and markets. Opposite to the steady 

growth of a defender, the prospector often grows in spurts. The prospector’s 

domain is very dynamic and technological processes should therefore be flexible and 

long-term capital investments minimised. The administrative system of the 

prospector must be able to manage and direct resources among many decentralised 

units and projects. In order to rapidly respond to change, the organisation structure 

is divided into non-permanent project teams and task forces; a product group 

structure where organisational subunits take care of all operations required for a set 

of related products. The entrepreneurial and engineering activities are decentralised; 

not constrained by rigid management control (Miles and Snow, 1978).  

Keywords: Broad market, new products, innovator, new markets, horizontal 

expansion, flexible technology processes, decentralisation.  

3.5.3. Analyser 

In between these two opposite organisation types, there is a third type called the 

analyser. It is a unique combination of the two previous types, minimising risk while 

maximising opportunities for profit. The keyword for an analyser is balance. The 

domain consist of a combination of products and markets, some stable and others 

changing. The analyser can therefore have a well-protected stable market niche 

while imitating the best products developed by prospectors. While a prospector 

creates change, an analyser is a follower of change, adopting the most promising 

innovations without having to invest in extensive R&D. Much of the analyser’s 

growth is due to market penetration, but a substantial amount may also be attributed 

to product and market development. The technological core of an analyser is a mix 

of the two previous types; it has the stable and flexible components of a defender 

joined together by a powerful applied research group. The organisation structure 
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that best fits the analyser is the matrix structure. It is designed to handle both 

stability and change, with a combination of functional divisions and independent 

groups with certain product responsibilities (Miles and Snow, 1978).  

Keywords: Combination of products and markets, copy innovation, market 

penetration, new product and market development, powerful applied research, 

matrix structure. 

3.5.4. Reactor 

The last type is an organisation where the managers are unable to respond 

effectively even though they often are submitted to change and uncertainty. This 

type lacks a consistent strategy-structure relationship; adaptations are not usually 

done until forced upon the company by environmental pressure. There are at least 

three sources that can cause a firm to lack response mechanisms: 1) management 

has failed to formulate a practical organisational strategy; 2) technology, structure 

and process are not suitably linked to the present strategy; or 3) management keeps 

holding on to a particular strategy-structure relationship although it is no longer 

appropriate to the prevailing conditions (Miles and Snow, 1978).  

Keywords: No response, lack of formulated strategy, unsuitable strategy, outdated 

strategy. 
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3.6. Porter’s generic competitive strategies 
According to Porter (1980), there are three different generic strategies a company 

can use in order to perform better than the other firms within an industry. They are 

overall cost leadership, differentiation and focus. 

It is possible for a 

company to employ 

more than one strategy 

at a time as its primary 

target; this is however 

rarely done. In order to 

successfully implement 

one of these strategies, it 

is important to have 

total commitment and supporting organisational arrangements (Porter, 1980). The 

difference between the strategies is illustrated in Figure 2: Three generic strategies (Porter, 

1980).  

Figure 2: Three generic strategies (Porter, 1980) 

3.6.1. Overall cost leadership 
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The first generic strategy consists of achieving overall cost leadership in an industry 

by implementing a set of functional policies aimed at this objective. This strategy 

calls for the construction of efficient-scale facilities, a strong pursuit of cost 

reductions from experience, cost minimisation in departments such as R&D, sales 

and advertising but also a firm cost and overhead control. Much managerial 

attention must be focused at cost control in order to achieve these aims. Having the 

lowest cost in comparison with the industry competitors becomes the running 

theme, but areas like quality and service can not be ignored. A low-cost approach 

provides the company with a defence against the competitors since it can earn a 

profit after the competitors have competed away their returns. Entry barriers such 

as scale economies and cost advantages often lead to a low-cost position, and 
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therefore this position often requires a high relative market share or other 

advantages like good access to raw materials. This strategy may also require a broad 

range of related products in order to spread costs, and also to supply the most 

important customer groups to obtain volume (Porter, 1980). 

Keywords: Cost leadership, cost reductions, cost minimisation, cost control, low-

cost position, economies of scale, high market share, broad range of products.  

3.6.2. Differentiation 

The second strategy is based on putting together something that is perceived 

throughout the industry as being unique, where the company is differentiating the 

product or service that it offers. The firm can be differentiated in a number of fields: 

design or brand image, technology, features, customer service, dealer networks and 

so on. Preferably, a company chooses to differentiate itself in several fields. Cost is 

not the primary target, but it must be stressed that this aspect can not be ignored 

since the customer must perceive the price premium as being compensated by the 

uniqueness of the offer. Differentiation provides protection against competitors due 

to brand loyalty and an effect of a lower sensitivity to price since there are no 

substitutes. The customer loyalty and uniqueness of the offering provides an entry 

barrier, amplified by the higher margins the differentiated company can yield. 

Attaining differentiation may sometimes exclude gaining a high market share, since 

it often necessitates a sense of exclusiveness that is hard to combine with a high 

market share. Usually, differentiation implies a trade-off with a low-cost position 

because the activities involved often are expensive, such as extensive research, high 

quality and product design (Porter, 1980). 

Keywords: Differentiation, unique offer, brand loyalty, low price sensitivity, no 

substitutes, exclusiveness, extensive research, high quality, product design. 
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3.6.3. Focus  

The last generic strategy consists of focusing on a certain buyer group, a particular 

segment of the product assortment or a limited geographic market. The focus 

strategy is built around serving a narrow target very well, more efficiently than the 

competitors that are competing more broadly. This strategy can either be based 

upon cost leadership, differentiation or both, but with the distinction that it is only 

the specific target group that is served. Therefore, the company does not achieve 

low cost or differentiation at the market as a whole, but rather it does achieve one 

or both of these positions in its slim target market (Porter, 1980).  

Keywords: Focus on certain segment/group/market, narrow target, cost leadership 

and/or differentiation in slim market, specific target group. 

3.7. Treacy and Wiersema’s market leadership disciplines 
Treacy and Wiersema (1995) present a generic framework for gaining competitive 

advantage.  They suggest that a firm typically will choose to focus on one of three 

so-called value disciplines: Product leadership, operational excellence and customer intimacy, 

each described below. 

3.7.1. Product leadership 

A company with product leadership shows an ability and determination to 

manufacture products which the customers perceive as being superior, products that 

represent real benefits and improvements. Within this discipline, a firm must prove 

its capability to constantly generate a stream of distinctive products that creates 

anticipation at the customers. New and leading-edge products are seen as the 

company’s fuel and driving force.  A rather loose and flexible organisation structure 

is preferred, where personnel can be redirected towards the most promising projects. 

Cross-functional co-operation is common and the staff’s work tasks are defined 

from the products and not a certain function. High spending on R&D is required in 

this discipline, as well as massive spending on product launches and marketing. A 
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company with product leadership often has a portfolio of different developing 

activities, but a rather limited one consisting of activities with a great chance of 

success. The companies in this domain add a price premium to their high value 

products. The market for product leadership companies is characterised by change, 

new products are constantly emerging while the existing products must be defended 

and kept profitable. 

Keywords: New and leading-edge products, flexible structure, cross-functional co-

operation, R&D, portfolio of activities, price premium.  

3.7.2. Operational excellence      

A company within this discipline provides the lowest total cost, including the cost 

for the customer to both buy and use the product, focusing on both tangible and 

intangible costs. Emphasis is also put on comfort, meaning the absence of costs 

depending on sources of irritation, and fast, flexible service is provided. 

Transactions are carried out simply, nicely, fast and correct, with the customers 

being richly compensated if an error occurs. This type of company combines price, 

reliability and flexible service and this requires a strictly organised and hierarchical 

firm. Standardised processes and efficient routines are the backbones of an 

operationally excellent company. Product variations do rarely occur in this discipline 

since this costs money, and the products they offer are consequently without 

features and aimed at a broad and price conscious market. This discipline is 

characterised by economies of scale and large volumes.  

Keywords: Lowest cost, fast and flexible service, hierarchy, standardisation, 

economies of scale. 

3.7.3. Customer intimacy 

In this discipline, providing the customer with the best complete solution is key, and 

this is done by satisfying a broad spectrum of the customer’s needs. A customer 

intimate company offers a unique range of high quality services, from education to 
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practical problem solving, providing the customers with good value for the money. 

Basic service is personalised and the products are tailor-made in order to measure 

up to the customer’s particular needs. This discipline requires an organisation 

structure that is adapted to the customers, able to act and change according to shifts 

in the customer’s desires. The matrix structure and team-oriented management is 

suited for a company with this focus as well as a decentralised organisation which is 

better equipped to quickly respond to the changing needs of customers. A profound 

knowledge about the customers and their underlying processes is the backbone of 

companies in this discipline. Service is however not the only factor to consider, a 

broad product line could also be important. Technological leadership is not crucial 

here, it is more important to have a solid product that can be adapted to the 

customer rather than an innovative but inflexible product.  

Keywords: Complete solution, customer needs, unique range, personalised service, 

matrix structure, broad product line, flexibility.  

3.8. Vesper’s strategic archetypes 
Vesper (1979) introduces strategic archetypes, as he calls them, applicable to all 

aspects of the firm. The archetypes can be used as a guide for companies to find a 

survival strategy. Each strategy illustrates a model behaviour, and Vesper denotes 

them as going from ‘easy’ to ‘hard’ as they increasingly are functions of the 

company’s flexibility and superiority to its environment. However, he also 

emphasises that these strategies rarely are seen in their pure form as different 

segments of a firm might be positioned strategically different. Below, we present 

Vesper’s seven archetypes: 

Multiplication. Only in markets with weak competition and high purchasing power, 

this strategy consists of expanding as fast as possible by multiplying simple 

structures; a quantitative approach which deals with selling your products at a 

blinding pace.  Vesper denotes it comparable with a financial ‘conglomerate strategy’. 
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Keywords: Weak competition, rapid expansion, multiplying simple structures. 

Monopolising. A rare strategy implying the building of walls around the market 

conquered by quantitative expansion. Vesper denotes that this strategy in a weaker 

version signifies a consolidation of market position, which is a winning strategy in a 

post-multiplication environment.  

Keywords: Monopolise, hinder competition, consolidate position. 

Specialisation. By specialising the product or the process, economies of scale can be 

pursued in an environment of increased competition, eg in a failed monopoly-

situation. Specialisation implies a reduction of adaptability, but the efficiency and 

sales appeal of the company can be ameliorated. 

Keywords: Specialisation, economies of scale, increased competition. 

Diversification. With failed specialisation the situation for the company is very 

vulnerable, as it can not return to easier strategies. The only way out, if the company 

is to remain autonomous, is to migrate into a different, more lucrative field. The 

diversification strategy is connected with risks as the traditional knowledge-area is 

quitted, and chances are that the venture will go wrong. 

Keywords: Diversification, new fields. 

Co-operation. Large-scale benefits may be obtained from co-operating with other 

firms, but autonomy is sacrificed at the same time.  

Keywords: Co-operation. 

Capitulation. Becoming a dependant part can be an alternative if all other strategies 

fail. This is a way to save at least some parts of the company, eg through a merger. 

Key words: Become dependant part, merger. 

Liquidation. Giving up business and leaving the market.  
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be to 

Wissema et al (1980) talk about a system of strategic situations related to an 

organisations product-market combination. The potential of the product, the 

internal potential, is put in relation to the state of the market, the external potential, 

as shown in Figure 3: The 

main product-market 

strategies (Wissema et al, 

1980) The product-market 

strategy is defined as the 

path from a current 

strategic position to a 

desired strategic position, 

which occupation is the 

so called product-market 

objective. An example of 

this can be a medium 

potential product in a 

growth market, which 

product-market 

objective can 

become a high potential 

product in a growth market, thus illustrating an explosion strategy in accordance 

with the figure. According to Wissema et al, there are six product-market strategies 

and thus six sets of capabilities:  

Figure 3: The main product-market strategies (Wissema et al,

1980)  

The explosion strategy consists of short term, vigorous improvement of the competitive 

position. This can be done eg by opening the market for new products or through 

takeovers of other products. 
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Keywords: Short term, improve position.  

The expansion strategy also improves the competitive position, but the aim is 

consolidation over the long term. An example can be the acquisition of a foreign 

licence, and Wissema et al mean that this strategy requires good planning and an 

acceptance of significant risks.  

Keywords: Expansion, consolidation, long term.  

The continuous growth strategy is about maintaining the competitive position. This is 

done through added investments in a growing market, but without creating 

substantial over-capacity. This strategy demands even more of the company than 

the expansion strategy in terms of timing and correct judgements. 

Keywords: Maintain position, added investments, growing market. 

The slip strategy consists of an abandonment of market position in a growing market. 

Perhaps the product is not satisfactory, and the resources could be better used 

elsewhere. No further investment is made, and activity continues as long as the 

earnings exceed the costs.  

Keywords: Abandon market position, no further investment. 

The consolidation strategy is only applicable in a saturated or diminishing market. 

Certain growth is allowed, but the opening up of new markets is excluded. In the 

phases of saturation and decline, larger companies often squeeze out smaller ones 

through effects of scale. Thus, this strategy claims cost-savings and initiatives with 

few resources, and a large amount of adaptability over the short term. 

Keywords: Saturated or diminishing market, effects of scale, cost savings, adaptation. 

The contraction strategy aims at a significantly reduced or ended activity. This happens 

in the case of negative growth, with closure or sale as the final step. 
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Keywords: Closure, sale. 

3.10. Quinn’s strategic directions in innovation management 
Quinn (1986) identifies four strategic directions of company alignment concerning 

successful innovation management. These directions are dependent on technologies, 

skills, resources and the inclination of risk-taking, and according to the desired role 

of innovation in their respective strategy, companies organise themselves thereafter. 

Quinn further clarifies that no solution is universal and that within a company 

different divisions may have different strategic needs. The strategic focuses 

presented by Quinn are as follows: 

Extensions of Customer’s R&D. Typically a supplier with profound knowledge of its 

customer’s R&D. Through strong technical networks, the supplier’s products and 

solutions are adapted into the customer’s products. The work is kept close to the 

market and technology is held proprietary. Production facilities are easily expanded, 

and a cutting edge technology group provides rapid selection of the most 

appropriate available technologies (Quinn, 1986).  

Keywords: Supplier, strong networks, customer-adapted solutions, close to market. 

Basic Research Enterprises. With extensive freedom for their researchers in terms of 

publications and collaborations, eg through relationships with universities and other 

outside groups, some companies invest in cutting-edge science. These companies 

want to know of possible alternatives and have a pre-emptive position in the science 

behind their products before making substantial investments in the new product 

(Quinn, 1986).  

Keywords: Research, cutting-edge science, pre-emptive science position. 

Entrepreneurial Start Ups. Looking for large earnings from few products, some 

companies test several proposals on the market. By monitoring, losses are aimed to 

be recognised at an early stage. Product lines are developed from small, freestanding 
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product concepts which constitute separate units, and are produced at low cost with 

over-heads at a minimum (Quinn, 1986).  

Keywords: Large earnings, freestanding concepts, low cost, over-head minimum. 

Major Systems Innovation. Finally, there are companies that deliver full scale systems 

and solutions which rely on long term prognoses of needs and competition. Several 

designs are started in parallel, in order to be able to choose the most appropriate 

technology at the last moment. Extensive testing in actual use before launch is made, 

and speed of entry is clearly subordinated to long term low cost and reliability 

(Quinn, 1986).  

Keywords: Full scale solutions, long term prognoses, low cost, reliability of products. 

3.11. Theoretical reflection 
When compiling the theoretical framework, we noticed that there are many 

similarities between the different authors’ strategy typologies. This is particularly 

noticeable when it comes to the corporate strategy typologies of Porter, Miles and 

Snow and Treacy and Wiersema. Several keywords within these authors’ typologies 

are similar, eg low cost and new products. We decided nonetheless to incorporate all 

of the strategy typologies accounted for in this chapter, despite their similarities, 

since there still were considerable differences between the typologies. We found that 

a greater variety of strategy typologies would enable us to classify the companies 

more closely in the comparative analysis.   

3.12. Strategy typology keyword summaries 
Summaries of the strategy typology keywords are found in figures 4, 5 and 6 below. 

These keywords constitute the foundation for the classification of the companies 

into various strategy types in the analysis chapter. The strategy typology keywords 

are to be matched with the company taxonomy keywords. The strategy typologies 

are divided into corporate, business and technology typologies. 
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Figure 4: Corporate strategy typologies (own model) presents the strategies labelled as 

concerning the corporate level, which will be compared with the corporate 

taxonomy keywords. 

Corporate typologies 

Author/s Typology 

de Wit and Meyer Portfolio perspective 
• autonomous business unit 
• decentralisation 
• portfolio 
• diversification 
• acquisition 

Core competence perspective 
• core 
• teamwork 
• centralisation 

 

Lazonick and West First mover 
• first 
• innovative 
• leading 

Fast mover 
• fast 
• responsive 

Slow mover
• preserve 
• late change 

 No mover
• no change 

Remover 
• divestment 

 

Miles and Snow Defender 
• stable 
• narrow market 
• full range 
• reduce costs 
• quality or price 
• penetration of markets 
• internal growth 
• centralisation 
• hierarchy 

Prospector
• broad market 
• new products 
• innovator 
• new markets 
• horizontal expansion 
• flexible techn. processes 
• decentralisation 

Analyser
• combination of products 

and markets 
• copy innovation 
• market penetration 
• new product and market 

development 
• powerful applied research 
• matrix structure 

 Reactor
• no response 
• lack of formulated 

strategy 
• unsuitable strategy 
• outdated strategy 

  

Porter Overall cost leadership 
• cost leadership 
• cost reductions 
• cost minimisation 
• cost control 
• low-cost position 
• economies of scale 
• high market share 
• broad range of products 

Differentiation
• differentiation 
• unique offer 
• brand loyalty 
• low price sensitivity 
• no substitutes 
• exclusiveness 
• extensive research 
• high quality 
• product design 

Focus
• focus on certain 

segment/group/market 
• narrow target 
• cost leadership and/or  
differentiation in slim market
• specific target group 

Treacy and Wiersema Product leadership 
• new and leading-edge 

products 
• flexible structure 
• cross-functional co-

operation 
• R&D 
• portfolio of activities 
• price premium 

Operational excellence 
• lowest cost 
• fast and flexible service 
• hierarchy 
• standardisation 
• economies of scale 

Customer intimacy 
• complete solution 
• customer needs 
• unique range 
• personalised service 
• matrix structure 
• broad product line 
• flexibility 

Figure 4: Corporate strategy typologies (own model) 
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Figure 5: Business strategy typologies (own model) presents the strategies labelled as 

concerning the business level. These will be compared with the business taxonomy 

keywords. 

Business typologies 

Author/s Typology 

Vesper Multiplication 
• weak competition 
• rapid expansion 
• multiplying simple 

structures 

Monopolising
• monopolise 
• hinder competition 
• consolidate position 

Specialisation 
• specialisation 
• economies of scale 
• increased competition 

 Diversification 
• diversification 
• new fields 

Co-operation 
• co-operation 

Capitulation 
• become dependant part 
• merger 

 Liquidation 
• give up business 
• leave market 

  

Wissema et al  Explosion 
• short term 
• improve position 

Expansion
• expansion 
• consolidation 
• long term 

Continuous growth  
• maintain position 
• added investments 
• growing market 

 Slip 
• abandon market position 
• no further investment 

Consolidation 
• saturated or diminishing 

market 
• effects of scale 
• cost savings 
• adaptation 

Contraction  
• closure 
• sale 

Figure 5: Business strategy typologies (own model) 
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Finally, in Figure 6: Technology strategy typologies (own model), we have the technology 

strategy typologies, which will be compared with the business taxonomy keywords. 

Technology typologies 
Author/s Typology 

Maidique and Patch  First-to-market 
• leader 
• new technology 
• commitment to R&D 
• technology leadership 
• large market share 

Second-to-market 
• imitate innovation 
• strong development and 

engineering 
• win new customers 

Late-to-market
• cost minimisation 
• low-cost position 
• economies of scale 
• cost control 
• product standardisation 

 Market-segmentation 
• small segment 
• special techn. applications 
• flexibility in 

manufacturing 

  

Quinn Extensions of Customer’s 
R&D 
• supplier 
• strong networks 
• customer-adapted 

solutions 
• close to market 

Basic Research Enterprises
• research 
• cutting edge science 
• pre-emptive science 

position 

Entrepreneurial Start Ups 
• large earnings 
• freestanding concepts 
• low cost 
• over-head minimum 

 Major Systems Innovation 
• full scale solutions 
• long term prognoses 
• low cost 
• reliability of products 

  

Figure 6: Technology strategy typologies (own model) 
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4. COMPANY TAXONOMIES 
 

The four companies under study were all active in the heavy electrical engineering industry during 

the chosen time-period of 1987-2002, albeit some of them not throughout the entire period. In this 

chapter we briefly introduce and describe the companies, as well as account for the created taxonomy 

matrices through summaries. 

 

4.1. Introduction 
This chapter consists of an accounting for the taxonomy matrices which have been 

constructed departing from the textual analysis of the annual reports. We present 

the summaries of the matrices in this chapter, after the company presentations. The 

original matrices are to be found in the appendix section. The empirical foundation 

for the matrices utilised, i.e. the annual reports, are listed in a separate section of the 

thesis’ list of references. 

The summaries are presented company by company and in chronological order, 

divided in corporate and business sections. The corporate section is about the 

company’s strategic actions on a corporate, overall level, while the business section 

treats what has happened within a single business segment, namely Power 

Generation or its equivalent. 

4.2. Asea Brown Boveri, ABB 
ABB, Asea Brown Boveri Ltd., was created in 1988 through the merger of the 

Swedish company Asea and the Swiss company BBC, Brown, Boveri & Cie. The 

two companies both date back to the nineteenth century and have ever since the 

start been associated with innovation and technological leadership. ABB is today 
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regarded as a leader in power and automation technologies, its core businesses, and 

employs some 103,000 persons in around 100 countries (ABB, 2005).  

Before revising the history of ABB, we will take a short look at the history of the 

companies that formed ABB; Asea and BBC. 

4.2.1. Asea 

In 1883, Ludvig Fredholm founded Elektriska Aktiebolaget in Stockholm, Sweden, 

producers of electrical lighting and generators. The company merged with 

Wenströms & Granströms Elektriska Kraftbolag in 1890 to form Allmänna Svenska 

Elektriska Aktiebolaget, subsequently shortened Asea. Asea played an important 

part in the electrification of Swedish railways, industry as well as homes. The 

company became very successful in the transmission area, enabling an expansion 

abroad and the formation of subsidiaries in Great Britain, Spain, Greece and 

Finland during the period of 1900-1910. Asea continued to grow in the 1940’s and 

1950’s as a major supplier to the power, steel, mining and transport industries. The 

company expanded into international markets and opened new sales offices around 

the world in the 1960’s due to an increased demand for the company’s products. In 

1974, Asea created and launched one of the first industrial robots and in the 1980’s 

the company was among the top world leaders in power technology (ABB, 2005). 

4.2.2. Brown Boveri & Cie, BBC 

In 1891, Charles E.L. Brown and Walter Boveri established Brown, Boveri & Cie in 

Baden, Switzerland; the first company to transmit high-voltage AC power. In 1900, 

BBC started their expansion abroad by founding their first subsidiary in Germany. 

The expansion then continued into Italy, Austria and Norway during the first 

decade of the twentieth century. The company invented a number of new 

technologies in the following years, and during the interwar period BBC founded 

subsidiaries in Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, the United States, Argentina and 

Canada. The company built the first combustion gas turbine to generate electricity, 
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and continued to be innovative in the locomotive technology by developing the first 

high-speed locomotive in 1944. BBC expanded additionally between 1940-1963 

through the starting up of subsidiaries in Brazil, Mexico, South Africa and India. 

The company developed the world’s first gearless cement drive in 1969, and in 1971 

the company built the world’s most powerful transformer. In 1984, BBC installed 

the first of nine generators in the world’s largest hydro-electrical power station in 

South America (ABB, 2005).  

4.2.3. ABB 

Asea and BBC merged in 1988 and became ABB, one of the world’s largest 

electrical engineering companies. In its first year, ABB acquired some 40 companies, 

including the power transmission and power distribution businesses of 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation. In 1990, the company began a large-scale 

expansion program in Central and Eastern Europe, and it continued the growth 

strategy in 1993 by a number of strategic investments, joint ventures and 

acquisitions in Europe, the Americas and Asia. In 1998, ABB acquired Elsag Bailey 

Process Automation, the largest acquisition in its history, and became the market 

leader in the global automation market (ABB, 2005).  

The company decided in 1999 to concentrate on developing its market strengths in 

alternative energy by divesting in the following areas: Nuclear power, power 

generation and rail businesses. This strategy was enforced in 2000 by the 

continuation of the focus on small-scale alternative energy solutions through the 

acquisition of key software companies. ABB chose to form specific customer 

divisions in 2001, and was also listed on the New York Stock Exchange. In 2002, 

ABB decided to streamline its divisional structure to focus on two core businesses: 

Power Technologies and Automation Technologies. The following year, the 

divestment of non-core business areas continued and the company launched a 

three-part capital strengthening program. In 2004, ABB announced that the 
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company will build the longest underwater HVDC power transmission link, 

connecting Norway and the Netherlands (ABB, 2005). 

4.2.4. ABB corporate taxonomy summaries 

The complete taxonomy matrices for the summaries are found in Appendix 3: Asea 

Brown Boveri taxonomy matrices. 

1988-1990 
During this triennium, being a leading force and having a leading role is indicated in 

the annual reports. By 1990, ABB claims to have gone from a primarily European 

orientation to a global leader, and global operations and strategies are expressed. 

Desires to expand are stated. Acquisitions stand out as an important strategic means, 

and joint ventures and co-operation agreements are also frequently mentioned. As 

for markets, no market appears as focused on, but the ones spoken about during the 

period are North America, the Far East and Asia along with European markets 

including Central and Eastern Europe. ABB is portrayed as a highly decentralised 

organisation undergoing constant restructuring. Intentions of being a low-cost 

producer are expressed, and economies of scale are mentioned. During the latter 

two years, there is pointed out a focus on the customers, and all three years brings 

about a focus on core businesses. 

Keywords: Leadership, expansion, global aim, acquisitions and co-operation, many 

markets, decentralisation, low-cost producer, focus on core business.  

1991-1993 
The second triennial period shows an increased investment on R&D, and in the two 

latter years the term innovation appears. Global strategies are expressed and the 

customer focus is maintained. The decentralised structure is kept, but 

reorganisations are made in the latter years, i.e. a new regional structure mentioned 

in 1993. Expansion is continued, indicated with a direction towards developing 

countries. Non-core businesses are divested, a process emerged in 1990, and at the 

same time acquisitions are made, several of them in Eastern Europe. Market 
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investments are angled towards developing and/or new markets, and markets in 

South America, the Middle East and Africa are mentioned besides those in Europe, 

Asia and America.  The Asian-Pacific region and Australasia are also spoken about. 

Continuous restructuring efforts are made, and the workforce is reduced annually 

with a distinction in 1992 when 16 per cent of the workforce was cut. Worldwide 

economies of scale are pursued as the company lower costs. An increase of quality is 

however mentioned in the two first years. 

Keywords: R&D efforts, innovation, global aim, customer focus, decentralisation, 

expansion, divestments, focus on core businesses, acquisitions, developing and new 

markets, many markets, economies of scale, lower costs, increase quality. 

1994-1996 
As global leadership is continuously sought after, ABB invests in R&D and transfers 

technology. Innovation is portrayed as important, and the range and modernity of 

the product program is brought out. Expansion is targeted and the wish of building 

new home markets is expressed. World markets are mentioned, and also the desire 

to be present in new markets and even create the markets of tomorrow is uttered. 

Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America, the Middle East, Asia and Central and Eastern 

Europe are frequently mentioned during the triennium. Economies of scale rest 

important as well as low-cost production. Customer focus continues to be 

mentioned as imperative, and on an organisational level cross-border co-operation 

emerges as significant. In 1996, a shift in employment from industrial to low-cost 

countries is acknowledged, and downsizing in industrial countries is mentioned. 

Keywords: Global leadership, R&D efforts, innovation, expansion, divestitures, new 

home markets, many markets, economies of scale, low-cost production, customer 

focus, cross-border co-operation, employment shift to low-cost countries, 

downsizing in industrial countries. 
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1997-1999 
Innovations and R&D are repeatedly mentioned, except for the final year 1999 

when a slump occurs. The product offering appears however as constantly renewed, 

as the expression of focus on customers and their needs rests frequent. Divestitures 

continue throughout the period, and in 1999 the further transformation of ABB is 

mentioned. Starting in 1998, a direction towards becoming a knowledge and service 

company is expressed, and by 1999 this direction has become an accelerated shift. 

Technology is however continuously brought out in terms of leadership and growth. 

A focus towards high-growth and value industries appears from 1998 and on. The 

transformation is also mentioned when speaking about acquisitions and joint 

ventures. They have been made throughout the time period, and especially 

noticeable is 1999’s joint venture with Alstom. In terms of markets, it is Eastern 

Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia and Latin America that are spoken about. 

Emerging markets are mentioned the first two years of the period. ABB continues 

to bring up a decentralised organisation structure. Restructuring continues as we 

enter this triennium, and the regional management level is dissolved in 1998. 

Keywords: Innovation, R&D efforts, new products, customer focus, divestitures, 

shift to knowledge and service, technology leadership, high-growth and value 

industries, acquisitions and joint ventures, many markets, emerging markets, 

decentralisation. 

2000-2002 
This is the triennium that sees the entrance of IT as being of strategic importance 

along with the Internet. E-commerce was first mentioned in 1999, but in 2000 IT, 

Internet and e-solutions are frequently mentioned. Leader in its activities, ABB 

continues the focus on the customers and lays the ground for a realignment of all 

businesses around customer groups. A new simplified organisation is expressed, and 

the reduction of employees starts again in 2001 and 2002. Already in 2000, the share 

of ABB Alstom is divested, and in the following years the divestment of non-core 

activities continues. Key acquisitions are made in 2000 along with several joint 
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ventures, but in the latter years these actions cease. There is no talk of expansion 

until a mentioning of expanding in the higher margin service business in 2002. In 

2000, ABB enters the alternative energy market, and growth markets are also 

mentioned. Otherwise, there is almost non-existing mentioning of market strategies 

during the triennium. Cost reductions are frequently mentioned, and also the 

generation of free cash flow. 

Keywords: IT, leadership, customer focus, realignment of business around customer 

groups, divestments, focus on core activities, growth markets, very few markets, 

cost reductions. 

4.2.5. ABB business taxonomy summaries 

The complete taxonomy matrices for the summaries are found in Appendix 3: Asea 

Brown Boveri taxonomy matrices. 

1988-1990 
Regarding business strategy, the aim to be a leader is not as explicitly said for the 

segment as for the company as a whole. When mentioned, leadership focus varies 

from market to specific projects. In 1989, ABB claims to be a leader in the field of 

gas turbines as well as in clean coal technology. Business focus also varies from 

holding market shares in power generation in 1989 to targeting the retrofit and 

service market in 1990.  Technology is important, and thus maintaining a strong 

position therein. The investments in R&D are strong from the beginning, and 

continue to be so throughout the entire period. In 1988, a joint venture with 

Westinghouse in transmission and distribution is announced, and in 1989, ABB 

acquires the Westinghouse transmission and distribution business. Several joint 

ventures are also formed this year, as in the next. In 1990, major investments are 

also noted. From 1989 and on, restructuring is mentioned, and in 1988 there are 

also indicated cost reductions. The same year ABB profiles itself as a low-cost 

producer. Concerning markets, no single market stands out, but North America, the 

U.K., the Far East and Asian markets are mentioned. 
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Keywords: Technology leader, hold market shares, target service and retrofit market, 

R&D efforts, joint ventures and acquisitions, major investments, low-cost producer, 

several markets. 

1991-1993 
In the two first years, a desire to be in the forefront of engineering and shape the 

future of power generation, transmission and distribution is expressed. Leading and 

pioneering technologies are sought after, amongst them are clean coal and turbine 

technologies, and ABB says to be a leading or major supplier in the two first years 

of the triennium. Continuous expansion characterises the period, both regarding 

business areas and markets. Joint ventures are entered into every year, and the 

Eastern European and Asian markets are frequently mentioned. Fast-growing 

markets in eg South-East Asia stand out, and as of 1993, Russia also enters the 

discussion. An increasing or continually high R&D expenditure is common for the 

three years, but it is only during the first two that ABB expresses itself as being a 

low-cost producer and having a focus on customers. Having a full range of power 

generation systems is mentioned in 1991 and 1992, with an addition of a full range 

of products for distribution and control in 1991. This year also stands out as the 

first year, and the only in this period, that talks about divestment; this of non-core 

business within boiler operations. 

Keywords: Forefront position, leading and pioneering technology, major supplier, 

expansion, many markets, R&D efforts, low-cost producer, focus on customers, full 

range.  

1994-1996 
The low-cost producing continues in the two first years of this period, and cost 

reductions are also mentioned. Expansions in low-cost markets characterise the 

triennium, and in 1995 several shifts are also expressed: As well a shift towards low-

cost markets as shifts towards emerging markets and also in mix towards services. 

Regarding markets, 1994 mentions expansions in high-growth markets and the 

opening of new opportunities in existing markets, something that is not apparent 
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the other years. Low-cost markets are talked about all of the years, but emerging 

markets appear for the first time in 1995 and appears again the following year. Asian 

expansion remains to be spoken about also throughout this period and Central and 

Eastern Europe also appears in the first and last year. R&D activities remain 

increased or on a high level, but are not specifically indicated in 1995. Retrofit and 

service reappear in 1994, there is the talked about shift towards services in 1995, and 

by 1996 ABB says to have the most complete range of services. From 1994 and on, 

restructuring reappears, in this period as restructuring of the power generation 

business. The triennium passes without mentioning of divestment, and only 1994 

speaks about targeted acquisitions and joint ventures, this all around the world. 

Quality improvement is mentioned for the first, and so far only, time in 1996. 

Keywords: Low-cost producer, cost reductions, expansion in low-cost markets, 

shifts towards low-cost markets and in mix towards services, emerging markets, 

R&D efforts, complete range of services. 

1997-1999 
This triennium starts with an expressed focus on service and retrofit business in 

1997, and there is mentioning of new markets within this area in North America and 

Europe. These markets continue to be of importance in 1998, when a new business 

area also is dedicated to the service needs of customers. However, in 1999 all 

mentioning of service ceases. Emerging markets are continuously mentioned in the 

first two years of the period, and the service and retrofit markets are important these 

years, but in 1999 the only specification is to expand in key markets. Restructuring 

continues in the two first years, and during this time cost is also spoken about. 

Quality improvement continues in 1997 but is not mentioned more after this point. 

R&D investments are high in 1997, but are not mentioned in the two following 

years. In 1999, there is not much talked about anything, but new technologies are 

found to be key to maintain market position. Technology as key also applies for 

1998 with its leading technologies, and a leadership position is sought after in 1997. 

That year, ABB says to be the leading supplier of power plants, and in 1999 it 
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identifies itself as the world’s largest supplier in the power transmission sector. In 

1997, the strengthening of global market position in hydro power plants is 

mentioned, but in 1998 it is the build of position for advanced turbine technology 

that stands out. In 1999, advanced power technologies are mentioned, and the 

launch of a new high-voltage transformer. A joint venture with Alstom was also 

entered into this year. 

Keywords: New markets, new business area, emerging markets, leading and new 

technologies, leadership, large and leading supplier, build market position, advanced 

technologies, joint venture. 

2000-2002 
In this triennium, specific markets are virtually not mentioned at all; in 2000 

consolidation of position and presence in Latin American markets is brought up, 

but otherwise there is only the 2002 expression of a strategy to fully understand 

local markets. In 2000, ABB also declares an intention to focus on small-scale 

alternative energy solutions and increase the market share of the growing wind 

power market. Technologies are not recurrently mentioned; new technologies are 

brought up in 2001, but only 2000 brings about specific areas. That year innovative 

technologies, leading power transmission technologies and the development and 

launch of advanced, alternative technologies are mentioned. In 2000, ABB is also 

said to be the world leader in power transmission and distribution, and also the 

world’s largest supplier, just as in 1999. Notable is that R&D spending or similar is 

not mentioned any of the three years, nor is cost or low-cost production. In 2000, 

the divestment of the large-scale power generation business was completed and the 

share of ABB Alstom sold. Several key acquisitions were also made. In 2001, there is 

a follow up regarding focus by talking about focus on core areas of power and 

automation, and an alliance is made with Accenture. In 2001, the customer focus is 

also brought up again, and in 2002 the development of customer-specific 

technologies comes up. This final year of the time period, a strategy to forge 

partnerships over the long term is also uttered. 
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Keywords: Consolidation of market position, increase market share, new 

technologies, divestments, key acquisition, focus on core areas, customer focus, 

long-term partnership. 

4.3. General Electric, GE 
General Electric is a diversified technology, media and financial services company 

serving customers in more than 100 countries and employing more than 300,000 

persons worldwide. The products and services range from aircraft engines, power 

generation, water processing and security technology to medical imaging, media 

content and business and consumer financing (General Electric 1, 2005). 

4.3.1. History 

In 1876, Thomas Alva Edison opened a laboratory in Menlo Park, New Jersey, and 

from this laboratory came the first successful incandescent electric lamp (General 

Electric 2, 2005). In 1878, Edison founded the Edison Electric Light company and 

could now commercialise his new inventions (Tell, 2000). The Thomson-Houston 

Company, formed in 1883, and the Edison General Electric Company were 

combined in 1892 to form the General Electric Company, GE (General Electric 2, 

2005). GE acquired the American branch of Siemens & Halske in 1900 and bought 

William Stanley’s Electric Manufacturing Company in 1903, making GE well-

equipped for the new century and a major player in the industry (Tell, 2000).  

GE started making products that increased the efficiency of power systems and also 

found new customers outside the lighting industry, namely in the mining and heavy 

industry. In 1919, all foreign operations of GE were organised in a separate GE-

owned company, and negotiations in the Far East and Europe were immediately 

begun. At the end of the 1920’s, GE owned a large amount of the shares in the 

British company Associated Electrical Industries and in the French company 

Compagnie Générale d’Electricité, and were involved in negotiations of acquiring 25 

per cent of the stock in the Swedish company Asea (Tell, 2000).  
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In the beginning of the 1930’s, GE started manufacturing consumer products, 

supported by the efforts made in R&D. A new industry was created, and the 

company started volume production of household appliances such as electrical 

refrigerators, stoves and washing machines. During the Second World War, as the 

United States largest electrical manufacturer, GE produced a wide variety of military 

products. After the war, GE went through a massive reorganisation transforming 

the company from a centralised and hierarchical structure to a complex 

divisionalised company better equipped to meet the market’s demands on 

diversification (Tell, 2000).  

In 1956, the company’s top management regarded the U.S. market to be 

fundamental for the operation of GE, domestically as well as internationally. The 

company experienced a number of organisational changes which came to be very 

successful, making the company number one in the electrical manufacturing 

industry for the next 15 years. During the 1960’s and 1970’s, the company made 

large investments in three new product areas: computers, nuclear power and aircraft 

engines. GE had not been successful in becoming a global company, since only 

three units, namely the Aircraft Engines, Gas Turbines and Plastics, had their main 

markets outside the U.S. Furthermore, top management decided that GE’s new 

image would be high-tech, and two new sectors were created: Technical Systems 

and Services and Materials. The MD of that time, John F. Welch, decided that GE 

should only remain in businesses where it was regarded as no 1 or 2. Welch felt that 

the company ought to focus its business and therefore downsize, resulting in total 

layoffs of 35,000 employees in 1982. He depicted the future domain of GE as three 

circles: the core business, high-tech business and service business (Tell, 2000).  

Between 1984 and 1985, GE divested 117 business units, amounting to one fifth of 

the asset base in 1981. In 1986, GE entered a completely new business area through 

the acquisition of RCA, which owned the broadcasting company NBC. GE 

enforced the GE Capital branch of the company when acquiring the investment 

bank Kidder, Peabody the same year. In the mid-eighties, GE focused more 
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attention globally, starting with the abolishment of the International General 

Electric company, founded in 1919. GE made a deal with the French electronics 

company Thomson in 1987 and entered several joint ventures and made 

acquisitions in Europe (Tell, 2000). Today, several of Edison's early business 

offerings are still part of GE, including lighting, transportation, industrial products, 

power transmission and medical equipment (General Electric 2, 2005). 

4.3.2. GE corporate taxonomy summaries 

The complete taxonomy matrices for the summaries are found in Appendix 4: 

General Electric taxonomy matrices. 

1987-1989 
During this whole first triennium, GE talks about globalisation and having 

leadership positions on the global market; only running businesses that are number 

one or two in their markets. The first two years, there is also mentioned a focus on 

key businesses. With R&D efforts brought up the first and last year, GE identifies 

itself as being a highly diversified company the two latter years of the period. In 

1987, new products and expanding product lines is spoken about, but only 

diversified products are mentioned in 1989. Also the strive to be a high-quality and 

low-cost competitor is solely mentioned in 1987, in 1988 a desire to be in touch 

with the customers is brought up, and in 1989 to be a global technology leader. Joint 

ventures and alliances are made throughout the period, and the two first years also 

see some acquisitions. During those same two years, divestments are also made in 

order to strengthen key businesses, i.e. non-central businesses were quit.  In terms 

of markets, the account in 1987 is fairly thorough: The company wants to expand 

markets, open new markets and develop the existing markets on a global basis. 

Europe and Asia are mentioned, as are they in 1988. In 1989, Europe is more 

specifically replaced by Eastern Europe, but Asia remains mentioned when speaking 

about important markets. Throughout the entire period, GE also speaks about the 

removal of bureaucracy. Services are mentioned once, in 1987.  
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Keywords: Global aim, leadership, key business, diversified, low-cost competitor, 

joint ventures and alliances, divestments, expand markets, anti-bureaucracy.  

1990-1992 
Continuously speaking about the global marketplace, this period offers more 

specific talk about the aimed-at markets. In 1990, the account of interesting markets 

resembles that of 1987 with mentioning of new, existing and global markets. 

Western as well as Eastern Europe and Asia remain important, but the Soviet Union, 

Mexico and emerging markets are also brought up. In 1991, emerging markets are 

not mentioned, but Russia reappears together with South America, Turkey and the 

Middle East alongside with Eastern and industrialised Europe. This year, GE 

recognises that the greatest opportunities are to be found in international markets, 

and aggressive worldwide investment is said to be made. However, in 1992, the final 

year of the triennium, the only markets mentioned are Mexico, India, South-East 

Asia and China. Nevertheless, a shift towards the latter three is identified. Alliances 

are pursued during the first two years of the period, but acquisitions are only 

mentioned during the first. During the same first year, continued divestment of 

non-strategic business is made, and R&D expenditures increases. R&D is not 

further mentioned during this time period. Bureaucracy is not well liked, which is 

expressed the first two years. In 1991, the concept ‘boundarylessness’ is introduced, 

which reappears in 1992. These two latter years, a direction towards customers also 

appears, with a customer-focused vision mentioned in 1991. Leadership positions, 

being number one or two in each business, are brought up in 1990 but then not 

mentioned until 1992, and then in terms of global leadership within aircraft engines. 

Keywords: Global aim, new, existing and global markets, alliances, divestment, anti-

bureaucracy, ‘boundarylessness’, customer focus.  

1993-1995 
Not until 1995 is the aim to be number one or two in all businesses uttered, but the 

concept of boundarylessness connects the years within this time period with each 

other, and also the surrounding years. In 1993, a flatter organisation is also 
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mentioned. This time period sees the issuing of new products as an important 

strategic means, and shortening cycles and getting faster is mentioned during the 

years as important tools. This period sees the reappearance of strive for high quality, 

which is mentioned each year. In 1993, there is also a mentioning of being a low-

cost producer, and services are brought up, if only in this single year of the 

triennium. The two final years of the time period, globalisation is brought up, and in 

1995 it is also designated as a growth opportunity together with new products, 

installed-base service, IT and quality. Nevertheless, not many markets are mentioned 

specifically during the period: Europe in 1993; emerging markets and Asia in 1994; 

and none in 1995. However, in 1995 the intention not to break-up business, but get 

bigger is brought up. 

Keywords: Flat organisation, new products, speed, high quality, low-cost producer, 

globalisation, IT, emerging markets, get bigger. 

1996-1998 
Starting in 1995, the final year of the previous triennium, IT gets an important place 

at GE. Throughout the entire time period from 1996 to 1998, IT stands out as a 

new trend. Services is another area which retains its position since 1995, being 

mentioned each year in this period too. In 1997, a focus is also uttered towards 

product services. The customer-focus mentioned in 1991 reappears in 1997, this 

time to stay on the long term. The globalisation aim of the company continues, and 

the ambition to hold leadership positions in the businesses is also brought up in 

1996 and 1998. These same years, GE also talks about itself as being a multi-

business company, having a diverse portfolio of businesses. The strive towards high 

quality leads to the introduction of the quality program Six Sigma in 1996, which is 

used throughout the whole period.  Acquisitions are made in 1997 and especially in 

1998, when eg numerous acquisitions, partnerships and ventures were made in 

Japan. Asia is also the only specific market mentioned, in 1997 and 1998, as the only 

other mentioning of markets concerns global markets. 
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Keywords: IT, services, customer focus, globalisation, leadership position, multi-

business company, diverse portfolio, quality program, acquisitions, partnerships and 

joint ventures, global markets. 

1999-2002 
Having businesses which are leaders in their markets, GE signifies itself as the 

world’s largest diversified services company in 1999. That same year saw a shift 

towards services, and services remain important throughout this final time period. 

With continuously global aims and strategies, the company also says having a 

customer focus, as they did during the previous triennium. IT is mentioned in 1999 

and 2000, but not in the latter two years. After many years of not being mentioned 

specifically, major investments are made in global research centres in 2002, putting 

R&D back amongst the strategic means. Leading-edge technology is specifically 

mentioned in 1999 and 2001, and investments in technology are mentioned in 2002. 

In 2002, acquisitions are also identified as a key form of investment, and throughout 

the entire period acquisitions are made. The Asian market is continuously 

mentioned in 1999 and 2002, and during this latter year European presence is also 

increased. GE was present in over 100 countries in 1999, and in 2001 and 2002 an 

interest towards new markets is again displayed. The utilisation of the quality 

program Six Sigma continues, and the customer-focus is repeated every year. As is 

the diversity of businesses, products and services, which is mentioned in some form 

every year of the triennium.  

Keywords: Market leadership, diversified services company, global aims, customer 

focus, IT, investments and R&D, leading-edge technology, acquisitions, new 

markets, quality program.  
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4.3.3. GE business taxonomy summaries 

The complete taxonomy matrices for the summaries are found in Appendix 4: 

General Electric taxonomy matrices. 

1987-1989 
During this triennial period, the segment has a world leadership position in turbine 

and power systems businesses in 1988, as well as being on the leading-edge of 

nuclear fuel technology the same year. Technology leadership is emphasised 

throughout the years, with focus on innovative and advanced technologies. In the 

first year, the segment is a supplier to the world market and then moves on to 

further strengthen the global position. Services are emphasised the whole period, 

especially important is customer service. During the first two years, international 

and other alliances are formed, offshore markets are penetrated and restructuring 

programs are undertaken. Some divestments were made the first year, eg disposal of 

the nuclear waste business. 

Keywords: World leadership position, leading-edge, innovative and advanced 

technologies, world market, global positions, services, customer service, alliances, 

offshore markets, divestments.   

1990-1992 
Having a global and leading position continues to be of importance during this 

period as well, together with technology leadership. Leadership in turbine 

technology is emphasised throughout the period, and the segment develops the next 

generation boiling water reactors in 1990. World leadership is also maintained in 

advanced air control technology in 1991. Expansion is carried out in the U.S. the 

same year, in Europe the two following years and in the Asia-Pacific region in 1992, 

as well as an expanded network of partners. Manufacturing capacity is increased 

while product cycle times are reduced in the last year, and a culture of high 

involvement and continuous improvement among the employees is established.  
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Keywords: Global and leading position, technology leadership, next generation 

technology, expansion, few markets, network of partners.  

1993-1995 
Technology leadership continues to be in the centre of attention in this triennium 

too, and globalisation efforts are also initiated during the last two years. Capturing 

and maintaining a leading, global market share is mentioned all three years, and a 

global service business is achieved in 1995. A new stream turbine design is launched 

in 1993, a new family of gas turbines is introduced the following year and the next 

generation of high-efficiency combined-cycle technology came in 1995. Quality and 

new products are emphasised in 1994 and cost leadership is mentioned in the 

period’s final year. Multifunctional teams are initiated in 1994; the same year as 

positions on markets throughout the world eg Europe, North Africa, the Middle 

East and Asia are strengthened. An acquisition is made in 1994 and joint ventures 

are formed during the last two years.  

Keywords: Technology leadership, globalisation efforts, global market share and 

service business, next generation technology, cost leadership, world markets, joint 

ventures.    

1996-1998 
Global expansion is continued for the first two years, and technology leadership is 

continued and revitalised throughout the triennium. The service business is also 

continuously expanded, along with the presence in new market segments and the 

business portfolio in 1998. Customers are in focus for the last two years, and 

emerging markets are mentioned for the first time in 1996. The quality program Six 

Sigma enters the segment in 1996 and continues the next year. Leadership is held in 

gas compression technology in 1997, and in gas turbine technology in 1998, at the 

same time as low-cost, leading-edge technology alternatives is provided. Joint 

ventures are made each year, while acquisitions are made the two last years eg the 

acquisition of Stewart & Stevenson’s turbine division. Diversification into non-

traditional offerings is done in 1996.  
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Keywords: Global expansion, technology leadership, service expansion, new and 

emerging markets, quality program, low-cost, leading-edge technology, joint 

ventures and acquisitions. 

1999-2002  
Technology leadership is only mentioned in the two final years, and a number one 

position in providing high-technology power generation equipment and services is 

achieved in 2001. Global efforts are only mentioned in 2000 and 2001, eg an 

expanded ability to serve global customers the former year and a global leadership in 

turbine technology the latter year. Customer needs and relationships are emphasised 

during the first three years, as well as acquisitions. E-business solutions are 

implemented the first year, and wind power is explored in the last year. Investments 

are made in product and service technology programs in 2001 and in new platforms 

and new turbine technology in 2002. The portfolio of product and service solutions 

is expanded in the first year in addition to expansion of the portfolio of the Global 

Energy Services businesses in 2001. Innovative solutions are mentioned in 2001. 

Keywords: Technology leadership, global efforts, customer focus, e-business, 

investments, expanded portfolio. 

4.4. Siemens 
Siemens, with headquarters in Berlin and Munich, is a global powerhouse within 

electrical engineering and electronics present in 190 countries. The company has 

434,000 employees working eg with developing and manufacturing products or 

designing and installing complex systems and projects. Siemens is today active in six 

core areas: Information and Communications, Automation and Control, Power, 

Transportation, Medical and Lighting (Siemens AG, 2005).  

4.4.1. History 

Originating in Telegraphen-Bauanstalt von Siemens & Halske, the joint company of 

army officer, inventor and entrepreneur Werner von Siemens and mechanical 
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engineer Johann Georg Halske, Siemens has its foundation in the field of 

telecommunications. Telegraphen-Bauanstalt von Siemens & Halske’s first major 

success was the installation of a telegraph line between Berlin and Frankfurt am 

Main (Siemens Archive, 2005). In 1867, Halske left the company, and it became a 

family company partnering three Siemens brothers (Tell, 2000). 

After Werner von Siemens’ discovery of the dynamo-electric principle in 1866, and 

a successful acquiring of patents by the company, this invention was announced to 

the world and in the late 1870’s, power engineering began to develop vigorously. 

Analogously, Siemens’ telegraph segment was evolving and due to its extensive 

foreign business the company started to set up foreign agencies in the 1870’s 

(Siemens Archive, 2005). However, Siemens sold their U.S. operations to General 

Electric in 1900 (Tell, 2000). 

At the turn of the nineteenth century, Siemens was converted into a stock company. 

Through acquirements and mergers, the new company’s purpose was to cover all 

areas of electrical engineering as new areas of activity had emerged along with the 

advances in the field. Siemens was now present in such different fields as radio and 

rail transport, where it attained several notable technological achievements (Siemens 

Archive, 2005). 

Just before the outbreak of World War I, one quarter of Siemens’ workforce was 

found outside of Germany, and the company was one of the leaders in its industry. 

But with the war outbreak, Siemens’ markets collapsed, and the majority of its 

foreign subsidiaries were expropriated. Siemens lost 40 per cent of its capital and 

most of its foreign assets along with almost all of its patent rights had been 

expropriated. Hence, post-war efforts had to be made to reorganise the company’s 

expanding manufacturing operations, and to revitalize foreign business (Siemens 

Archive, 2005).  
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By the end of the war, the greater part of Siemens’ buildings and industrial 

installations had been completely destroyed and Germany’s political, military and 

economic collapse affected also Siemens. Their foreign business was not really on 

the mend until the mid-fifties, when the company succeeded in reacquiring its 

expropriated foreign companies and the rights of ownership to its patents and 

trademarks. Siemens re-established its ties with foreign companies like 

Westinghouse in the U.S., and by the mid-sixties the company had regained its 

former standing in world markets. Prompted by the growing convergence of the 

power engineering and communications engineering sectors, Siemens & Halske AG, 

Siemens-Schuckertwerke AG and Siemens-Reiniger-Werke AG pooled their 

activities and merged to form Siemens AG in 1966 (Siemens Archive, 2005). 

The newly formed company was structured to meet the requirements of the 

technology sector and its target markets, and in 1969 the technical business units 

were consolidated into six operating groups: Components, Data Systems, Power 

Engineering, Electrical Installations, Medical Engineering, and Telecommunications. 

This organisational structure lasted for some 20 years, until 1989 when Siemens was 

reorganised. The company’s large business units were split into smaller entities, and 

Siemens also continued to adjust its portfolio: 1990 saw the creation of the largest 

European company in the computer industry, Siemens-Nixdorf 

Informationssysteme AG, SNI (Siemens Archive, 2005).  

Siemens also enhanced its standing as an IT world market leader through the 

acquisition of Plessey in Britain and Rolm in the U.S. in the beginning of the 1990’s. 

In the U.S., Siemens also acquired Westinghouse’s fossil power plant activities in 

1998 to boost the power generation sector. Furthermore, Siemens successfully 

obtained a listing on the New York stock exchange in 2001, a step on the way in an 

effort to build a stronger position in the U.S. (Siemens Archive, 2005). 
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4.4.2. Siemens corporate taxonomy summaries 

The complete taxonomy matrices for the summaries are found in Appendix 5: 

Siemens taxonomy matrices. 

1987-1989 
During this time period, Siemens expanded and multiplied its businesses, partly 

through numerous acquisitions, mergers and joint ventures. The company 

reorganised its corporate structure as well as the divisions, aiming at a flatter and 

less hierarchical structure. Siemens consider itself as being among the leaders in its 

industry, investing in new and future-oriented technologies. The company’s 

activities are becoming more global, and it is consolidating its position on the 

markets throughout the world with plans to expand in eg China, Eastern Europe 

and Latin America. Europe is considered as the home market. R&D activities are 

intensified during the entire three-year period, while investments are low in ’87 but 

increases heavily towards the end of the 1990’s. Siemens considers itself as among 

the most important innovators, putting effort in enhancing their innovative 

capability. Cost-cutting programs are initiated in the beginning of the period, but 

then evolve into a notion of optimisation of costs while offering outstanding quality. 

Siemens corporate policy is family-oriented and committed to the long-term, with a 

sense of responsibility for society and the environment. The company offers a very 

broad spectrum of products, with a particular focus on new products while also 

mentioning the start-up of large-scale production.  

Keywords: Expanded and multiplied business, acquisitions, mergers and joint 

ventures, less hierarchy, leadership, new technologies, global aim, world markets, 

R&D efforts, investments, innovator, cut costs, quality, broad spectrum, large-scale 

production.   
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1990-1992 
Focus on growing internationally and expanding worldwide presence and activities 

characterises these three years. The company aims for a leading competitive position 

and expresses wishes about being a pacesetter for the advancement of technology 

throughout the period. New manufacturing technologies are developed whilst cost-

cutting measures are constantly pursued. Some divestments are made the first year, 

and the company pays special attention to core businesses and technologies the first 

two years of the 1990’s, although there is a growing diversity of activities in the U.S. 

in 1991. Rationalisation and restructuring measures are undertaken constantly, and 

the workforce is increasing the first two years but is then decreasing the third year. 

The company gets a new corporate structure with greater flexibility, moving away 

from a hierarchical superstructure. Regarding the company’s products, focus is on 

developing new products and making them smaller, more efficient and powerful. 

Capital spending and investments increased in the two first years, and several 

acquisitions and joint ventures took place. As for the company’s market, the world 

market is strongly emphasised as well as North America and the European home 

market. Expansions are planned in Southeast Asia, and the foundation for a future 

presence in Eastern Europe is laid in 1990. The company has also this period a 

sense of responsibility for society and the environment, and an aim to maintain 

long-term constructive relationships with customers, based on mutual trust. 

Keywords: International aim, expansion, technology advancement, cut costs, new 

technologies, divestments, core business, diversity, less hierarchy, new products, 

investments, acquisitions and joint ventures, world market. 

1993-1995 
Global orientation and securing a place as a leading, truly global player is expressed 

by Siemens, while expanding activities, markets and businesses. Focus is on the core 

businesses in 1994, but the company claims to have a broad spectrum of activities at 

the same time. Innovation becomes important, as expressed in terms of innovation 

being the lifeblood of the company and is promoted and focused on the entire 
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period. In 1994, the company regards itself as one of the most research-intensive 

companies in the world, continuing to act as a technology catalyst and picking up 

the pace of developing basic technologies. Capital spending and acquisitions were 

reduced during the first two years, but substantial investments were made in 1995 

and the company accomplished strategic alliances, co-operations and joint ventures. 

Europe remains the home market, while the company constantly expands into new 

and emerging areas. Activities are expanded in Southeast Asia and the Asia-Pacific 

region, and the company’s presence at the same time is increased in Eastern Europe. 

The organisation structure is still being flattened and operations decentralised, 

providing greater flexibility and responsiveness, allowing employees to work freely 

across organisational boundaries. Development of new and market-oriented 

products is stated for the entire period, and in 1995 the company’s R&D is focused 

on customer needs. Siemens workforce is decreasing each year.  

Keywords: Global aim, leading player, expansion in markets and businesses, core 

business, broad spectrum of activities, innovation, R&D-intensive, new and 

emerging markets, decentralisation, customer needs.  

1996-1998 
Siemens is striving for industry leadership in 1997, with stepped-up and continued 

innovation. Strong focus is put on divesting non-core activities and pruning the 

business portfolio in order to concentrate on core businesses and segments, but the 

company is at the same time having an unusually wide range of activities, products 

and systems. The company is further globalised, evolving into a global network and 

labels itself as a global powerhouse in 1998. Service based activities is said to 

increasingly flourish in 1996, and the company provides a range of individualised 

services in 1998. Technology is expressly emphasised throughout the period, with 

the company developing world class technology and aims to offer the finest 

technologies as quickly as possible. For the first two years, acquisitions as well as 

strategic alliances and joint ventures expanded. The company expresses a world-

class role, and is present in virtually every country in the world in 1998. Focus is 
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shifted towards the markets in the Asia-Pacific region and Siemens increases 

concentration on Central and Eastern Europe at the beginning of the period. Latin 

America is also a target market. The company is continuously restructuring, 

reorganising industry segments and forming new groups, as well as dismantling 

outdated hierarchies and streamlining regional structures. In 1997, the company 

labels itself for the first time as a knowledge-based company, with greater flexibility 

and personal initiative, allowing for people to work in teams across national and 

business borders. 

Keywords: Industry leadership, divestment, core business, wide range, globalisation, 

services, world class technology, acquisitions, alliances and joint ventures, several 

target markets, less hierarchy, knowledge-based company. 

1999-2002 
This four-year period is characterised by leadership goals, where the company aims 

to be a leader in every market in 1999, and ends up stating that its businesses are 

world market leaders in 2002. Focus is also put on optimising, streamlining and 

reorienting the business portfolio the first two years, but then shifts towards a 

broader business portfolio in 2001 and Siemens expresses having an extensive and 

robust business portfolio in 2002. Innovation is in focus throughout the years, 

showed in statements expressing that innovation is the driver and innovations are 

Siemens greatest strength. This is also seen when it comes to the company’s 

products, development of new and innovative products is stated several years. 

Technology is also in focus, the company aims at developing new and future 

technologies, with a particular centre of attention at Internet technologies and e-

business for the first three years. The global market and global presence is 

mentioned during the last three years, but the listing of markets to focus on is 

restricted. Siemens mentions Europe as the home market in 2001 and mentions 

having a solid position in Asia in 2001 and 2002. The services business in expanded 

in 1999, and IT-services are first mentioned in the following year. New acquisitions 

were made every year, contributing to the growth of the company. A number of 
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divestments were however made during the two first years. The company structure 

decentralised, Siemens evolves into a transparent and flexible business community. 

Keywords: Leadership, world market, streamlined and broader portfolio, innovation, 

new products, new technologies, Internet and e-business, global presence, services 

expanded, acquisitions, divestments, decentralisation.  

4.4.3. Siemens business taxonomy summaries  

The complete taxonomy matrices for the summaries are found in Appendix 5: 

Siemens taxonomy matrices. 

1987-1989 
Focus for this segment is on diversifying the products and services for the first year, 

whilst enhancing the core businesses the following year. Siemens expresses itself as 

being a leader in process control systems and a worldwide leader in power plant 

instrumentation and control. In 1988, the company focuses on technologies that will 

broaden the use of solar energy, and also mentions that they have a top 

technological position. Services are paid attention to right from the beginning, 

particularly power plant service. Operations are expanded in the US in 1987, and 

new sectors are penetrated. The business is further regionally expanded in 1988, and 

several acquisitions are made, eg the acquisition of Bayernwerk in 1989. Generators 

are found in Europe, Latin America and Brazil, and the debut on the US market is 

made in 1988. Projects in China, Indonesia, Japan and India are started in 1987, and 

a co-operation agreement with an Indian power plant manufacturer is entered in 

1989. Substantial investments are made the last two years of the period, and further 

streamlining is made in 1988. Regarding products, the spectrum is standardised and 

modularised in 1987, while new products are added the subsequent year. The 

company aims at securing competitive advantage by high quality and the lowest 

possible price, mentioned in 1988. In the previous year, efficiency measures to cut 

costs are undertaken, and a plant is closed in Bavaria in the last year. 
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Keywords: Diversification, enhance core business, leadership, technology leadership, 

expansion into new sectors, regional expansion, acquisitions, investments, high 

quality, lowest possible price.  

1990-1992 
A leading position in nuclear power plant services is expressed in 1990, and in 1992 

the segment mentions being a worldwide market leader in photovoltaics. In 1991, a 

joint venture is planned covering the entire field of power generation. Technology 

becomes important in this triennium, with solid progress in environmental 

technologies and improvements of the technology of fossil-fuelled power generation. 

Future-oriented power plant technology is expressed in 1990, and in 1992 are new 

nuclear power plants in construction. Nuclear power plant services are expanded 

during several years. In 1991, a joint venture and local partnerships were established, 

and in the following year positions in USA and Asia were improved. Efforts to 

stimulate innovation were also commenced. Four U.S. companies were combined to 

form Siemens Power Corporation in 1992, and greater economy in operation was 

accomplished. 

Keywords: Leadership, improved and developed technology, new and future-

oriented technology, services expansion, joint ventures, improve positions, stimulate 

innovation, combination of companies to gain economy in operation. 

1993-1995 
The segment started this triennium by moving to strengthen their international 

competitiveness and restructured the nuclear fuel business on an international basis 

in 1995. The company regards itself as a pacesetter in power generation and 

launched a new gas turbine family as well as developed a new generation of nuclear 

power plants. The market position is Southeast Asia was further expanded in 1993, 

while Eastern Europe and the Far East were focused on in 1995. The segment 

teamed up with local partners in China, India and Indonesia in 1994, and 

accomplished joint ventures and acquisitions in 1995. Restructuring and 

decommissioning measures were initiated in 1994, while focus was on improving 
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cost effectiveness and boosting productivity the following year. Investments were 

made during the two last years, in selected projects and companies. 

Keywords: Strengthen international competitiveness, pacesetter in technology, new 

products/solutions, expansion of market position, many markets, joint ventures and 

acquisitions, focus on cost effectiveness and boosting productivity, investments in 

selected projects and companies. 

1996-1998 
For the first two years, the segment expresses being a market leader in 1996 and a 

leading foreign manufacturer the subsequent year. Business is further globalised in 

1998, and the position as pacesetter in power plant technology is further reinforced. 

Several acquisitions are made outside of Germany, a joint venture is begun in India 

and major projects are undertaken in the Americas and Western Europe during this 

triennial period. The segment also expresses industry leadership in Central and 

Eastern Europe in 1996, and at the end of the period, major projects are started in 

the Asia-Pacific region. Restructurings are made regarding production operations 

during the first year, while focus is on shaping a more balanced international 

structure during the last year. The segment is increasingly acting as a co-investor in 

power plant projects, and also investing in private power plant projects. Focus is 

also put on customers throughout the period, with expressions such as adapting to 

the individual needs of the customers.  

Keywords: Leadership in market, globalisation, pacesetter in technology, 

acquisitions and joint ventures, many markets, industry leadership in certain markets, 

balance international structure, investments and co-investments, customer focus. 

1999-2002 
During this period, focus on services is mentioned for the first time, with an 

expansion of the spectrum of service activities with consulting services and support 

in 1999. Regarding leadership, the segment is said to be a world market leader in 

hydroelectric power plant business and is only engaging in partnerships with 
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companies that are or will be leaders in their sectors, but for the last two years the 

company is said to be number two in their market. The global market is emphasised 

during the last two years, with a position as a global supplier along with worldwide 

service activities. In 2000, the business is transformed by digital technology and the 

segment is determined to meet the challenges in the new technology, and is also 

having the entire array of energy solutions. Business is expanded throughout the 

time period, both in the activities spectrum as well as the markets, especially the 

deregulated energy markets of Europe. Strategic alliances and joint ventures are 

made several years; particularly important is the acquisition of Westinghouse in 

2000-2001. Business is also expanded in the Asian market. Both the production 

facilities and the business structure are optimised, and customer needs are especially 

looked after in 1999. 

Keywords: Focus on services, expansion of activities, no 2 in market, global aim, 

new technology, entire array of energy solutions, expanded business in activities and 

markets, few markets, alliances and key acquisition, focus on customer needs. 

4.5. Westinghouse 
Westinghouse is the sole of the four companies that does not subsist today, or, the 

Westinghouse that exists today is not the original company. The company that was 

the original Westinghouse, founded by George Westinghouse, is today named CBS 

Corp, and does not run business within the field of heavy electrical engineering 

(Westinghouse, 2005). 

4.5.1. History 

Westinghouse stems from the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, founded in 1869 

by George Westinghouse. At the time of the company’s foundation, George 

Westinghouse had received a patent for an air brake, and he then continued his 

revolutionary work within the railroad perfecting a life-saving block signal, an 
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invention that in its turn led to the foundation of the Union Switch and Signal 

Company (Westinghouse, 2005). 

Westinghouse Electric Company was founded in 1886 and had its early successes 

within AC transmission and power generating, with help from the acquisition of 

Nikola Tesla’s patents. Another couple of years later, the company was renamed 

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company (Westinghouse, 2005). During 

the late nineteenth century, Westinghouse prepared several great installations, eg the 

first long-distance power transmission lines and the first high-voltage transmission 

line. The company pursued its investment in AC technology and in the beginning of 

the twentieth century it acquired Bryant Electric, a producer of wiring devices, 

switches and sockets. During the first decade of the new century Westinghouse also 

presented a first main-line, AC-powered locomotive and the first continuous-

filament tungsten light bulb (Westinghouse, 2005). 

By 1917 Westinghouse could present the first all-electric kitchen range and three 

years later the Westinghouse radio station KDKA scheduled the first commercial 

radio broadcast; the Harding-Cox presidential election results. By 1921, 

Westinghouse also provided the first factory-built radio receivers for home use, and 

in 1922 Westinghouse incorporated Electric Supply Company (Westinghouse, 2005). 

After World War I, Westinghouse continued to diversify into related areas (Tell, 

2000). In 1931 Westinghouse electrified S.S. President Coolidge, the largest U.S. 

merchant ship of its time, and during the years preceding World War II, 

Westinghouse presented the first industrial atom-smasher and built long-range 

warning ground radar. During the war, allied planes were also equipped with 

airborne radar, a Westinghouse innovation. In 1945, Westinghouse Electric and 

Manufacturing Company becomes Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

(Westinghouse, 2005). 

After the war, Westinghouse continued to pursue technological development and 

innovation in its businesses. For example, Westinghouse prototyped the engine for 
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the world's first nuclear-powered submarine in the 1950’s; Westinghouse research 

forewent the first scanning electron microscope in the 1960’s; and in the 1970’s 

Westinghouse introduced the first airborne surveillance radar system. However, in 

the mid-seventies Westinghouse sold its household appliance business, and during 

the early eighties it also sold the lamp business and Group W cable (Westinghouse, 

2005). From the 1960’s and on, Westinghouse’s importance in the electrical 

manufacturing industry lessened more and more (Tell, 2000). In the mid-eighties, 

Westinghouse adopted a strategy emphasizing commercial real estate and corporate 

lending at Westinghouse Credit, and in 1987 Westinghouse shut down its East 

Pittsburgh operations. Selling its transmission and distribution business to ABB and 

its elevator division to Schindler in 1989, Westinghouse instead acquired 

broadcasting and furniture companies (Westinghouse, 2005).  

During the early 1990’s, Westinghouse planned to sell the electrical supply, 

distribution and control, office furniture, and land development businesses, and in 

1994 it continued on to form a joint TV and radio operations venture with CBS. 

Another year later, Westinghouse buys CBS (Westinghouse, 2005). In 1996, 

Westinghouse sold its defence electronics business and bought Infinity Broadcasting, 

and by 1997 Westinghouse put the remaining industrial divisions up for sale. After 

another change of name, Westinghouse became CBS Corp (Westinghouse, 2005). 

CBS went on and sold the commercial nuclear power businesses to British Nuclear 

Fuels plc, BNFL, in 1999, which now is known as the Westinghouse Electric 

Company (Westinghouse, 2005)9. 

 

9 As a note, the commercial nuclear power businesses of ABB were also purchased by BNFL and 
integrated into the Westinghouse Electric Company in the year 2000 (Westinghouse, 2005). 
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4.5.2. Westinghouse corporate taxonomy summaries 

The complete taxonomy matrices for the summaries are found in Appendix 6: 

Westinghouse taxonomy matrices. 

1989-1991 
The first and last year of the period brings about leadership positions, albeit in 

different fields; firstly in markets and quality, and lastly in terms of issued U.S. 

patents. R&D is only mentioned the very first year, in 1989, but innovation instead 

appears only in 1991. In 1991, net portfolio investments are also reduced, and a 

cost-reduction program implemented. The aim of being a low-cost producer is also 

uttered. Meanwhile, only in 1989 is divestment brought up; to prune out weak 

businesses. During the first two years the desire to be present on a global basis is 

mentioned, and during the same years a striving for quality is also expressed. In 

1990 a broad range of products and services are emphasised, and two new 

organisational units were formed. The sole comments about markets are found in 

1989 when Western and Eastern Europe are mentioned, and the same year also 

displays a will for expansion of strong businesses and the focus of being a 

diversified company. Focus goes from long-term growth via the reshaping of the 

business portfolio to re-establishing a pattern of profitable growth. In 1991, there 

are also comments on workforce reductions and a reduced dividend rate. 

Keywords: Leadership, global aim, quality.  

1992-1994 
To be a world and market leader is mentioned during the first two years of this 

second triennium, and Westinghouse also mentions having a global aim, but this 

during the latter two years. The period is characterised by continuous divestments of 

non-strategic businesses and operations, and the divestment is accompanied by 

acquisitions and joint ventures during the last two years. The service business is 

mentioned in the first two years, and 1992 more specifically talks abut advanced 

products and services. The dividend rate is cut in 1992 and 1993, and cost-
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reductions are sought after during 1993 and 1994. Westinghouse appears to be a 

technology-based company during this period, but the focus again varies: From 

strengthening the base of business via focus on core businesses to redirecting 

business strategies and focusing on speed, flexibility and cost. Being customer-

driven appears in 1993, the one single time, and Westinghouse also reduces 

employment during the first two years.  

Keywords: Leadership, global aim, divestment, focus on strategic business, services, 

cost-reductions, technology-base, focus on core businesses, workforce reductions. 

1995-1997 
R&D has not been mentioned much before, but in 1995 the company denotes 

patents as of being of material interest. Another two years later though, the decision 

is not to engage in any material R&D activities. Throughout the entire period 

divestments of non-strategic businesses is made, and Westinghouse goes from a 

desire to broaden the scope and global reach to finally selling its Power Generation 

business in 1997. All three years see acquisitions being made, and focus lies on 

changing the company’s portfolio and strategic direction. Furthermore, in 1995 

there is also talk about cost-reductions, the pursuit of strategic growth, reduction of 

the workforce and the implementation of restructuring programs. 

Keywords: Divestment, focus on strategic business, acquisitions, strategic 

redirection. 

4.5.3. Westinghouse business taxonomy summaries 

The complete taxonomy matrices for the summaries are found in Appendix 6: 

Westinghouse taxonomy matrices. 

1989-1991 
The first two years’ talk about focus concerns the allocation of resources and 

growth in different fields, of which power generation is the one field that appears in 

both years. In 1990 and 1991, remarks are made about an increased globalisation, 
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and during the same years long-term partnerships and alliances are also brought up. 

The first two years of the period have other things in common: Both years display 

investments in quality improvement, and quality emerges as being of significant 

importance. These two years Westinghouse also more specifically talks about 

different technologies; for example are new reactors mentioned both years, as are 

solar power/energy. Comments about new technology bring the years together. In 

1989, there are also remarks about the divestment of the transmission and 

distribution business, but in the other years divestment is not mentioned. In 1990, 

an extensive service business is commented on as well as an expanding 

manufacturing capacity, whilst in 1991 it is instead cost-improvement programs and 

workforce reductions that stand out. Regarding markets, Czechoslovakia’s nuclear 

power market is mentioned in 1990, and expanding markets in 1991. 

Keywords: Globalisation, quality, new technology, partnerships and alliances. 

1992-1994 
The first two years of the period displays an aim to be a leader, notably in the 

marketplace. The first and last year also comments on strengthening the global 

alliances and increasing globalisation. Furthermore, expansion is mentioned during 

the first two years, and in all three years the international market emerges as an 

important strategic means. The U.S. market is mentioned in 1993, but it is the Asian 

market which appears as most important, being mentioned twice, in 1993 and 1994. 

In 1992, divestment is brought up, and in 1994 there is a comment about lower cost 

sourcing. Regarding technology, emerging technologies are commented on in 1993, 

and superior technology in 1994.  

Keywords: Leadership, globalisation, international markets, technology. 

1995-1997 
Westinghouse’s global interest is commented on during the first two years, as is 

technology. In 1996, emerging technologies are singled out. The first year, 1995, 

sees technology, services and product development as the principal methods of 
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competition, and the aim is to serve the worldwide market. By 1996, there are no 

more comments than the two mentioned earlier regarding global aim and emerging 

technologies. And, by 1997, the sole remark made is concerning the divestment of 

the Power Generation business. Thus, our segment of interest no longer exists in 

Westinghouse.  

Keywords: Globalisation, technology, divestment. 
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5. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
 

This chapter consists of the comparative analysis made of the companies. Comparisons are made 

within and between the companies and also between company taxonomies and generic typologies. 

 

5.1. Explanation of chapter outline 
The chapter is divided into three sections according to our research questions 

defined in the beginning of the thesis. First there is an analysis of each company’s 

strategic direction over time, both on the corporate and business level. Then follows 

an analysis of the companies opposed to each other, considering the different 

strategy categories derived from the annual reports; and thirdly there is a section 

regarding the classification of the espoused strategies in terms of generic strategy 

concepts, which is based on the taxonomy and typology keywords.  

5.2. Within-company strategy differences over time 
This part of the analysis consists of investigating if there are differences within each 

company regarding strategic direction during the course of the chosen time period. 

The companies are presented one by one, on both the corporate and business level. 

Mainly the oversight charts have been used in order to carry out this part of the 

analysis, and the aim of it is to provide a strategic overview of the companies. 

5.2.1. ABB  

Corporate 
We find it hard to spot any direct changes in strategic direction; ABB is a company 

which is very eloquent in their annual reports, something that obstructs an easy 

grasp of the company’s overall corporate strategic direction. There is no clear 

strategic pattern for the entire period when it comes to ABB on the corporate level, 
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but instead there seems to be a variety of strategic directions. The company appears 

to be in a state of constant change, with the frequent divestments and acquisitions 

as well as the constant restructuring. During the period between 1988 and 1999 

different categories appear, disappear and reappear in a manner which strikes us as 

rather random. Exceptions are quality, with a phase during the first half of the 

1990’s; innovation with a six-year period in the middle of the same decade; and low-

cost effort and economies of scale, which ends in 1996. ABB is a customer-focused 

company throughout the entire period. R&D is also focused on until 1997, but after 

that no more is said about R&D efforts. The global aim is also emphasised between 

1988 and 1997. Technology is mentioned quite often during the entire period, with a 

shift towards new and breakthrough technologies in 1998 and onwards. Information 

technology comes up only twice, 1999 and 2000.  

ABB is present on many markets, with a focus on emerging markets in 1991 to 1997. 

Frequently mentioned markets are Asia, Central and Eastern Europe, Latin and 

South America, the Far and Middle East and Africa. ABB continuously claims to be 

a decentralised company, with a sporadic focus on core businesses rather than being 

diversified. Expansion is made both on the business and markets level, although not 

to a great extent. New products are emphasised in 1992 and 1993 as well as between 

1997 and 2000. Services are mentioned sporadically throughout the time period as 

well as a leadership position. Although ABB is a very large company, 

decentralisation is pursued. According to us, the clearest break lies in the change 

between the years 1999 and 2000. From 2000 and on, hardly any comments are 

made, if compared with the earlier phase. Nonetheless, we cannot determine 

whether this change illustrates a shift in strategy, or perhaps that ABB became more 

discrete and less explicit about their business. 

Business    
The same trend as just mentioned above is also seen on the business level; there is a 

stand-out break which comes a year earlier, in 1998. Again, after the break ABB 

became more restrictive in their remarks and it is impossible for us to know why. 
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We find however that strategic patterns are easier to detect on the business level. 

Acquisitions, joint ventures and alliances are made for the first seven years and also 

in 1999 to 2001. Innovation is not mentioned at all, while efforts on R&D are 

mentioned for a long phase until an abrupt end in 1997. Low-cost efforts are 

expressed a number of times, and focus is put on services between 1994 and 1998. 

Technology is in focus on the business level as well, since it is mentioned almost 

every year. Various types of technology are spoken about as well as breakthrough 

and new technology. In opposite of the corporate focus, diversity and full range are 

frequently emphasised on the business level. Regarding markets, two market areas 

are especially mentioned: Central and Eastern Europe/Russia and the Asia-Pacific 

region. Expansion is made in one quasi-continuous period between 1991 and 1996.  

5.2.2. General Electric 

Corporate 
On the corporate level, we see three different phases: From 1987 to 1991, 1992 to 

1996 and finally between 1997 and 2002. The phase that stands out is the middle 

one, which displays fewer comments overall, especially if removing comments 

which are common for all three phases. In this middle phase, GE does not mention 

acquisitions or technology at all, and hardly mentions markets and focus. Another 

interesting observation is the claims of being both focused on core/key businesses 

and broad range/diversity in a couple of years in the first phase. We find such 

strategic directions to be contradictory, but still GE is a large and multi-business 

company, which could explain this. In the first phase, many markets are mentioned, 

which coincides with the comments about expanding in markets. The phase also 

consists of acquisitions and collaborations. The final and third phase is again 

characterised by acquisitions, but also by new trends such as quality programs, 

services and IT. However, the quality phase of GE was started already in the middle 

phase between 1992 and 1996. GE has a strong global aim, stretching through the 

whole period. The company becomes targeted towards services in 1995 and 

onwards. Expansions are made very few times and strangely enough in 1993 and 
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1994, when no acquisitions are made. Not many R&D efforts are made, and 

innovation is consequently also rarely mentioned. Leadership positions are spoken 

about in two periods: 1987 to 1990 and 1998 to 2002. GE is frequently emphasising 

decentralisation as well as working across national and functional boundaries. Low-

cost efforts are only made during three years and the markets that are targeted are 

sparsely mentioned, especially after 1991.  

Business 
Technology leadership is something that is very important for GE on the business 

level, but there is however a gap in this field for three years between 1998 and 2000. 

Global aim is also frequently mentioned throughout the entire period, and the world 

market is targeted for a period of years; 1991 to 1997. During the first half of the 

1990’s, GE also seeks market leadership, and during the same years specific markets 

are frequently mentioned. The business segment becomes targeted towards services 

right away for three years, and this focus also appears later, in 1995 and onwards. 

Technology is, as already mentioned, important for GE and is frequently seen in the 

chart. New and breakthrough technology appears a couple of times, but turbine 

technology is most frequently mentioned. Acquisitions, joint ventures and alliances 

only appear in the later part of the period, from 1994 and on. The same pattern is 

seen regarding expansion as it is not spoken much about until 1996 but after that is 

frequently mentioned. On the business level, we find that the most significant 

changes lie in acquisitions and expansion, a phase that takes place with start in the 

middle of the 1990’s. 

5.2.3. Siemens 

Corporate  
On the corporate level, Siemens does not demonstrate any significant changes in 

strategic direction. We find it impossible to find stand-out phases as most categories 

appear and reappear every now and then. The one thing noticeable is the reduction 

in mentioned markets which takes place from 1998 and on. R&D efforts are mostly 
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made for the first six years, and this might have something to do with the new and 

breakthrough technologies that also appear in the same time period. Siemens also 

has a constant global aim, as well as a focus on the world market in two time 

periods: from 1987 to 1993 and from 1998 and on. Siemens is present on many 

markets, eg Europe, Asia and North America, until 1998 when the company 

suddenly stops listing what markets to be on. Decentralisation is also mentioned by 

this company every now and then, as well as being focused both on core businesses 

and being diversified at the same time for a couple of years. The company is 

expanding almost every year, both in the businesses and the markets area, moreover 

are acquisitions, alliances and joint ventures made every year except for 1994. 

Restructurings are constantly made, and divestments are mentioned in the latter part 

of the time period. Low-cost efforts and economies of scale are rarely mentioned, 

but innovation becomes very important from 1993 and on. New products are 

developed in three time periods: 1987 to 1990, 1993 to 1995 and 1998 to 1999. 

Technology is mentioned every year, in addition to information technology which 

appears in 1995 and then comes back in 1999 to 2001. 

Business 
On the business level, we can see that expansion seems to have taken place in 

somewhat different turns, as goes for investments; the two categories partly overlap. 

A clearer strategic direction is the shift towards talking about the world market in 

1997, and also the appearance of customer focus from 1996 and on. Another two 

phases we notice are the focuses on services in the beginning and the end of the 

studied time period. Siemens expands in three different time periods, 1987 to 1988, 

1992 to 1997 and 2000 to 2001, on both the business and market level. Acquisitions, 

joint ventures and alliances are made during the majority of the time period. The 

segment does not have a strong global aim, nor does it make any R&D efforts or 

focus on innovation. Investments are made in the end of the 1980’s and also in the 

mid-nineties, and this is reflected in the technology field, since focus on power 

plants, nuclear technology and turbine technology is noticed in these periods. 
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Remarks about markets are rather scarce, the Asia-Pacific region and Central and 

Eastern Europe are however emphasised for a period of years in the mid-nineties. 

Focus is then put on the world market from 1997 an on. The segment is said to be 

diversified a number of times spread out on the entire period, with one year, 1988, 

where focus is on both core businesses and diversification. The customers become 

important in 1995, and stay that way for a few years. A leadership position is 

sporadically mentioned throughout the period, but does not seem to be a major 

focus for Siemens’ business segment.  

5.2.4. Westinghouse 

Corporate  
Westinghouse strikes us as the company which has the least amount of remarks 

about strategy direction in their reports. Nevertheless, there are a few consistencies 

that shine through. With an exception for the two first years of the 1990’s, 

Westinghouse talks about divestments in all of the studied reports. The changing of 

the company’s portfolio is mentioned several, albeit discontinuous, years. Another 

clear trend is the repeated mentioning of technology during the first six years, which 

then ceases as the company changes direction. Somewhat overlapping with the 

technology remarks, and in parallel with the divestments, acquisitions are talked 

about from 1993 and on. Between 1993 and 1995, there is a period of cost 

reductions, and small two-year stages are also found between 1992 and 1993 

concerning services and between 1993 and 1994 concerning a focus on core 

businesses. Westinghouse indicates having a global aim in four non-continuous 

reports, and during the first five-year period, leadership positions of some sort are 

mentioned. We find that there are a couple of major shifts in Westinghouse’s 

corporate strategic direction. Firstly, the company abandons the importance of 

technology in 1995. Secondly, a phase of divestment and parallel acquisitions begins 

in the early 1990’s. In the last couple of years, portfolio optimisation becomes 

important, which we find logical considering the acquisitions and divestments made 
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simultaneously.  We also note that 1993 stands out since it is virtually the only year 

with specific markets mentioned.  

Business 
The comments are in general scarce and non-coherent, but there is a phase 

characterised by expansion and joint ventures in the beginning of the 1990’s, and 

during this phase markets are also more frequently mentioned. The global aim is put 

more emphasis on, appearing in six reports during the first seven years of the 1990’s. 

Technology is mainly talked about in 1989, but occasional comments are made until 

1996. Investments are mentioned during the first two studied years. Otherwise, the 

years that stand out are 1996 and 1997, with only two and one comment 

respectively. Nevertheless, these comments are of diverse natures; in 1996 there is 

mentioning of global aim and new technology, and in 1997 there is only the remark 

that the studied segment is divested. We therefore find that a great strategic shift 

takes place in 1997, when the only comment is divestment. We believe that the 

scarcity of comments in 1996 might have been due to this coming strategic shift 

towards divestment.  

5.3. Between-company comparisons 
In order to facilitate this part of the analysis, we have assimilated company 

taxonomy oversights. These are found in Appendix 7: Company taxonomy-oversights.  

5.3.1. Corporate taxonomies 

The following analysis concerns the corporate taxonomies of the companies, and is 

primarily based on the company taxonomy-oversights. The analysis was made in 

accordance with the main categories of the taxonomy oversights. 

Leadership position 
Siemens mentions leadership consistently, but varies between leadership in general, 

technology leadership and market leadership. In 1994 and 1996, there are holes in 

the pattern, which otherwise stand out as the most regular. The situation for the 
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other companies is however a bit different. GE talks about leadership in two 

distinguished periods; the first four years and the last five years of the total time 

period ranging from 1987 to 2002. During a large part of the nineties, there is no 

consistent pattern of leadership indications in the GE reports. ABB on the other 

hand, presents a pattern which is more sporadically disrupted, but do not talk about 

market leadership but once. Finally, Westinghouse’s comments about leadership are 

concentrated to the first five-year period, and ceases completely after that.  

Comparing the four companies, Siemens appears as having a determined aim for 

leadership with ABB following closest. GE seems to have returned to their original 

leadership goals after a period of indistinctness, and Westinghouse disappears from 

the leadership positions as time goes by.  

R&D effort 
ABB pushes R&D in the period from the company’s birth in 1988 until 1997, when 

R&D ceases to be mentioned. Siemens has a similar, consistent concentration on 

R&D between 1987 and 1992, but after this year R&D is only sporadically 

mentioned. The pattern for GE also shows a resemblance: R&D efforts are 

mentioned between 1987 and 1990, but do not reappear at all during the remaining 

time. Westinghouse on the other hand only mentions a R&D effort in the very first 

studied year, 1989.  

Considering these data, ABB emerges as the most R&D-oriented company, with 

Siemens lagging a bit behind. However, the R&D efforts at ABB died away whilst 

Siemens returned to them in regular three-year cycles.  

Investment 
Neither of the companies makes consistent investments during the sixteen year 

time-period.  

Divestment 
Regarding divestments, there are considerable differences between the companies. 

ABB only fail to mention divestments for three years, of which two are in the 
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company’s infancy. From 1990 and on, ABB divests on a regular basis, which makes 

up one of the clearest patterns in the oversight. However, Siemens, GE and 

Westinghouse do not show off similar tendencies: Siemens has a period from 1994 

to 1997 which stands out as a phase of divestment, and GE has a slight tendency 

towards a divestment phase in the years up until 1990. Westinghouse divests already 

in 1989, but it is between 1992 and 1997 that the real periodical pattern is clear.  

This category indicates some similarity between Westinghouse and Siemens, and a 

difference between these two companies and GE. Nevertheless the divestment 

made by ABB, which lasts throughout the time period, differentiates that company 

from the three others. 

Cost 
GE does not mention cost reductions at all, and only sporadically indicates an 

inclination towards being a low-cost producer. At the same time, Siemens and ABB 

both continuously bring up cost reductions in their annual reports. ABB also 

displays a distinct period of low-cost efforts and objectives of economies of 

scale/scope from 1988 to 1997, which distinguishes them further from Siemens as 

well as GE and Westinghouse, which only comments show a cost-reduction phase 

between 1993 and 1995. 

Within the low-cost and cost reduction field, we find that it is possible to divide the 

companies in two opposite groups. ABB stands out as being the most low-cost 

focused company, with Siemens and its many cost reductions right behind. The 

other group consists of the two remaining companies that hardly mentions cost 

efforts: GE and Westinghouse.     

Innovation 
Also when speaking about innovation, GE appears as a company without 

consistency; innovation is brought up in three of the sixteen years, without 

particular periodical distinction. ABB on the other hand displays a cluster between 

1992 and 1998, and Siemens positions itself strongly regarding innovations from 
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1993 and on. Again, Westinghouse stands out by having only one remark linked to 

innovation, this in 1991. 

The most innovation-intense company seems to be Siemens, followed by ABB. 

Both GE and Westinghouse have very few remarks about innovation. 

Global aim 
Three companies display rather consistent global aims: GE is, in this matter, the 

most consistent, and clearly demonstrates a desire to act on a global basis. Siemens 

also gives an overall image of a globalised company, albeit they fail to mention some 

kind of global aim certain isolated years. ABB on the other hand shows a gap of 

three years between 1998 until 2000 when global aim rests unmentioned; a gap 

which appears too large for it to be written off as an isolated event. The fourth 

company, Westinghouse, talks about global aim at four occasions, but we see no 

clear consistency in these remarks. 

The most globally focused company is clearly GE, but Siemens and ABB are not far 

behind. Westinghouse has the least global aim, mentioned only in about half the 

time.   

New products 
Siemens stands out as the company of new products, displaying new products in 

three bunches separated by a couple of years each. The pattern is not very 

consistent, but new products are mentioned rather suddenly. The mentioning of 

new products in ABB’s reports roughly coincides with that of Siemens’, albeit in 

only two bunches. Westinghouse does not mention new products at all and GE only 

brings them up during the one period in the middle of the 1990’s.  

Siemens is the company that most frequently has come up with new products and 

Westinghouse the least frequent one with not one single new product. ABB and GE 

are found in between. 
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Services 
Services are the next area where significant differences appear when comparing the 

companies. ABB brings up services in 1989, and after that the company now and 

again mentions services all through the period of study, without noteworthy clusters. 

Siemens bring up services a couple of times during the latter years of the 1990’s, but 

no clear pattern emerges. Westinghouse demonstrates a short stage of a direction 

towards services between 1992 and 1993. However, GE stands out as the company 

presenting the clearest services phase, emphasising this area in their reports from 

1995 and on. The company does mention services already in 1987, but this is 

followed by a slump until 1995. 

GE is the most services-focused company, followed by ABB. Siemens and 

Westinghouse are on the other hand not much into services.  

Technology 
Westinghouse mentions technology in general during the first six studied years, i.e. 

between 1989 and 1994, and the only pattern regarding technology in GE’s report is 

a cluster of years mentioning IT between 1995 and 2000. This cluster is significant, 

not only for GE in terms of technology comments, but also if the three companies’ 

comments about IT are compared; ABB mentions IT in 1999 and 2000, and 

Siemens in 1995, along with the period between 1999 and 2001. These other two 

companies are more frequent in their talking about technology in general; both 

companies mention technology continuously, although ABB does not mention 

general technology during the last three years. This is somewhat counterbalanced by 

the fact that ABB repeatedly speaks about breakthrough/new technology during 

those years, a sub-category that emerges as significant during the latter five years of 

the studied total time-period. Siemens on the other hand mentions 

breakthrough/new technology more frequently during the very first seven years, up 

until 1993, and only from time to time during the later years. 

In this category, two companies are separated from the rest: GE and Westinghouse 

do not speak about technology to the same extent as do Siemens and ABB, with 
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Siemens as the company that most frequently mentions technology and 

Westinghouse the least. 

Acquisitions 
All four companies are advocates of acquisitions, albeit in somewhat different 

periods of time. ABB demonstrates a ferocious streak of acquisitions as well as joint 

ventures and alliances during its 13 first years of existence, to cease mentioning such 

ventures completely the final two years of the study. Siemens is not far behind, 

displaying acquisitions in all but four of the sixteen studied years, and joint ventures 

and alliances are almost as frequently mentioned. There is a slight intermission 

around 1994, and come the year 2000 and on, there is no mentioning of joint 

ventures and alliances. Westinghouse enters a period of acquisitions in 1993 which 

lasts throughout the studied time period, partly accompanied by a two-year phase of 

joint ventures and alliances. Nevertheless, GE is the company which presents the 

clearest distinction of two separate acquisition periods, displaying a gap in the first 

half of the 1990’s when acquisitions are hardly mentioned, as goes for joint ventures 

and alliances, which only appear during the first period of acquisitions. 

ABB is clearly the company that most deals with acquisitions, joint ventures and 

alliances, but Siemens is also very active in this field. GE is involved in a number of 

acquisitions, more than Westinghouse which is the company that deals the least with 

acquisitions.    

Markets 
One of the first things noticed is that Siemens is virtually the only company to talk 

about its home markets, but this is not done consistently throughout the whole 

studied time period, but concentrated to the years preceding 1996. Why this is one 

might wonder. ABB has however uttered an intention to be locally present on a 

global basis, with many home markets, which could in part explain the lack of 

comments about home markets. All companies bring up the entrance to new 

markets at some point, but differences emerge in other categories. Whilst world 

markets to a large extent are neglected by the other companies, Siemens on the 
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other hand mentions these on a regular basis. Nonetheless, Siemens does display an 

intermission between 1994 and 1997, when world markets are not mentioned 

specifically. On the other hand, Siemens and GE only sporadically mention 

emerging markets, and Westinghouse not at all, whilst ABB shows a tendency 

towards these markets between 1991 and 1997. 

More specifically speaking in terms of continents and precise regions, Asia/Asia-

Pacific stands out for ABB, GE and Siemens being repeatedly brought up 

throughout the entire sixteen years of study. Overall, GE does not specify markets 

to the same extent as the two other companies, the years between 1987 to 1991 

stand out in terms of frequency of market comments. However, Westinghouse is 

the company which stands out in terms of not mentioning markets, only displaying 

1993 as a year full of market comments. GE does mention Europe quite a few times 

during that five year period, and during the latter three years Central/Eastern 

Europe/Russia are brought up. Otherwise, the most conspicuous with GE is the 

non-mentioning of the U.S.-market, which should be of interest to an American 

company. Only Latin/South America is mentioned occasionally.  

Siemens display a shift regarding market comments from 1998 on, when very few 

references are made, in contrast to the earlier years when market specifications were 

common. North America/USA virtually matches Asia/Asia-Pacific regarding the 

frequency of comments, in addition to the regular citing of world markets. 

Central/Eastern Europe/Russia emerges as a phase of interest between 1989 and 

1996, during these years that region arises as the third great interest besides North 

America/USA and Asia/Asia-Pacific. 

Finally, ABB is the company which mentions the broadest scope of markets 

throughout the years, in relation to the frequency of the comments. Nonetheless, 

the three final years of study fiercely stand out, displaying a total of a mere two 

market comments. This is a sharp contrast to the previous years, during which 

market references were abundant, with a low period during the first three years, 
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when comments also were rather scarce. Central/Eastern Europe/Russia almost 

matches Asia/Asia-Pacific in terms of years, but emerges later and disappears during 

the last three years. There is one other stand-out period, lasting between 1992 and 

1999, when Latin/South America, Middle/Far East and Africa were mentioned 

practically annually. This signifies not only a phase for ABB, but also separates ABB 

from Siemens, with only a couple of comments about these markets, and GE, with 

close to none. ABB is also the sole company to mention African markets.  

Westinghouse is extremely sparse with remarks about markets, with ABB and 

Siemens as opposites with a generous amount of statements about what markets to 

focus on, where ABB takes the lead with a few more than Siemens. GE gets third 

place in this category.     

Organisation structure 
Three of the companies show tendencies towards limiting the bureaucracy in the 

organisation structure, and cross-nation/cross-function co-operation is used of all 

these three, albeit to various extents. Only Westinghouse stands out again, not 

making virtually any comments about their organisation structure at all. ABB 

demonstrates a regular fight for decentralisation from its birth until 1999, when less 

bureaucracy, as many other categories, ceases to be mentioned again. Siemens’ 

comments about bureaucracy are more scattered, with somewhat of a concentration 

during the last three year interval. Regarding GE, decentralisation is mentioned 

consistently during the five first years and from time to time after that up until the 

year 2000. However, cross-nation/cross-function co-operation is more frequent in 

GE’s annual reports, with a reasonably distinct period between 1989 and 2000, i.e. 

the greater part of the studied time period. 

ABB is the most decentralised company, with GE and Siemens closely behind. 

Westinghouse distinguishes itself by completely lacking comments about 

decentralisation.  
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Quality 
GE stands out as the company with the clearest quality focus. Whilst Siemens very 

sporadically talks about quality improvement, Westinghouse only talks bout it 

during two years and ABB only does so during the first four years of the 1990’s. GE 

displays a quality improvement phase from 1994 and on. Already in 1987 quality is 

GE mentions for the first time, but it is not until 1996 that the company brings 

about a quality program. Nevertheless, GE is the only company to do so at all. 

From 1994, when the quality phase first emerges, and on, quality and the Six Sigma 

quality program which GE employ, distinguish themselves in the annual reports. 

GE is the company with the greatest quality efforts as well as the only company 

with a lasting quality program. Siemens and ABB are far behind with only a few 

quality-remarks, while Westinghouse has the least. 

Focus 
The focus question implies some quite interesting indications for Siemens and GE 

on the corporate level. ABB almost invariably focuses on core/key businesses 

throughout the years, with one distinct period between 1988 and 1992, and the 

possible start of another in 2001 and 2002. Notable is the one year, 1995, when a 

broad range/diversity was the focus expressed, just to be replaced by core/key 

businesses two years later. Siemens presents a more scattered image: There is a 

period between 1994 and 1997 when focus was mentioned on core/key businesses, 

but during two of these years broad range/diversity was also mentioned. During the 

last five years of study, Siemens’ focus varies from portfolio optimisation via 

core/key businesses to broad range/diversity, providing a rather incoherent focus 

pattern. GE displays two major phases: The first four years are characterised by the 

duality of core/key businesses and broad range/diversity, and the last five studied 

years have focus solely on broad range/diversity. There is intermittence between 

these periods when broad range/diversity focus is mentioned occasionally. 

Westinghouse talks about focus in every year, and tend to concentrate on 

redirection of the company and its portfolio.  
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Roughly speaking, this opposes ABB and GE as one goes for core/key businesses 

and the other broad range/diversity, whilst Siemens is focused towards both 

extremes during the entire studied sixteen year time period and Westinghouse seems 

to change strategic direction very often.  

Customer focus 
When speaking about customers, ABB crystallises itself as the company which at the 

earliest stage focused on its customers. Acknowledging the appearance of isolated 

years when no comments on the subject were made, ABB has focused on its 

customers throughout the entire studied time period. This can not be matched by 

Siemens, which from the second half of the 1990’s and on sporadically mentions a 

customer focus. GE’s phase of customer focus starts in 1997 and lasts throughout 

the rest of the years, not counting the solitary comment in 1991. Westinghouse does 

not bring up customer focus in any of the studied annual reports. 

ABB is clearly the most customer-focused company with GE as follower. Siemens 

mentions customers only a few times and Westinghouse not at all.  

Expansion 
Siemens exhibits an almost unbroken line of expansion comments throughout the 

years, albeit they do vary in their nature. ABB mentions expansion every year from 

1988 to 1996, when a gap occurs until the year 2000. GE does not present a regular 

inclination towards expansion, but only mentions it from time to time. Notable is 

that during two consecutive years of GE expansion comments, few markets are 

mentioned, investments one year and acquisitions, joint ventures and alliances none. 

Regarding Westinghouse, only three comments about expansion are made in a 

discontinuous manner. 

The most expansive of the studied companies is Siemens, followed in descending 

order by ABB, GE and Westinghouse.  
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Restructuring 
GE and Westinghouse stand out with only one comment in the category 

throughout all the years. Restructuring is mentioned all years but two in ABB’s 

reports, and all but four in Siemens’. 

There are two opposite groups found in this category: ABB is the most restructuring 

company along with Siemens right after in the first group. In the second group we 

find Westinghouse which rarely mentions restructuring, together with GE which 

only restructures once.   

5.3.2. Business taxonomies 

The following analysis concerns the business taxonomies of the companies, and is 

primarily based on the company taxonomy-oversights that are to be found in 

Appendix 7: Company taxonomy-oversights. The analysis was made in accordance with 

the main categories of the taxonomy oversights. 

Leadership position 
GE is the company that most frequently speaks about leadership, particularly 

technology leadership which is maintained for the first ten years, and also the two 

last ones. Market leadership is also achieved several times during 1990 to 1997. Both 

Siemens and ABB have much more sporadic leadership positions stretched out over 

the entire period, as well as eight and six years respectively when no leadership 

position is said to be held at all. ABB has market leadership only once, in 1988. 

Westinghouse only mentions leadership at two occasions, separating it from the 

other companies. 

This indicates that GE is the company with the clearest aim in the actual business, 

especially concerning technology, whilst Westinghouse seems to have no consistent 

thought about getting and maintaining business leadership. ABB and Siemens also 

seem to strive for leadership, but it is not as ferociously indicated. 
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Investment 
Siemens is the heaviest investor, making investments in 1988 to 1990 as well as 1994 

to 1997. Westinghouse mentions investments in 1989 and 1990, and GE and ABB 

both speak about investments twice; GE in 1988 and 2002 and ABB in 1990 and 

1992. 

Siemens really stands out as a company with two distinct periods of investment, 

whilst we can not see any investment phases for the other companies. 

Divestment 
On the business level, all four companies make divestments very few times over the 

entire period. Nevertheless, Westinghouse decides to divest the studied business 

completely in 1997, which makes the company stand out.  

Cost 
ABB is the only company that speaks repeatedly about cost reductions and low-cost 

efforts, this is emphasised in the years between 1988 and 1998. GE makes a low-

cost effort in 1998 and Siemens in 1988. Siemens also speaks about reducing costs 

twice in the whole period, 1987 and 1993, as do Westinghouse in 1991 and 1994. 

Furthermore, Siemens also mentions having economies of scale/scope in 1992. 

Thus, ABB stands out as the company having had a rather clear phase of cost-

reductions and low-cost efforts. The other companies do not display any similar 

patterns, but just occasionally make remarks about costs.  

Innovation 
ABB and Westinghouse do not mention innovation at all, while GE and Siemens 

each speak about it one single year. Hence, innovation does not appear to be that 

important on the business level in these companies.  

Global aim 
GE has a global aim every now and then for almost the entire period, while ABB 

and Siemens focus much less on being global. ABB speaks about global aim in 1989 

to 1990 and Siemens later in the period, 2001 to 2002. Westinghouse displays the 
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most consistent period, commenting on global aim six times between 1990 and 

1996. 

Considering this information, it seems as the American companies GE and 

Westinghouse are more globally oriented than the Europeans, ABB and Siemens.  

New products 
ABB focuses on new products a couple of times between 1994 and 2000, something 

that Siemens does only once in, 1988, and GE in 2001, 2002 and 1994. 

Westinghouse does not mention new products at all.  

This singles out ABB from the others, but the pattern is not very consistent in our 

opinion.  

Services 
GE emphasises services in two time periods, first between 1987 and 1989 and then 

in 1995 to 2002, making it the most service-focused of the four companies. Siemens 

is also focusing on services in two periods, first in 1987 to 1991, with a gap in 1989, 

and then in 1999 to 2002, with a gap in 2001. ABB is services-focused in 1990, as 

well as from 1994 to 1998, whilst Westinghouse only mentions services sporadically. 

GE and Siemens were both talking about services from the beginning of the studied 

period in 1987, but stopped around the turn of the decade. Then, in the middle of 

the 1990’s, services reappear, now in ABB and GE, and a new phase is begun. But, 

whilst ABB stops mentioning services in 1999, Siemens instead picks it up, and 

Siemens and GE continue this phase throughout the studied time period. Thus, GE 

appears to be the most service-focused company of the four. 

Technology 
ABB and GE are slightly more technology intense than Siemens, and Westinghouse 

shows an uneven pattern. GE focuses mostly on turbines technology, which is 

noticed in 1989 to 1994 and also the last couple of years, but is also involved in 

nuclear technology in the beginning of the period. ABB is more diversified and 
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sporadic, involved in turbines, power plant and nuclear/reactor technology during 

1989 to 1993. ABB also possesses new or breakthrough technology for a number of 

years between 1991 and 2002, in more than twice as many years compared to GE, 

Siemens and Westinghouse. IT-technology is spoken of once by GE and Siemens, 

1999 and 2000 respectively. Siemens also possesses various technologies, with a 

special focus on power plants for seven years between 1987 and 1998. 

Nuclear/reactor and turbine technology are also mentioned a few times. 

Westinghouse is not consistent in its mentioning of technology; but tend to talk 

about breakthrough/new and reactor technology. Solar/wind energy is mentioned a 

single year by each company, in 2000 by ABB, in 2002 by GE, in 1989 by 

Westinghouse and in 1988 by Siemens.  

What stands out is GE’s interest in turbines technology, and Siemens’ in power 

plants. ABB is the company which most frequently emphasises breakthrough/new 

technology, but do not show off similar specific technology patterns. Power plants 

seem to have had importance in the beginning of the 1990’s, but this phase is 

undeniably shorter than Siemens’ is. Westinghouse does not stand out in any 

technology; instead it makes few remarks overall in this category. 

Acquisitions, joint ventures and alliances 
The pattern for acquisitions, joint ventures and alliances differs for each company. 

ABB has many joint ventures and alliances in the first six years and GE has many 

acquisitions, joint ventures and alliances during 1994 to 2001. Westinghouse 

mentions joint ventures and alliances between 1990 and 1992. Siemens has the most 

acquisitions, joint ventures and alliances of the four, spanning throughout the period 

with only three blank years in total. 

Considering these facts, Siemens seems to have a consistent focus on making 

acquisitions and collaborating. ABB and GE have had rather complementary 

periods of acquisitions, coinciding in the last couple of years. The Westinghouse 
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phase of alliances can not really stand up to the other companies’ more distinct 

phases, and seems weak in comparison. 

Markets 
As on the corporate level, Westinghouse makes rather few remarks about markets in 

general, and specific markets in particular. Nevertheless, the company does mention 

diverse markets throughout the period between 1990 and 1995. ABB’s patterns 

regarding markets are seen in the emerging markets in 1995 to 1998 and in the Asia-

Pacific region and Central/Eastern Europe and Russia between 1991 and 1996. 

Europe, the Far/Middle East and the Americas are also sporadically mentioned. GE 

emphasises the world market during 1991 to 1996, and Europe 1991 to 1993. In 

1993, Africa, the Far/Middle East and Central/Eastern Europe and Russia are also 

mentioned, along with USA in 1990 and Asia-Pacific in 1991 and 1992, making GE 

the company that talks the least about markets. Siemens focuses on the world 

market from 1997 and onwards, as well as paying special attention to the Asia-

Pacific region almost the entire period. Europe, Central/Eastern Europe and Russia 

and the Americas are also each mentioned several years. The Middle/Far East is 

spoken about in 1995. 

What stands out when examining the comments made about markets is the relative 

scarcity of remarks made by GE, and especially Westinghouse, when compared with 

ABB and Siemens. GE and Westinghouse both display one year with relatively 

many comments, 1993 for both companies, but otherwise the remarks are few and 

often rather general, an example of this being GE relying on the world market. ABB 

and Siemens on the other hand, often talk about specific market areas such as Asia-

Pacific and Central/Eastern Europe and Russia. Siemens also have a phase of 

world-market comments during the later years. One interesting thing is that from 

1998 and on, the comments about markets are reduced greatly for GE and ABB 

into almost none at all. What this depends on, and if it signifies strategic redirection, 

is however impossible for us to conclude. Also Siemens displays few comments 

during the last two years, but the shift is not as distinct as for ABB and GE. 
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Quality 
None of the companies address quality much; the range goes from zero to three 

comments by each company in total. GE displays a short phase in the middle of the 

1990’s, from 1994 to 1997. 

Focus 
The focus of ABB is clearly to be diversified/have a full range and this is 

emphasised many times during the entire period; core focus is however mentioned 

once in 2001. GE almost completely leaves out information regarding focus, except 

in 1996 where diversity/full range is spoken of. Siemens’ focus resembles the one of 

ABB, with repeated emphasis on diversity/full range and core focused mentioned 

once in 1988. Westinghouse mentions diversity/full range twice, in 1990 and 1991, 

and talks about focus in other terms for another three years. 

This indicates that ABB and Siemens are the companies with the clearest focuses in 

their respective businesses, and that diversity/full range is the chosen approach.  

Customer focus 
Customers are not much emphasised by any of the companies, least of all by 

Westinghouse with no comments at all and GE which only says to have a customer 

focus in 1998. ABB has slightly more customer focus; both in 1991 and 2000 to 

2001 while Siemens mentions customer focus four times between 1996 and 2001.  

Thus, Siemens has taken the clearest customer focus approach on the business level, 

starting in the middle of the 1990’s, but we might be seeing the beginning of such a 

phase also in ABB from 2000 and on. 

Expansion  
Siemens expands in both businesses and markets in three periods: 1987 to 1988, 

1991 to 1996 and 2000 to 2001. GE also expands in both markets and businesses, 

but the expansion mostly takes place from 1996 and onwards. ABB mentions 

expansion virtually in one period, between 1991 and 1996, only failing to mention it 
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at one point. Westinghouse in its turn makes expansion remarks in the quasi-

continuous period between 1990 and 1993. 

Overall, this indicates that the companies have all been expanding in some way in 

complementary periods, exchanging roles with time with Siemens showing off the 

longest total period of expansion. In the beginning of the 1990’s, ABB, Siemens and 

Westinghouse expanded, but they were succeeded by GE in 1996/1997. Then, 

Siemens re-established a pattern of expansion in 2000, and accompanied GE in an 

expansion phase during the remaining of the studied time period. 

Restructuring 
ABB has the most restructuring segment, with restructuring efforts in two periods: 

1989 to 1990 and 1994 to 1998. GE only restructures in the two first years, while 

Siemens are restructuring in 1988, 1993 and 1995. Westinghouse does not mention 

restructuring. 

The restructuring of ABB stands out, since ABB is the only company to 

continuously mention restructuring efforts. 

R&D 
ABB strongly emphasises R&D from the beginning of the period until 1997, while 

none of the other companies even comment on R&D.  

5.4. Strategy classifications 
This section is composed of the comparisons between the company taxonomies and 

the strategy typologies, presented company by company. The comparisons are based 

on the keywords extracted from the taxonomies and typologies, and these keywords 

are assimilated in Appendix 8: Company taxonomy keywords and in figures 4, 5 and 6 in 

section 3.12. Strategy typology keyword summaries.  

We have labelled the typologies as regarding ‘corporate’, ‘business’ or ‘technology’ 

strategy according to the following list: 
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‘Corporate’ 
Portfolio/Core competence 
First mover/Fast mover/Slow mover/No mover/Remover 
Defender/Prospector/Analyser/Reactor 
Overall cost leadership/Differentiation/Focus 
Product leadership/Operational excellence/Customer intimacy 

 ‘Business’ 
Multiplication/Monopolisation/Specialisation/Diversification/Co-operation/ 
Capitulation/Liquidation 
Explosion/Expansion/Continuous growth/Slip/Consolidation/Contraction 

 ‘Technology’ 
First -to- market/ Second-to- market/Late -to- market/ Market segmentation 
Extensions of customer’s R&D/Basic research enterprises/Entrepreneurial start 
ups/Major systems innovation 
 
The typologies labelled ‘corporate’ have been compared with corporate taxonomies 

and the typologies labelled ‘business’ and ‘technology’ have been compared with 

business taxonomies. We have outlined the following classification of the companies 

into strategic typologies in Appendix 9:  Typology classifications. 

5.4.1. ABB 

Corporate 1988-1990 
ABB’s leadership indicates a First-mover strategy; the acquisitions point to a 

Portfolio perspective; the many markets and the focus on decentralisation indicate a 

Prospector type organisation. Being a low-cost producer points to that ABB aims 

for Overall cost leadership and Operational excellence. Furthermore, ABB’s focus 

on core businesses indicates a Core competence perspective.  

Corporate 1991-1993 
ABB’s R&D efforts indicate a Product leadership strategy, the emphasis on 

innovation points to a First-mover strategy and the focus on customer needs is 

associated with the Customer intimacy strategy. Moreover, the divestments indicate 

a Remover strategy, the focus on core businesses points to a Core competence 

perspective, the acquisitions show a Portfolio perspective, economies of scale and 
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low cost efforts indicate an Overall cost leadership strategy, the Defender type as 

well as Operational excellence. The shift towards increased quality might imply a 

Differentiation strategy, and innovation, decentralisation and the new and many 

markets all point to a Prospector type organisation. 

Corporate 1994-1996 
The global leadership indicates a First-mover strategy; the R&D efforts and cross-

cooperation point towards Product leadership; innovation and new and many 

markets indicate the Prospector type and divestitures indicate a Remover strategy. 

Economies of scale and low-cost production point to Operational excellence, a 

Defender organisation and Overall cost leadership. Furthermore, the customer 

focus is connected to the Customer intimacy strategy. 

Corporate 1997-1999 
Innovation, new products and emerging and many markets indicate a Prospector 

organisation, R&D efforts point to a Product leadership strategy; customer focus 

indicates a Customer intimacy position; divestitures point to a Remover strategy and 

the technology leadership is connected to the First-mover strategy. Acquisitions and 

joint ventures as well as ABB’s decentralisation focus point to a Portfolio 

perspective.     

Corporate 2000-2002 
Leadership indicates a First-mover strategy; customer focus shows a Customer 

intimacy position; divestments point to a Remover strategy and ABB’s focus on 

core activities shows a Core competence perspective. Cost reductions point to an 

Overall cost leadership strategy and a Defender position.   

Business 1988-1990 
ABB has a First-to-market strategy since it has a technology leadership position and 

makes R&D efforts. It also expresses being a low-cost producer, and thereby also 

has a Late-to-market strategy. The R&D-efforts qualify ABB as having a Basic 

research enterprises strategy, the low-cost statement makes it fall into the category 
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of Entrepreneurial start ups and Major systems innovation and the major 

investments indicate a Continuous growth strategy.  

Business 1991-1993 
ABB’s leading technology position and the R&D efforts indicate a First-to-market 

strategy; expressions about being a major supplier qualify the company as having 

Extensions of customer’s R&D. The strategies Late-to-market and Entrepreneurial 

start ups fit ABB due to the expression of being a low-cost producer. The company 

also expresses expansion efforts and is thereby having an Expansion strategy. 

Business 1994-1996 
Being a low-cost producer and reducing costs characterise this period and this 

points to the Late-to-market strategy, Entrepreneurial start ups and the 

Consolidation strategy. The R&D efforts indicate a First-to-market strategy and the 

Basic research enterprises strategy, while the expansion in low-cost markets points 

to an Expansion strategy. 

Business 1997-1999 
ABB’s shift towards new markets and business areas indicate a Diversification 

strategy, leading and new technologies point to the First-to-market strategy and 

being a large supplier makes ABB pursue Extensions of customer’s R&D. The 

Explosion strategy also fits ABB, due to the ambition of building its market position. 

Business 2000-2002 
ABB has a Monopolising and Expansion strategy since the company is 

consolidating the market position, and is also increasing its market share and has 

thus a Continuous growth strategy. ABB’s focus on new technologies makes it 

having a First-to-market strategy, while the divestments indicate a Contraction and 

Liquidation strategy.   
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5.4.2. General Electric 

Corporate 1987-1989 
GE’s leadership statement indicates a First-mover strategy; the diversification aim 

point to a Portfolio perspective and being a low-cost producer shows an Overall 

cost leadership and Operational excellence. The divestment shows a Remover 

strategy while statements to expand markets and anti-bureaucracy point towards a 

Prospector type organisation.  

Corporate 1990-1992  
The focus on new markets and anti-bureaucracy indicate a Prospector position, 

divestment points to being a Remover and the Customer intimacy strategy is 

connected to GE’s customer focus. 

Corporate 1993-1995 
GE says having a flat organisation, new products and is focusing on emerging 

markets, all in concordance with the Prospector typology. The company also 

expresses a desire for speed, pointing to a Fast-mover strategy. A Differentiation 

strategy can also be identified, since GE claims to have high quality, as well as being 

a low-cost producer and thereby classifying it as having Overall cost leadership and 

Operational excellence.   

Corporate 1996-1998 
The customer focus indicates the Customer intimacy strategy, the leadership 

position points to the First-mover strategy while the statement of being a multi-

business company puts GE in the Core competence perspective. However, the 

statement regarding a diversified portfolio indicates a Portfolio perspective and 

Product leadership. The quality program shows a step towards Differentiation. 

Corporate 1999-2002 
The market leadership points to the First-mover strategy, being a diversified 

company and making acquisitions are associated with the Portfolio perspective and 

customer focus is connected to the Customer intimacy strategy. The leading-edge 
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technology and making R&D-efforts qualify GE as having Product leadership, 

entering new markets signifies a Prospector while the quality program suggests a 

Differentiation strategy. 

Business 1987-1989  
The leadership position and advanced technology indicate a First-to-market strategy, 

as well as Basic research enterprises. Whilst not being a perfect keyword match, we 

connect GE’s alliances to the Co-operation strategy. The divestments indicate a 

Contraction and Liquidation strategy.  

Business 1990-1992 
The First-to-market strategy applies to GE yet again due to statements regarding 

technology leadership and a leading position, while the next generation technology 

implies a Basic research enterprise. The network of partners implies a Co-operation 

strategy, and also Extensions of customer’s R&D. The expansion statement points 

towards an Expansion strategy.  

Business 1993-1995 
Technology leadership and the next generation technology are again emphasised, 

pointing to the First-to-market strategy, together with Basic research enterprises. 

Joint ventures made suggest a Co-operation strategy. 

Business 1996-1998 
GE’s global and services expansion indicate a Multiplication and Expansion strategy, 

while technology leadership points towards a First-to-market strategy. A 

Diversification and Continuous growth strategy can also be identified, since GE 

goes into new and emerging markets. Low-cost efforts signify Entrepreneurial start 

ups, Major systems innovation and a Late-to-market strategy. Leading-edge 

technology suggests Basic research enterprises. Co-operation is also applied, 

considering the joint ventures made at this time. 
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Business 1999-2002 
Technology leadership is again claimed, indicating the First-to-market strategy while 

investments made point towards the Continuous growth strategy. GE’s expanded 

portfolio suggests a Multiplication and Expansion strategy. 

5.4.3. Siemens  

Corporate 1987-1989 
Siemens’ expanded and multiplied businesses, less hierarchy and being an innovator 

indicate a Prospector organisation while having a broad spectrum and making 

acquisitions point towards the Portfolio perspective. Large-scale production and 

cutting costs signify an Overall cost leadership as well as Operational excellence and 

a Defender type. The Product leadership strategy is also found since Siemens talks 

about R&D efforts, as well as the First-mover strategy as leadership is expressed.  

Corporate 1990-1992 
Siemens is again cutting costs, meaning that an Overall cost leadership strategy, 

Operational excellence and the Defender type applies. The divestments made point 

to a Remover strategy; and the focus on core businesses signify a Core competence 

perspective while the diversification, acquisitions and the less hierarchy statements 

point towards a Portfolio perspective. Siemens makes new products and can 

therefore be said to be a Prospector. 

Corporate 1993-1995 
Siemens as a leading player points to a First-mover strategy, while also being a 

Prospector by expanding in markets and businesses, focusing on innovation and 

being decentralised. Product leadership is also attained by the spectrum of activities 

and being R&D intensive. The focus on core businesses indicates a Core 

competence perspective, at the same time as the broad spectrum of activities and 

the decentralisation signify a Portfolio perspective.  
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Corporate 1996-1998 
Siemens’ industry leadership points to the First-mover strategy, while the made 

divestment shows a Remover strategy. The Core competence perspective is 

represented by the focus on core business while the Portfolio perspective also is 

found in the less hierarchy statement and the acquisitions. A Prospector type is 

identified in Siemens’ wide range and the several markets mentioned.  

Corporate 1999-2002   
A broader and streamlined portfolio indicates two strategies; the Product leadership 

strategy and the Portfolio perspective. The latter is also represented in Siemens’ 

acquisitions and decentralisation efforts. A Prospector position can also be found in 

Siemens’ focus on new products, innovation and expanded services. Divestments 

also indicate a Remover strategy. 

Business 1987-1989 
By expressing expansion into new fields along with diversification, Siemens has a 

Diversification strategy. The First-to-market strategy is also applicable here, with a 

technology leadership as well as general leadership. The expansions also indicate an 

Expansion and Multiplication strategy, along with a Continuous growth strategy due 

to investments made. The aim of keeping the lowest possible price points towards 

the Late-to-market, the Entrepreneurial start ups and the Major systems innovation 

strategy. 

Business 1990-1992 
The First-to-market strategy is again identified, with Siemens’ leadership and new 

technology. Services are expanded, indicating a Multiplication and Expansion 

strategy. The improvement of positions shows an Explosion strategy, and the joint 

ventures point to a Co-operation strategy. The focus on innovation suggests Basic 

research enterprises, and the aim to gain economy in operation implies a 

Specialisation strategy.    
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Business 1993-1995 
The aim to strengthen competitiveness points to an Explosion strategy, while the 

expansion of market positions and investments show a Continuous growth and 

Expansion strategy. Being a pacesetter in technology and being present on many 

markets indicate a First-to-market strategy and joint ventures point to a Co-

operation strategy. 

Business 1996-1998 
The First-to-market strategy is identified in this period with the market and industry 

leadership together with Siemens claiming to be a technology pacesetter. The latter 

statement also qualifies the company as having a Basic research enterprises strategy, 

and the joint ventures signify a Co-operation strategy. Investments in projects and 

companies suggest a Continuous growth strategy.  

Business 1999-2002 
The expansion of activities and businesses suggests a Multiplication and Expansion 

strategy; the new technology indicates a First-to-market strategy and alliances point 

to a Co-operation strategy. 

5.4.4. Westinghouse  

Corporate 1989-1991 
The desire for leadership indicates a First-mover strategy, and the quality aspect 

coincides with the Defender and Differentiation typologies.  

Corporate 1992-1994 
Again, the aim for leadership signifies a First-mover strategy, but the divestment 

also adds a Remover angle. The focus on core businesses indicates a Core 

competence perspective and the focus on strategic businesses Focus, but the 

striving for cost-reductions also comply with Overall cost leadership.  
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Corporate 1995-1997 
Divestment complies with a Remover strategy and again the focus on strategic 

businesses indicates Focus. Nevertheless, acquisitions also coincide with the 

Portfolio perspective.  

Business 1989-1991 
Westinghouse’s remark on new technology matches the First-to-market-strategy, 

and partnerships and alliances to the Co-operation strategy. This since partnerships 

and alliances in fact consist of some form of co-operation. 

Business 1992-1994 
The striving for leadership signifies that Westinghouse has a First-to-market strategy. 

Business 1995-1997 
The period does not present consistent keywords which allow a general 

classification. However, we find it interesting to bring out a keyword which only 

appeared in the last of the three years; ‘divestment’, as the studied segment was sold 

during 1997. This keyword coincides with the typologies Liquidation strategy and 

Contraction strategy. 
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6. FINDINGS AND REFLECTIONS 
 

This chapter consists of findings from the comparative analysis, as well as of an accounting for our 

reflections regarding the thesis’ process and outcome. The chapter is also concluded by a brief 

methodological reflection. 

 

6.1. Thoughts concerning the companies 
We have made a number of observations during the analysis process which are not 

clearly related to the research questions. Nevertheless, we find these findings 

interesting and valuable in order to provide a more nuanced picture. 

Something that stood out during the analysis was the multitude of strategic 

directions which were expressed. The fact that the taxonomy oversights often 

contained an abundance of mark-outs, led to that it was hard to identify overall 

distinct strategic phases. However, it was easier to distinguish phases on the 

category level. This was also illustrated by the fact that some periods in a company 

could match a multitude of generic typologies, especially on the corporate level. 

Some of these typologies were also each others opposites, something that we link to 

the companies being so large. All of the four companies consisted of several 

divisions, or business areas, something that could explain the appearance of 

contradictory strategic directions.  

Regarding the American companies GE and Westinghouse, there was a trend in 

1993 to be quite eloquent about targeted markets. However, these companies were 

none of the other years inclined to talk about specific markets. One might wonder 

why the companies decided to mention many markets in this particular year. 
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Another interesting observation is the distinction of Westinghouse from the other 

companies: Westinghouse’s reports and the comments in them stood out due to 

their limited extent. We believe that the fact that the company exited the industry 

with the conclusive selling of the Power Generation business in 1997 may have had 

an influence; during the suited period, Westinghouse went through major changes 

and eventually chose to focus on a different business direction. 

6.1.1. Comments regarding the espoused corporate strategies 

Siemens strikes us as the most expansive company and we find that this is reflected 

in the fact that it is also the company that has the most remarks about different 

markets. In addition, Siemens also makes a number of acquisitions, joint ventures 

and alliances. GE claims to have a global aim for the majority of the time period, 

but does not speak much about different markets, especially not after 1991. The 

same goes for Westinghouse which indicates a global aim for a couple of years, but 

hardly mentions any markets.  

Furthermore, we see a connection between R&D efforts, innovation, new products 

and technology. Both Siemens and ABB are making R&D efforts, focus to some 

extent on innovation, present new products and have many statements regarding 

technology. The opposite goes for both GE and Westinghouse, with quite few 

remarks in these fields, with the exception of Westinghouse’s technology statements. 

Thus, there seems to be differences between the European and American 

companies in terms of profiling in these areas. We think that ABB and Siemens 

perhaps can be said to be more pronounced technical science companies. 

We also saw a pattern which is found in each of the companies, namely a shift in 

ABB, GE and Siemens around the end of the 1990’s, and in Westinghouse’s case in 

the mid-nineties. The shift consists of a downfall in the number of comments about 

strategic direction, and it is especially noticeable when it comes to the markets 

category where the number of statements decreases significantly all around. 
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6.1.2. Comments regarding the espoused business strategies 

One thing that stands-out is the overall scarcity of comments about innovation on 

the business level. We connect this to the lack of R&D comments in all companies 

but ABB. Only ABB mentions R&D at all; this in a very distinct phase which partly 

overlaps with their comments about innovation. ABB thus stands out in terms of 

innovation and R&D on the business level.  

Another thought is that perhaps the companies tend not to talk about ‘new 

products’ as such, but still develop and renew their product offer. This could explain 

the absence of comments about ‘new products’ in general. 

Whilst GE and Westinghouse mention the global aim more often, ABB and 

Siemens much more frequently talk about specific markets around the world. We 

consider this as an indication of that they do operate on a global basis, albeit not 

using the same terms when talking about it.  

Siemens’ consistent acquisitions and collaborations can be connected to its fairly 

frequent expansion, and we see that they also coincide with Siemens often speaking 

about specific markets. GE’s acquisitions and collaborations phase also coincides 

with comments about expansion, indicating a dynamic phase for the company 

during the latter part of the studied time period. Furthermore, the restructuring in 

ABB takes place in parallel with the cost-reductions and low-cost efforts made from 

1988 up until 1998. We connect this to the fact that ABB was founded in 1988, and 

that these categories could be influenced by the going through a start-up phase. 

Finally, we link the focus of the divestments made by Westinghouse to the nature of 

the remarks about company focus, as they are shown in the taxonomy matrix for 

the time period 1995 to 1997. These remarks often concern what Westinghouse 

calls a strategic redirection of the company, and they display the change of business 

direction and the abandonment of the heavy electrical engineering industry. 

Moreover, we note that in 1997 when Westinghouse made the conclusive 
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divestment of its Power Generation business, all of the other three companies 

seemed to be quite strong; GE and Siemens were being in phases of expansion, and 

ABB had just come out of one.  

6.2. Methodological reflection 
Working with our grounded approach has implied a time-consuming process due to 

the extent of the empirical material. We found that the systematic of the work 

process gave a clear structure to the accounting for the empirical material, and we 

feel that it was able to speak for itself, just as we intended from the beginning. We 

also feel that this was further enhanced by the choice to wait with studying generic 

strategy models and concepts. 

Is it then a good idea to use annual reports as the single source for information 

about a company’s strategy? After having conducted this study, we believe that it is 

possible to extract information using a grounded approach of textual analysis. 

Nevertheless, whilst we conclude that there is information about strategic direction 

in the reports, we consider it a good idea to use additional sources in order to 

provide a more balanced picture of it and to establish what the companies actually 

did, as opposed to only evaluating their espoused strategies. 

Finally, after having carried out a textual analysis which excluded contextual factors, 

we are inclined to believe that the picture provided by such an analysis needs 

completion by a more profound analysis of the surrounding world, eg through a 

discourse analysis. Nevertheless, if such a study was to be conducted under 

circumstances similar to ours, we find it necessary to limit the empirical material. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This chapter presents the conclusions we have drawn, presented as answers to our research questions.  

 

7.1. Espoused corporate and business strategies 
The purpose of this thesis is to provide an overall image of strategy in the heavy 

electrical engineering industry in the time period of 1987 to 2002, using the non-

financial information in annual reports as the single source for identifying and 

classifying companies in terms of strategy. Accounted for in line with our research 

questions, here follows our conclusions.  

7.1.1. Are there different strategic phases within each company from 

one year to another or in different periods of time, and if so, 

which are they? 

ABB displayed a multitude of comments linked to strategy on the corporate level, 

which corresponded to a variety of strategic directions. Specific strategy shifts were 

therefore impossible to detect. On the business level, the company displays two 

acquisition and collaboration phases along with one distinct expansion phase. 

Moreover, the R&D efforts come to an abrupt end in 1997, and there is a distinct 

focus on services in the middle of the 1990’s. 

General Electric exhibits three different phases on the corporate level: The first 

phase is characterised by many markets, expansion, acquisitions and collaborations 

between 1987 and 1991. Between 1992 and 1996 there is a break as eg the 

acquisitions and collaborations cease to appear. Finally between 1997 and 2002, 

another acquisition phase is entered which is characterised by focus on customers 

along with core/key businesses. Furthermore, it is distinctively shown when services, 

IT and quality focus become important in the middle of the 1990’s. On the business 
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level, the stand-out difference is the acquisitions and expansion phase from the mid-

nineties and on. 

Siemens presents a similar pattern compared to ABB, with many comments in a lot 

of categories on the corporate level. Distinct phases can not be distinguished, except 

for the lack of specified markets from 1998 and on when ‘world markets’ take over. 

On the business level, there is one distinct expansion phase in the mid-nineties, as 

well as two periods of investments and two distinct services phases. As on the 

corporate level, there is a shift towards talking about the world market, this in 1997.  

Westinghouse’s main strategic features on the corporate level is the abandonment of 

technology in 1995 and the divestment phase that starts in 1992, which in 1993 is 

accompanied by an acquisition phase. On the business level, there is a phase of 

expansion and joint ventures in the beginning of the 1990’s, but the real stand-out 

shift takes place in 1997 when divestment is the only action mentioned.  

7.1.2. What major differences and/or similarities in overall strategy 

exist between the companies? 

What can be seen is that the European companies ABB and Siemens tend to be 

quite similar on the corporate level; they often talk about the same things to the 

same extent. Meanwhile, Westinghouse separates itself from all the other studied 

companies by not mentioning much at all about their strategic direction. The ABB-

Siemens similarities are shown in the following categories: Acquisitions and 

restructuring, where ABB is the dominant actor; and leadership, innovation, 

technology and expansion, in which Siemens is the leading company. These two 

companies also distinguish themselves from the other two by implementing 

different cost efforts; ABB taking a low-cost position and Siemens pursuing cost 

reductions. Furthermore, ABB has the most espoused aim for decentralisation, a 

vision shared with both Siemens and GE, but not at all with Westinghouse. 
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Remaining on the corporate level, the American companies GE and Westinghouse 

also share certain aspects: neither of them talks about restructuring and they tend to 

be restrictive in their market specifications, a category in which both ABB and 

Siemens are rather eloquent. GE also shares features with the European companies: 

GE has the clearest global aim followed by Siemens and ABB, and regarding 

customer focus there is also a similarity between GE and ABB, but now it is ABB 

that is leading. GE is the most focused towards services with ABB in second place, 

whilst Siemens and Westinghouse hardly mention this field. 

There are also categories in which only one company stands out: ABB is leading in 

R&D efforts, divestment and has a clear core/key business focus. GE dominates in 

quality and is the most focused on broad range/diversity. Siemens leads in new 

products, and focuses on both core/key businesses and broad range/diversity. 

Finally, Westinghouse stands out by not at all mentioning new products, and by also 

focusing on both core/key businesses and broad range/diversity. 

Moving on with the business level strategies, there are not as many distinct 

similarities between the companies, but GE and Westinghouse have the clearest 

global aims. GE also leads in services, with Siemens and ABB as followers. 

Westinghouse hardly mentions services at all. Also on this level, ABB and Siemens 

are more eloquent about their targeted markets, and both these companies also aim 

for diversity/full range. 

The categories in which one company stands out are: ABB in cost, new products, 

restructuring and R&D; GE in leadership; Siemens in investment, acquisitions, 

customer focus and expansion; and Westinghouse in divestment. Regarding 

technology, ABB often mentions breakthrough/new technology, GE repeatedly 

mentions turbines technology, Siemens regularly talks about power plants while 

Westinghouse speaks least of technology, but now and again mentions reactor and 

breakthrough/new technology. 
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7.1.3. How can the chosen companies be classified in terms of 

generic strategies? 

The classification of the companies indicates that a multitude of strategic typologies 

was applicable during the studied years. Some typologies were recurrent and others 

used in unique periods. ABB’s main strategic directions were the First-mover 

strategy on the corporate level, and the First-to-market strategy on the business level. 

For General Electric, the main directions were being a Prospector on the corporate 

level and having a First-to-market strategy on the business level. On Siemens’ 

corporate level, the company had a Portfolio perspective as well as being a 

Prospector, along with having a First-to-market strategy on the business level. 

Finally, Westinghouse showed a multitude of main directions on the corporate level: 

the First-mover strategy, the Remover strategy and Focus, along with the First-to-

market strategy on the business level. Thus, all of the four companies mainly 

pursued a First-to-market strategy on the business level. 

Figure 7: Generic strategy classifications (own model) shows the main and recurrent 

directions displayed by the companies’ espoused strategies10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 The typologies in a bold typeface were recurrent in each period, the underlined typologies 
recurred all in all periods but one, and the ones in italic were displayed in three periods. 
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 Corporate Business 
ABB First-mover strategy  

Prospector  
Overall cost leadership  
Customer intimacy strategy 
Remover strategy 
Defender 
Portfolio perspective  
Operational excellence  
Core competence perspective 
Product leadership  

First-to-market strategy 
Expansion strategy 
Late-to-market strategy 
Entrepreneurial start ups   
 

General Electric Prospector 
First-mover strategy 
Portfolio perspective 
Customer intimacy strategy 
Differentiation strategy 

First-to-market strategy 
Basic research enterprises 
Co-operation strategy 
Expansion strategy 
 

Siemens Portfolio perspective 
Prospector 
First-mover strategy 
Product leadership strategy 
Core competence perspective 
Remover strategy 

First-to-market strategy 
Expansion strategy 
Co-operation strategy 
Continuous growth strategy 
Multiplication strategy 
 

Westinghouse First-mover strategy 
Remover strategy 
Focus

First-to-market-strategy 
 

Figure 7: Generic strategy classifications (own model) 

7.2. Suggestions of further studies 
Since our study only takes into account what the companies explicitly said about 

their strategic direction, we find that it would be of great interest to study if what 

the companies claimed to do actually were done. Moreover, it would be interesting 

to see if the strategic types that we could detect on the basis of the annual reports 

correspond to the strategic types that one would find if one were to consider other 

sources of information, perhaps more objective information such as articles in 

newspapers and the like. 

Furthermore, it would also be appealing to carry out the same type of study on 

smaller or independent companies or units within larger companies. We believe that 

a study sample of smaller companies would show fewer and more specific strategic 

directions. A large multi-business company can pursue contradictory strategic 

directions due to the fact that they often have widely different business units 

operating in separate markets, facing different conditions. We therefore find it to be 

of interest to study smaller companies or specific units that only have the possibility 
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to choose and follow a single strategy. This would also facilitate to more clearly see 

changes in strategy over the course of time. Our choice of business segment 

provided us with slightly more precise strategic directions, but since the studied 

companies’ segments, called Power Generation, often contained several different 

units or companies there were often a number of strategic directions spoken of also 

on this level.  

Furthermore, when studying an industry there is opportunity to discuss the 

possibilities of the concept industrial wisdom. We see this concept, as presented by 

eg Melander (1997) as an interesting area to develop concerning the heavy electrical 

engineering industry, considering the outcome of this thesis. Industrial wisdom 

discussions tend to take contextual aspects into consideration, and thus we propose 

the combination of a contextual study with an analysis of industrial wisdom. 

As we studied the annual reports, we have noticed that several of the companies 

expressed an aversion towards centralisation. Instead, the companies aimed to be 

decentralised and to have a flat organisation structure without massive hierarchy. 

However, this made us contemplate the possible problems of implementing a 

decentralised structure in a large company; considering the fact that the studied 

companies are giants, it did not seem all that clear to us what ‘decentralised’ implied 

in this context. Hence, we find that it would be interesting to further study the 

implications of decentralisation in large groups: What is decentralisation in this 

context? And what do the structures look like? 
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9. APPENDICES 
 

This section consists of appendices relevant to the enhanced comprehension of the thesis. Below is 

found a list of these appendices presented in this section. 

 

 

Appendix 1: Company keywords and phrases 
 
Appendix 2: Creation of taxonomies 
 
Appendix 3: Asea Brown Boveri taxonomy matrices 
 
Appendix 4: General Electric taxonomy matrices 
 
Appendix 5: Siemens taxonomy matrices 
 
Appendix 6: Westinghouse taxonomy matrices 
 
Appendix 7: Company taxonomy-oversights 
 
Appendix 8: Company taxonomy keywords 
 
Appendix 9:  Typology classifications  
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Appendix 1: Company keywords and phrases 
 
 
ABB Asea Brown Boveri Annual Report 1988 
 
p5 
..global operations.. 
..exporting worldwide in specialized fields.. 
..strong philosophy of decentralization; its aim is to be close to the customer, to 
have short lines of communication and decision-making, and clearly defined 
accountability. 
..matrix structure.. 
..8 business segments comprising 50 business areas.. 
 
p7 chairmen 
..world’s largest electrotechnical supplier.. 
.. several acquisitions and joint ventures […] strengthened core operations.. 
..substantial investments in R&D.. 
merger give complimentary strengths and additional resources in key R&D areas.. 
..remain in forefront of technological development in its field.. 
..competitive strength= multidomestic geographical presence.. 
..rapidly expand local presence in NA.. 
..strengthen position in the Far East… 
thus, locally present on global basis.. 
..a number of acquisitions and cooperation agreements.. 
 
p8 president’s comments 
..company mergers in over 50 countries.. 
..process of decentralization, capital and overhead-cost reduction programs, product 
exchanges, plant mergers, factory and engineering rationalization, divestment of 
operations and formation of new companies. 
.. efforts to expand business [..] strategic acquisitions and joint ventures.. 
..world low-cost producer in core businesses.. 
...flexible and lean organisation… 
..be technology leader in electrotechnical field.. 
..truly multidomestic group with many home countries and global cooperation 
across borders.. 
,,the merger A/b and subsequent acquisitions and joint ventures.. 
..consolidation of structure.. 
..moving West and East to develop more globalized business operations.. 
..double market share in NA in reasonable time.. 
..j.v. with Westinghouse in transmission and distribution.. [..] ABB want to become 
local supplier in US [..] plans expansion.. 
.. be “an insider rather than an invader” 
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..plan further investment in Asia..  
“federation of national companies”: local facilities supply home market and export 
specialized fields.. 
“think global, act local”, combining the multidomestic structure with cooperation 
and trade across borders to gain economies-of-scale advantages.  
..far-reaching decentralization through national companies.. stay close to the 
customer.  
.. focus on electrotechnical field [..] not diversify into unrelated areas.. 
…further develop nuclear technologies… 
R&D investment focus on business opportunities such as…developing countries.. 
 
Group review p10- 
...maintain leading role in technology and quality.. 
...make R&D more market oriented.. 
…corporate research centers in Germany, Sweden, Norway and Finland. Planned 
centers in Italy, the U.S., and Canada.    
..priority basic technologies as: power semiconductors, new materials, environmental 
development, energy, electronics and software.. 
…acquisitions.. 
…capital rationalization.. 
…divestments and sale-and-lease-backs.. 
...new business units are being formed… 
..decentralized line organization.. 
high level of acquisition.. 
..restructuring activities, capital rationalization programs, reduced overhead cost and 
decentralization gives higher efficiency.. 
 
Power plants p28 
…solutions for practically all power generation needs.. 
...new Italian JV.. 
...market leader.. 
...low-cost producer.. 
...programs for capital and cost reduction.. 
...rationalized, specialized, multidomestic manufacturing plants with cross-licensing 
agreements.. 
...maintain or strengthen technological position… 
...strong investment in R&D.. 
...globalization of market.. 
...increase bases in NA and Asian markets.. 
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Appendix 2: Creation of taxonomies 
 
 
ABB Asea Brown Boveri Annual Report 1988 
 
GLOBALIZATION 
..global operations.. 
..moving West and East to develop more globalized business operations.. 
 
FOCUS 
..exporting worldwide in specialized fields.. 
...new business units are being formed… 
.. focus on electrotechnical field [..] not diversify into unrelated areas.. 
 
ORG:STRUCTURE 
..strong philosophy of decentralization; its aim is to be close to the customer, to 
have short lines of communication and decision-making, and clearly defined 
accountability. 
..matrix structure.. 
..process of decentralization, capital and overhead-cost reduction programs, product 
exchanges, plant mergers, factory and engineering rationalization, divestment of 
operations and formation of new companies. 
...flexible and lean organisation… 
“federation of national companies”: local facilities supply home market and export 
specialized fields.. 
..far-reaching decentralization through national companies.. stay close to the 
customer.  
..decentralized line organization.. 
..restructuring activities, capital rationalization programs, reduced overhead cost and 
decentralization gives higher efficiency.. 
 
ECONOMIES OF SCALE 
“think global, act local”, combining the multidomestic structure with cooperation 
and trade across borders to gain economies-of-scale advantages.  
 
TECHNOLOGY 
..remain in forefront of technological development in its field.. 
..be technology leader in electrotechnical field.. 
…further develop nuclear technologies… 
...maintain leading role in technology and quality.. 
 
SUPPLIER 
..world’s largest electrotechnical supplier.. 
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..j.v. with Westinghouse in transmission and distribution.. [..] ABB want to become 
local supplier in US [..] plans expansion.. 
 
ACQUISITIONS/J.V. 
.. several acquisitions and joint ventures […] strengthened core operations.. 
merger give complimentary strengths and additional resources in key R&D areas.. 
..a number of acquisitions and cooperation agreements.. 
..company mergers in over 50 countries.. 
,,the merger A/b and subsequent acquisitions and joint ventures.. 
high level of acquisition.. 
..j.v. with Westinghouse in transmission and distribution.. [..] ABB want to become 
local supplier in US [..] plans expansion.. 
 
R&D 
..substantial investments in R&D.. 
R&D investment focus on business opportunities such as…developing countries.. 
...make R&D more market oriented.. 
…corporate research centers in Germany, Sweden, Norway and Finland. Planned 
centers in Italy, the U.S., and Canada.    
..priority basic technologies as: power semiconductors, new materials, environmental 
development, energy, electronics and software.. 
 
MARKETS 
..competitive strength= multidomestic geographical presence.. 
..rapidly expand local presence in NA.. 
..strengthen position in the Far East… 
..truly multidomestic group with many home countries and global cooperation 
across borders.. 
..double market share in NA in reasonable time.. 
..plan further investment in Asia..  
 
CULTURE 
thus, locally present on global basis.. 
.. be “an insider rather than an invader” 
 
COST 
..process of decentralization, capital and overhead-cost reduction programs, product 
exchanges, plant mergers, factory and engineering rationalization, divestment of 
operations and formation of new companies. 
..world low-cost producer in core businesses.. 
 
EXPANSION 
.. efforts to expand business [..] strategic acquisitions and joint ventures.. 
 
RESTRUCTURING/CONSOLIDATION 
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..consolidation of structure.. 

..restructuring activities, capital rationalization programs, reduced overhead cost and 
decentralization gives higher efficiency.. 
 
FINANCE 
…capital rationalization.. 
…divestments and sale-and-lease-backs.. 
..restructuring activities, capital rationalization programs, reduced overhead cost and 
decentralization gives higher efficiency.. 
 
Power plants  
 
OFFER/PRODUCTION 
…solutions for practically all power generation needs.. 
...rationalized, specialized, multidomestic manufacturing plants with cross-licensing 
agreements.. 
 
ACQUISITIONS 
...new Italian JV.. 
 
LEADERSHIP 
...market leader.. 
 
MARKETS 
...increase bases in NA and Asian markets.. 
 
COST 
...low-cost producer.. 
...programs for capital and cost reduction.. 
 
TECHNOLOGY 
...maintain or strengthen technological position… 
 
R&D 
...strong investment in R&D.. 
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Appendix 3: Asea Brown Boveri taxonomy matrices 
 
 
This appendix contains the taxonomy matrices for Asea Brown Boveri, ABB.  
 
Firstly, the corporate taxonomies are accounted for, after which follows the 
business taxonomy matrices. 
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Appendix 4: General Electric taxonomy matrices 
 
 
This appendix contains the taxonomy matrices for General Electric, GE.  
 
Firstly, the corporate taxonomies are accounted for, after which follows the 
business taxonomy matrices. 
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Appendix 5: Siemens taxonomy matrices 
 
 
This appendix contains the taxonomy matrices for Siemens.  
 
Firstly, the corporate taxonomies are accounted for, after which follows the 
business taxonomy matrices. 
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Appendix 6: Westinghouse taxonomy matrices 
 
 
This appendix contains the taxonomy matrices for Westinghouse.  
 
Firstly, the corporate taxonomies are accounted for, after which follows
business taxonomy matrices. 
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Appendix 7: Company taxonomy-oversights 
 
 
This appendix contains taxonomy oversights for the companies. 
 
The oversights are accounted for in company alphabetical order: First the corporate 
level oversight and then the business level oversight. 
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roups, divestments, focus on core activities, growth markets, very few markets, 

ost reductions. 

Business taxonomies: 1988-1990 
eywords: Technology leader, hold market shares, target service and retrofit market, 

&D efforts, joint ventures and acquisitions, major investments, low-cost producer, 

veral markets. 

Appendix 8: Company taxonomy keywords 
 
 
ABB 

Corporate taxonomies: 1988-1990 
Keywords: Leadership, expansion, global aim, acquisitions and co-operation, many 
markets, decentralisation, low-cost producer, focus on core business.  

Corporate taxonomies: 1991-1993 
Keywords: R&D efforts, innovation, global aim, customer focus, decentralisation,

expansion, divestments, focus on core businesses, acquisitions, developing and new 

markets, many markets, economies of scale, lower costs, increase quality. 

Corporate taxonomies: 1994-1996 
Keywords: Global leadership, R&D efforts, innovation, expansion, divestitures, new 

home markets, many markets, economies of scale, low-cost production, customer 

focus, cross-border co-operation, employment shift to low-cost countries, 

downsizing in industrial countries. 

Corporate taxonomies: 1997-1999 
Keywords: Innovation, R&D efforts, new products, customer focus, divestitures, 

shift to knowledge and service, technology leadership, high-growth and value 

industries, acquisitions and joint ventures, many markets, emerging markets,

decentralisation. 

Corporate taxonomies: 2000-2002 
Keywords: IT, leadership, customer focus, realignment of business around customer 

g

c

K

R

se
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Business taxonomies: 1991-1993 
chnology, major supplier, 

xpansion, many markets, R&D efforts, low-cost producer, focus on customers, full 

nge.  

ging markets, 

R&D

, advanced 

techn

Corporate taxonomies: 1990-1992 

taxonomies: 1993-1995 
Keywords: Flat organisation, new products, speed, high quality, low-cost producer, 

globalisation, IT, emerging markets, get bigger. 

Keywords: Forefront position, leading and pioneering te

e

ra

Business taxonomies: 1994-1996 
ords: Low-cost producer, cost reduKeyw ctions, expansion in low-cost markets, 

shifts towards low-cost markets and in mix towards services, emer

 efforts, complete range of services. 

Business taxonomies: 1997-1999 
Keywords: New markets, new business area, emerging markets, leading and new 

technologies, leadership, large and leading supplier, build market position

ologies, joint venture. 

Business taxonomies: 2000-2002 
Keywords: Consolidation of market position, increase market share, new 

technologies, divestments, key acquisition, focus on core areas, customer focus, 

long-term partnership. 

GE 

Corporate taxonomies: 1987-1989 
Keywords: Global aim, leadership, key business, diversified, low-cost competitor, 

joint ventures and alliances, divestments, expand markets, anti-bureaucracy.  

Keyw lobal markets, alliances, divestment, anti-

bureaucracy, ‘boundarylessness’, customer focus. 

Corporate 

ords: Global aim, new, existing and g
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tures, global markets. 

ts.   

Business taxonomies: 1993-1995 
ds: Technology leadership, globalisation efforts, global market share and 

service business, next generation technology, cost leadership, world markets, joint 

Keywor leadership, service expansion, new and 

Siemens  

Corporate taxonomies: 1996-1998 
Keywords: IT, services, customer focus, globalisation, leadership position, multi-

business company, diverse portfolio, quality program, acquisitions, partnerships and 

joint ven

Corporate taxonomies: 1999-2002 
Keywords: Market leadership, diversified services company, global aims, customer 

focus, IT, investments and R&D, leading-edge technology, acquisitions, new 

markets, quality program.  

Business taxonomies: 1987-1989 
Keywords: World leadership position, leading-edge, innovative and advanced 

technologies, world market, global positions, services, customer service, alliances, 

offshore markets, divestmen

Business taxonomies: 1990-1992 
Keywords: Global and leading position, technology leadership, next generation 

technology, expansion, few markets, network of partners.  

Keywor

ventures.  

Business taxonomies: 1996-1998 
ds: Global expansion, technology 

emerging markets, quality program, low-cost, leading-edge technology, joint 

ventures and acquisitions. 

Business taxonomies: 1999-2002  
Keywords: Technology leadership, global efforts, customer focus, e-business, 

investments, expanded portfolio. 
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vator, cut costs, quality, broad spectrum, large-scale 

production.   

core business, diversity, less hierarchy, new products, 

investments, acquisitions and joint ventures, world market. 

activities, innovation, R&D-intensive, new and 

emerging markets, decentralisation, customer needs.  

wide range, globalisation, 

services, world class technology, acquisitions, alliances and joint ventures, several 

 Leadership, world market, streamlined and broader portfolio, innovation, 

new products, new technologies, Internet and e-business, global presence, services 

 enhance core business, leadership, technology leadership, 

expansion into new sectors, regional expansion, acquisitions, investments, high 

-1992 
Keywords: Leadership, improved and developed technology, new and future-

oriented technology, services expansion, joint ventures, improve positions, stimulate 

innovation, combination of companies to gain economy in operation. 

Corporate taxonomies: 1987-1989 
Keywords: Expanded and multiplied business, acquisitions, mergers and joint 

ventures, less hierarchy, leadership, new technologies, global aim, world markets, 

R&D efforts, investments, inno

Corporate taxonomies: 1990-1992 
Keywords: International aim, expansion, technology advancement, cut costs, new 

technologies, divestments, 

Corporate taxonomies: 1993-1995 
Keywords: Global aim, leading player, expansion in markets and businesses, core 

business, broad spectrum of 

Corporate taxonomies: 1996-1998 
Keywords: Industry leadership, divestment, core business, 

target markets, less hierarchy, knowledge-based company. 

Corporate taxonomies: 1999-2002 
Keywords:

expanded, acquisitions, divestments, decentralisation.  

Business taxonomies: 1987-1989 
Keywords: Diversification,

quality, lowest possible price.  

Business taxonomies: 1990
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ts and companies. 

nts, customer focus. 

cus on customer needs. 

Wes

Corporate taxonomies: 1992-1994 
Keyw ent, focus on strategic business, services, 

Keywords: Divestment, focus on strategic business, acquisitions, strategic 

redire

echnology, partnerships and alliances. 

Business taxonomies: 1992-1994 

Business taxonomies: 1993-1995 
Keywords: Strengthen international competitiveness, pacesetter in technology, new 

products/solutions, expansion of market position, many markets, joint ventures and 

acquisitions, focus on cost effectiveness and boosting productivity, investments in 

selected projec

Business taxonomies: 1996-1998 
Keywords: Leadership in market, globalisation, pacesetter in technology, 

acquisitions and joint ventures, many markets, industry leadership in certain markets, 

balance international structure, investments and co-investme

Business taxonomies: 1999-2002 
Keywords: Focus on services, expansion of activities, no 2 in market, global aim, 

new technology, entire array of energy solutions, expanded business in activities and 

markets, few markets, alliances and key acquisition, fo

tinghouse 

Corporate taxonomies: 1989-1991 
Keywords: Leadership, global aim, quality.  

ords: Leadership, global aim, divestm

cost-reductions, technology-base, focus on core businesses, workforce reductions. 

Corporate taxonomies: 1995-1997 

ction. 

Business taxonomies: 1989-1991 
Keywords: Globalisation, quality, new t

Keyw national markets, technology. ords: Leadership, globalisation, inter
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Business taxonomies: 1995-1997 
Keywords: Globalisation, technology. Special, bring-out one-year keyword: 

Divestment. 

 



 

 

ere we present the strategic typologies that the companies were classified into in 
the analysis, section 5.4: Strategy classifications. Typologies that are in a bold type-face 
appear every time-period, the ones underlined appear every period but one and the 
typologies in italics appear three out of five periods. Since the studied time period of 
Westinghouse is shorter and there only are three time periods, the typologies that 
appear more than once are underlined. Typologies that have an unchanged type-face 
appear twice or less, and in Westinghouse’s case only once.  
 
 
 
 
ABB corporate 

1988-1990 
First-mover strategy  
Portfolio perspective  
Prospector 

Appendix 9: Typology classifications 
 
 
H

 
Overall cost leadership  
Operational excellence  
Core competence perspective 

1991-1993 
First-mover strategy 
Portfolio perspective 
Prospector 
Overall cost leadership 
Operational excellence 
Core competence perspective 
Product leadership  
Customer intimacy strategy 
Remover strategy 
Defender 
Differentiation strategy 

 

1994-1996 
First-mover strategy  
Prospector 
Overall cost leadership 
Operational excellence 
Product leadership 
Customer intimacy strategy 
Remover strategy 
Defender 

1997-1999 
First-mover strategy 
Portfolio perspective 
Prospector 
Product leadership  
Customer intimacy strategy 
Remover strategy 

2000-2002 
First-mover strategy 
Overall cost leadership 
Core competence perspective 
Customer intimacy strategy 
Remover strategy 
Defender 



 

 

ABB business 

irst-to-market strategy 
ate-to-market strategy 

Entrepreneurial start ups 
Extensions of customer’s R&D 
Expansion strategy 

 
First-to-market strategy 
Late -to-market strategy  

s  
ups 

First-to-m
Diversification strategy 

’s R&D 
 

ategy 
egy 

tegy  

y  
on strategy 

General Electric corporate 

1987-1989 
First-mover strategy 
Portfolio perspective 

1988-1990 
F
L
Basic research enterprises 
Entrepreneurial start ups   
Major systems innovation  
Continuous growth strategy 

1991-1993 
First-to-market strategy 
Late-to-market strategy 

1994-1996

Basic research enterprise
Entrepreneurial start 
Consolidation strategy 
Expansion strategy 

1997-1999 
arket strategy  

Extensions of customer
Explosion strategy

2000-2002 
First-to-market str
Continuous growth strat
Monopolising stra
Expansion strategy 
Contraction strateg
Liquidati
 

Prospector 
Overall cost leadership  
Operational excellence 
Remover strategy 

1990-1992  
Prospector 
Customer intimacy strategy 
Remover strategy 

1993-1995 
Prospector 

verall cost leadership  
Operational excellence 
Differentiation strategy 

 
e 

 
intimacy strategy 

Differentiation strategy 

ective 

O

Fast-mover strategy 

1996-1998 
First-mover strategy 
Portfolio perspective
Core competence perspectiv
Product leadership
Customer 

1999-2002 
First-mover strategy 
Portfolio persp
Prospector 
Product leadership 
Customer intimacy strategy 
Differentiation strategy 



 

 

ic business 

rises

General Electr

1987-1989  
First-to-market strategy 
Basic research enterp  
Contraction strategy  
Liquidation strategy  
Co-operation strategy 

1990-1992 
First trategy -to-market s
Basic research enterprise 
Extensions of customer’s R&D 
Expansion strategy 
Co-operation strategy 

1993-1995 
First trategy -to-market s
Basic research enterprises  
Co-operation strategy 

1996-1998 
First-to-market strategy 

ategy 
Basic research enterprises
Late-to-market str

 
Entrepreneurial start ups 

egy 

Co-operation strategy

Major systems innovation 
Continuous growth strat
Diversification strategy 
Expansion strategy 

 
Multiplication strategy 

y 
h strategy 

y  

tive 

Defender 

992 

Overall cost leadership 
Operational excellence 

First-mover strategy 
Portf tive 

pective 

Portfolio perspective 

ective 

Product leadership 
Remover strategy 

1999-2002 
First-to-market strateg
Continuous growt
Expansion strategy 
Multiplication strateg

Siemens corporate 

1987-1989 
First-mover strategy 
Portfolio perspec
Prospector 
Overall cost leadership  
Operational excellence  
Product leadership 

1990-1
Portfolio perspective 
Prospector 

Core competence perspective 
Remover strategy 
Defender 

1993-1995 

olio perspec
Prospector 
Core competence pers
Product leadership 

1996-1998 
First-mover strategy 

Pros
Core competence persp

pector 

Remover strategy 

1999-2002   
Portfolio perspective 
Prospector 



 

 

ps 
tion  
 

Diversification strategy 
Expansion strategy

Siemens business 

1987-1989 
First-to-market strategy 
Late-to-market strategy 
Entrepreneurial start u
Major systems innova
Continuous growth strategy

 

trategy 
ses 

Multiplication strategy 
Explo  

Multiplication strategy 

1990-1992 
First-to-market s
Basic research enterpri

sion strategy
Expansion strategy 
Co-operation strategy 
Specialisation strategy 

1993-1995 
First-to-market strategy  
Continuous growth strategy 
Explosion strategy 
Expansion strategy 
Co-operation strategy 

1996-1998 
First-to-market strategy 

ses 

Co-operation strategy

Basic research enterpri
Continuous growth strategy 

 

y

1999-2002 
First-to-market strategy 
Expansion strateg  
Co-operation strategy 
Multiplication strategy  
 

orate 

gy

Westinghouse corp

1989-1991 
First-mover strate  

n strategy 

egy

Defender 
Differentiatio

1992-1994 
First-mover strat  

Core competence perspective 
Remo

Overall cost Leadership 

ver strategy 
Focus 

1995-1997 
Portfolio perspective 
Remover strategy 
Focus 
 
Westinghouse business 

1989-1991 
First-to-market-strategy 

 strategy 

trategy

Co-operation

1992-1994 
First-to-market s  

1995-1997 
Liquidation strategy 

trategy Contraction s
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